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Abstract
We promote the microscopic theory of standard model (MSM) [1,2] into super-
symmetric framework in order to solve its technical aspects of vacuum zero point
energy and hierarchy problems, and attempt, further, to develop its realistic viable
minimal SUSY extension. Among other things that - the MSM provides a natural
unification of geometry and the field theory, has clarified the physical conditions
in which the geometry and particles come into being, in microscopic sense enables
an insight to key problems of particle phenomenology and answers to some of its
nagging questions - a present approach also leads to quite a new realization of the
SUSY yielding a physically realistic particle spectrum. It stems from the special
subquark algebra, from which the nilpotent supercharge operators are derived. The
resulting theory makes plausible following testable implications for the current ex-
periments at LEP2, at the Tevatron and at LHC drastically different from those of
the conventional MSSM models:
• All the sparticles and the Higgs bosons never could emerge in spacetime con-
tinuum, thus, they cannot be discovered in any experiment nor at any energy range.
• For each of the three SM families of quarks and leptons there are corresponding
heavy family partners with the same quantum numbers 1 and common mass-shift
coefficients (1+k) given for the low-energy poles k1 >
√
2, k2 =
√
8/3 and k3 = 2,
lying far above the electroweak scale, respectively, at the energy threshold values:
E1 > (419.6 ± 12.0)GeV, E2 = (457.6 ± 13.2)GeV and E3 = (521.4 ± 15.0)GeV.
1 Introduction
A phenomenological standard model (SM) of high energy physics [4-22] with enormous
success settles order in entangled experimental data. Although it has proven to be in
spectacular agreement with experimental measurements and highly successful in a de-
scription and predicting a wide range of phenomena, however, it suffers from some vexing
problems and many key questions of both the phenomenological and SUSY aspects have
yet to be answered.
• In phenomenological aspect the mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking
is a complete mystery. The most problematic ingredient of such a breaking is the Higgs
boson (in simplest version), which has not yet been discovered experimentally. If a weakly
interacting Higgs boson exists, it will then appear below the TeV scale. Many possible
1This prediction was directly ensued from the MSM [1,2], as well the similar one was made in phe-
nomenological consideration by S.L.Adler [3]).
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extension of the Higgs sector have been considered (see e.g. [20,21,23,24] and references
therein). Along with the verifying experimentally of the Higgs sector, the most important
open questions of the SM are as follows: We have no understanding why the SM is
as it is? Why is the gauge symmetry? Why is this the particle spectrum? Why the
electroweak symmetry breaking sector consists of just one SU(2)L doublet of Higgs bosons
as it is in SM? The untested aspects of SM are the mass spectrum of the particles, the
mixing patterns and the CP violation. The latter is introduced through complex Yukawa
couplings of fermions to Higgs bosons, resulting in complex parameters in the CKM
matrix. The SM contains a large number of arbitrary parameters, while a consistent
complete theory would not have so many free parameters.
• There is another line of reasoning which supports the side of supersymmetrization of
the SM, i.e., there are two well known principal issues which remain open in the SM. The
first is the vacuum zero point problem standing before any quantum field theory. Second is
often referred to as the problem of quadratic divergences or the hierarchy and naturalness
problem (the dimensional analysis problem) arisen as the quadratic growth of the Higgs
boson mass beyond tree level in perturbation theory, namely, the extreme difference in
energy scales in the theory is inconsistent in the fundamental scalar sector. This is strong
indication for the physics beyond SM. These last two problems can be solved by extending
the symmetry of the theory to supersymmetry [25-49], which is believed in conventional
physics to be manifest at energies in the TeV range. Given the SUSY requiring doubling
the number of all the particles by their SUSY partners (sparticles), the quantum radiative
corrections may cancel because some loop diagrams vanish due to cancellation between
bosons and fermions since they have opposite signs. Then, if the SUSY is present in the
TeV range, the masses of the Higgs bosons are no more unstable than fermion masses,
whose smallness is natural and hold due to the approximate chiral symmetries. In this
manner, its simplest form, SUSY solves the technical aspects of the hierarchy problem as
well as the zero point energy problem, when due to power of the boson-fermion cancellation
the zero point energy of the fermions exactly cancels that of the bosons and the degeneracy
is not arisen. Therefore, in usual, the SM should be regarded as an effective low energy
field theory valid up to the energy range smaller than a few hundred GeVs.
• However, the SUSY in turn introduces its own set of difficulties. Despite the beau-
tiful mathematical features of SUSY theories and that the SUSY has been theoretically
invented almost three decades ago, but a physically realistic realization of SUSY had not
been achieved yet and this principal problem was ever since much the same as now. In all
suggested SUSY theories the supercharges have been inserted in ad hoc manner directly
into the four-dimensional spacetime continuum adding a new structure, i.e., a new four
odd fermionic dimensions. In fact, a physical essence of the basic concept of supercharge
remains unknown and, therefore, the physical theory is beset by various difficulties. Per-
haps the most discouraging and disturbing feature of the general class of proposed SUSY
theories is the absence at the moment of a solid experimental motivation of supersym-
metry, i.e., there is not a direct experimental evidence for the existence of any of the
numerous new sparticles predicted by such theories. It is clear, then, that SUSY cannot
be an exact symmetry in nature but has to be realized at least in broken phase. The
last one is the least understood aspect of such theories. The spontaneously broken SUSY
should be ruled out at once since it runs into phenomenological difficulties [31-49]. One
of the viable way out from this situation is an explicit breaking of the global SUSY. A
generic parametrization of this phenomenon introduces the much larger free parameter
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space (≃ 124) in the models of minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM-124
[32]). Thus, it is important to develop the other schemes that attempt to reduce the
number of free parameters. The conventional SUSY theories predict that the sparticles
must reside in the TeV range. All such arguments that nature is supersymmetric, and
that SUSY is broken at scales not too different than the weak scale, are theoretical. The
next generation of experiments at Fermilab and CERN [35,39,45,49-60] will explore this
energy range, where at least some of sparticles are expected to be found.
• All this variety prompts us, further, to adopt the idea that perhaps a more deeper
level of organization of physical world may be existed. In the light of current status of
particle physics, any new more elaborated outlook seems worthy of investigation. To solve
in microscopic sense some of the above mentioned problems of phenomenological aspect
the MSM is built up in [1,2]. The operator manifold (OM) formalism (part I) [1] enables
to develop an approach to the unification of the geometry and the field theory, as well the
quantization of geometry different from all existing schemes. Here we explore the query
how did the geometry and fields, as they are, come into being? In the first a major purpose
is to prove our physical outlook embodied in the idea that the geometry and fields, with
the internal symmetries and all interactions, as well the four major principles of relativity
(special and general), quantum, gauge and colour confinement are derivative, and they
come into being simultaneously (sec.2). The substance out of which the geometry and
fields are made is the “primordial structures” involved into reciprocal “linkage” establish-
ing processes (subsec.2.3, 2.4) We generalize this formalism via the concept of operator
multimanifold (OMM) (sec.3), which yields the MW geometry (subsec.3.2) involving the
spacetime continuum and internal worlds of given number. All this is not merely an exer-
cise in abstract reasoning but presumably bears directly on the geometry of the universe
in which we live. In an enlarged framework of the OMM we define and clarify the concep-
tual basis of subquarks and their characteristics stemming from the various symmetries
of the internal worlds (subsec.3.2). The OMM formalism has the following features:
• It provides a natural unification of the geometry- yielding the special and general rela-
tivity principles (subsec.2.2), and the fermion fields serving as the basis for the constituent
subquarks (subsec.3.2).
• It has cleared up the physical conditions in which the geometry and particles come
into being (subsec.2.2, 3.1).
• The subquarks emerge in the geometry only in certain permissible combinations uti-
lizing the idea of the subcolour (subquark) confinement principle (subsec.3.2), and have
undergone the transformations yielding the internal symmetries and gauge principle (sub-
sec.2.6).
We developed the MSM (part II) [2] based on the OMM formalism , which attempts to an-
swer to some of the above mentioned questions of particle phenomenology. All the fields
along with the spacetime component have nontrivial composite internal MW structure
(subsec.12.1) such that the possible elementary particles are thought to be composite dy-
namical systems in analogy to quantum mechanical stationary states of compound atom,
but, now a dynamical treatment built up on the MW geometry is quite different and more
amenable to qualitative understanding. The microscopic structure of leptons, quarks and
other particles will be governed by the only possible conjunctions of constituent subquarks
implying concrete symmetries. Although within considered schemes the subquarks are
defined on the internal worlds, however the resulting spacetime components of particles,
which we are going to deal with to describe the leptons and quarks defined on the space-
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time continuum, are affected by them (sec.12) in such a way that they carry exactly all the
quantum numbers of the various constituent subquarks of the given composition. The
hypothesis of existence of the MW structures manifests its virtue by solving some key
problems of particle phenomenology, when we attempt to suggest a microscopic approach
to the properties of particles and interactions. First of all the theoretical significance of
the MSM resides in the microscopic interpretation of all physical parameters.
Continuing this program towards the supersymmetrization, in this article we shall at-
tempt, further, to promote the MSM into the SUSY framework by elaborating its realistic
manifestly minimal SUSY extension (M/SMSM) (sec.15). The major difference of outlined
here supersymmetric approach (MW-SUSY) from those of conventional SUSY theories is
as follows:
• The MW-SUSY has an algebraic origin in the sense that it stems from a special
subquark algebra defined on the internal worlds, while the nilpotent supercharge operators
are derived (sec.4). Therefore, the MW-SUSY has realized only on the internal worlds,
but not on the spacetime continuum, which are all the ingredients of the broken super-
multimanifold (/SMM).
• Defined on the /SMM (sec.8) it implies the super-algebra different from the conven-
tional SUSY algebra.
• Here we are led to the principal point of drastic change of the standard SUSY scheme
to specialize the superpotential to be in such a form of eq.(11.28)-eq.(11.34), which allows
within this framework, further, to build up the MSM (sec.12).
We develop the microscopic approach to the isospinor Higgs boson with self-interaction
and Yukawa couplings (subsec.12.9-sec.13), wherein the two complex self-interacting isospinor-
scalar Higgs doublets (Hu, Hd) as well as their spin-
1
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SUSY partners
(
H˜u, H˜d
)
Higgsinos
have arisen on the W -world as the Bose-condensate. In contrast to SM, the MSM pre-
dicts the electroweak symmetry breaking in the W -world by the vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of spin zero Higgs bosons and its transmission from the W−world to the
spacetime continuum (subsec.12.14). This is the most remarkable feature of suggested
approach, especially, in the view of existing great belief of the conventional theories for
a discovery of the Higgs boson with other new particles at next round of experiments at
LEP2, at the Tevatron, at LHC and other colliders, which will explore the TeV energy
range (e.g. see [50]). The LEP2 data (is currently running at 189 GeV) provide a lower
limit mH > 89.3GeV on its mass in simplest version. Furthermore, there is a tight upper
limit (mh0 < 150GeV ) on the mass of the lightest Higgs boson h
0 among the 5 physical
Higgs bosons predicted by the MSSM models. The current direct search limits from LEP2
give mh0 > 75GeV. Therefore, the future searches for this boson (if the mass is below 150
GeV or so) would be a crucial point in testing the efforts made in the conventional mod-
els building as well in the present MSM based on a quite different approaches. Actually,
reflecting upon the results far obtained in the sec.12, in strong contrast to conventional
theories, the MSM rejects drastically any expectation of discovery of any Higgs boson, but
in the same time it expects to include a rich spectrum of new particles at higher energies.
Namely, if the MSM proves viable it becomes an crucial issue to hold in experiments the
following two solid tests:
• The Higgs bosons never could emerge in spacetime continuum since they have arisen
only on the internal W -world, i.e., thus, the unobserved effects produced by such bosons
cannot be discovered in experiments nor at any energy range.
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• For each of the three SM families of quarks and leptons, there are corresponding
heavy family partners with the same quantum numbers lying far above the electroweak
scale.
Regarding to the last phenomenological implication of the MSM, it is remarkable that
the similar in many respects prediction is made in somewhat different context by S.L.Adler
[3] within a phenomenological scheme of a compositeness of the quarks and leptons. It
based on the generic group theoretical framework of rishon type models exploring the
preon constituents. But, therein a present, a bit premature, state of the theory does
not allow the exact estimate of this scale. Although one admits that such a scale could
be much higher than electroweak scale, however, it is necessary special argumentation
in support of validity of this prediction in a case if this scale has turned out to be low
enough, namely, if these heavy partners lie not too far above the electroweak scale. Even
thus, as it is notified in [3], one must not worry for the existence of 6 heavy flavors, which
is then marginally compatible with the current LEP data [18]. A complete analysis of this
question, naturally, is now possible in suggested microscopic approach. The MSM enables
oneself to study in detail the phenomenology associated with such extra heavy families
and to estimate the value of energy threshold of their creation (sec.12.14). While, the
low energy scale could not be realized since it lies far below the energy threshold of the
next pole for appearing of the heavy partners. The estimate gives the common mass-shift
coefficients (1 + k), where k reads for the next few low energy poles with respect to the
lowest one: k0 = 0, k1 >
√
2, k2 =
√
8/3 and k3 = 2. The first one obviously does not
produce the extra families, but the energy thresholds corresponded to the next non-trivial
poles can be respectively written: E1 > (419.6 ± 12.0)GeV, E2 = (457.6 ± 13.2)GeV
and E3 = (521.4± 15.0)GeV.
These predictions above together with a new one given in the sec.17 that
• the sparticles could never emerge in spacetime continuum since they have arisen only
on the internal W -world, thus, they cannot be discovered in experiments nor at any energy
range,
are the three solid implications of the resulting M/SMSM for the experiments at LEP2,
at the Tevatron and at LHC, which are drastically different from those of MSSM models.
Which of these schemes, if any, is realized either exactly or at least approximately in
nature remains to be seen in the years to come.
2 Preliminaries
To facilitate the physical picture and provide sufficient background, this section contains
some of the necessary preliminaries on generic of the OMM formalism, which one to know
in order to understand a structure of suggested SUSY approach. Since it is too technical
for present article, we outline only relevant steps in concise schematic form hoping to
supplement this shortage of insufficient rigorous treatment by referring to [1,2] for more
detailed justification of some of the procedure and complete exposition. The present arti-
cle is a direct continuation of [1,2], so we adopt its all ideas and conventions. In the next
section and further we shall deal with the MW geometry, except for the change of the
concept of quark inserted schematically here to subquark defined on the given internal
world. To be brief we often suppress the indices without notice.
We start by tracing at elementary level the relevant steps of motivation of the OM for-
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malism:
• First step is an extension of the Minkowski space M
x
4 →M8 =M
x
4⊕M
u
4 in order to
introduce the particle mass operator defined on the internal wold M
u
4 of the inner degrees
of freedom. For example, in a case of Dirac’s particle one proceeds at once:
( γp︸︷︷︸
x
−m)ψ
x
= 0 → γpψ = 0,
provided by ψ = ψ
x
ψ
u
, γp = γp︸︷︷︸
x
− γp︸︷︷︸
u
, mψ
u
≡ γp︸︷︷︸
u
ψ
u
and
d x2 = inv → d x28 = d x2 − d u2 = 0, x8 ∈M8.
The same holds for the other fields of arbitrary spin.
• Next, a two-steps passage M4 → M6 45
0→ G6 will be performed for each sample of the
M4.
a) A passage M4 → M6 restores the complete equivalence between the three spacial and
three time components:
e4 = (~e, e0) → ~e6 = (~e, ~e0) ∈M6, x4 = (~x, x0) → x6 = (~x, ~x0) ∈M6.
b) A rotationM6
450→ G6 of the basis vectors on the angle 450 provides an adequate algebra
for quantization of the geometry (subsec.2.1):
~e6
450→ e(λα), λ = ±, α = 1, 2, 3,
e±α =
1√
2
(e0α ± eα) = O± ⊗ σα, < Oλ, Oτ >= 1− δλτ , < σα, σβ >= δαβ.
Accordingly one gets M8 → G12. Thus, within a simplified scheme (one u-channel) of the
following it is convenient to deal in terms of smooth differentiable manifold
G = G
η
⊕G
u
,
DimG = 12, Dim G
i
= 6 (i = η, u). Note that presumably we are allowed to perceive
directly only the G
η
which will be related to the spacetime continuum, but not the G
u
which
will be displayed as a space of inner degrees of freedom (see below).
• Finally, in suggested approach we will be dealing in terms of first degree of the line
element, which entails an additional phase multiplier Φ(ζ) for the vector defined on G:
d ζ2 → d ~ζ eiS, ~ζ → ~Φ(ζ) = ~ζ Φ(ζ), Φ(ζ) ≡ eiS,
where ~ζ = ~e ζ, ~e = (~e
η
, ~e
u
), S(ζ) is the invariant action defined on G.
The {e(λ,µ,α) = Oλ,µ ⊗ σα} ⊂ G (λ, µ = 1, 2; α = 1, 2, 3) are linear independent 12 unit
vectors at the point p of the manifold G, provided by the linear unit bipseudovectors Oλ,µ
implying
< Oλ,µ, Oτ,ν >=
∗δλ,τ
∗δµ,ν < σα, σβ >= δαβ ,
∗δ = 1− δ,
where δ is Kronecker symbol, the {Oλ,µ = Oλ ⊗ Oµ} is the basis for tangent vectors of
2×2 dimensional linear pseudospace ∗R4 = ∗R2⊗ ∗R2, the σα refers to three dimensional
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ordinary space R3. Henceforth we always let the first two subscripts in the parentheses
to denote the pseudovector components, while the third refers to the ordinary vector
components. The metric on G is gˆ : Tp ⊗ Tp → C∞(G) a section of conjugate vector
bundle S2T. Any vector Ap ∈ Tp reads A = eA, provided with components A in the
basis {e}. In holonomic coordinate basis (∂/∂ ζ)p one gets A =
d ζ
d t
∣∣∣∣∣
p
and gˆ = gdζ ⊗ dζ .
The manifold G decomposes as follows:
G = ∗R2 ⊗ ∗R2 ⊗R3 = G
η
⊕G
u
=
2∑
λ,µ=1
⊕R3λµ = R
x
3 ⊕R
x0
3 ⊕R
u
3 ⊕R
u0
3
employing corresponding basis vectors e
i
(λα) = O
i
λ⊗σα ⊂ G
i
(λ = ±, i = η, u) of tangent
sections, where
O
i
+ =
1√
2
(O1,1 + εiO2,1), O
i
− =
1√
2
(O1,2 + εiO2,2), εη = 1, εu = −1,
and < O
i
λ, O
j
τ >= εiδij
∗δλτ . The G
η
decomposes into three dimensional ordinary and time
flat spaces
G
η
= R
x
3 ⊕R
x0
3
with signatures sgn(R
x
3) = (+++) and sgn(R
x0
3) = (−−−). The same holds for G
u
with
the opposite signatures sgn(R
u
3) = (−−−) and sgn(R
u0
3) = (+ + +).
The passage to Minkowski space is a further step as follows: Since all directions in R
x0
3
are equivalent, then by notion time one implies the projection of time-coordinate on fixed
arbitrary universal direction in R
x0
3. This clearly respects the physical ground. By the
reduction R
x0
3 → R
x0
1 the passage
G
η
→M4 = R
x
3 ⊕R
x0
1
may be performed whenever it will be necessary.
In the case of gravity, the passage from six dimensional curved manifold G˜ to four dimen-
sional Riemannian geometryR4 is straightforward by making use of reduction of three time
components e0α =
1√
2
(e(+α)+e(−α)) of basis sixvector e(λα) to the single one e0 in the given
universal direction, which merely fixed a time coordinate. Actually, since Lagrangian of
the fields defined on G˜ is a function of scalars such as A(λα)B
(λα) = A0αB
0α+AαB
α, thus
taking into account that A0αB
0α = A0α < e
0α, e0β > B0β = A0 < e
0, e0 > B0 = A0B
0,
one readily may perform the required passage. In this case one has
d ζ2 = d η2 − d u2 = 0, d η2
∣∣∣
6→4
≡ d s2 = gµνd xµd xν = d u2 = inv.
For more discussion see [1].
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2.1 Quantization of geometry
We proceed at once with the secondary quantization of geometry by substituting the
pseudo vectors Oλ for the operators supplied by additional index (r) referring to the
quantum numbers of corresponding state
Oˆr1 = O
r
1α1, Oˆ
r
2 = O
r
2α2, {Oˆrλ, Oˆr
′
τ } = δrr′∗δλτI2,
where {αλ, ατ} = ∗δλτI2, αλ = ∗δλµαµ = (αλ)+, For example α1 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, α2 =(
0 0
1 0
)
. Then
Oˆr1 | 0 >= Or1 | 1 > . Oˆr2 | 1 >= Or2 | 0 > .
Hence Oˆr1 | 1 >= 0, Oˆr2 | 0 >=0. A matrix realization of the states is
| 0 >≡ χ1 =
(
0
1
)
, | 1 >≡ χ2 =
(
1
0
)
.
Also, instead of ordinary basis vectors we introduce the operators σˆrα ≡ δαβγσrβ σ˜γ , where
σ˜γ are Pauli’s matrices, and
< σrα, σ
r′
β >= δrr′δαβ , σˆ
α
r = δ
αβσˆrβ = (σˆ
r
α)
+ = σˆrα, {σˆrα, σˆr
′
β } = 2δrr′δαβI2.
Than, the states | 0 >≡ ϕ1(α) and | 1(α) >≡ ϕ2(α) are as follows:
ϕ1(α) ≡ χ1, ϕ2(1) =
(
1
0
)
, ϕ2(2) =
(−i
0
)
, ϕ2(3) =
(
0
−1
)
,
and
σˆrαϕ1(α) = σ
r
αϕ2(α) = (σ
r
ασ˜α)ϕ1(α), σˆ
r
αϕ2(α) = σ
r
αϕ1(α) = (σ
r
ασ˜α)ϕ2(α).
Hence, the single eigenvalue (σrασ˜α) associates with different ϕλ(α), namely it is degener-
ated with degeneracy degree equal 2. Thus, among quantum numbers r there is also the
quantum number of the half integer spin ~σ (σ3 =
1
2
s, s = ±1). This consequently gives
rise to the spins of particles. Next we introduce the operator
γˆr(λ,µ,α) ≡ Oˆr1λ ⊗ Oˆr2µ ⊗ σˆr3α
and the state vector
χλ,µ,τ(α) ≡| λ, µ, τ(α) >= χλ ⊗ χµ ⊗ ϕτ(α),
where λ, µ, τ, ν = 1, 2; α, β = 1, 2, 3 and r ≡ (r1, r2, r3). Omitting two valuedness of
state vector we apply | λ, τ, δ(β) >≡| λ, τ >, and remember that always the summation
must be extended over the double degeneracy of the spin states (s = ±1). The matrix
elements read
< λ, µ | γˆr(τ,ν,α) | τ, ν >= ∗δλτ ∗δµνer(τ,ν,α), < τ, ν | γˆ(τ,ν,α)r | λ, µ >= ∗δλτ ∗δµνe(τ,ν,α)r .
for given λ, µ. The operators of occupation numbers are
Nˆ
1
rr′
αβ = γˆ
r
(1,1,α)γˆ
r′
(2,2,β), Nˆ2
rr′
αβ = γˆ
r
(2,1,α)γˆ
r′
(1,2,β),
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with the expectation values implying Pauli’s exclusion principle. The set of operators
{γˆr} is the basis for tangent operator vectors Φˆ(ζ) = γˆrΦr(ζ) of the 12 dimensional flat
operator manifold Gˆ, where we introduce the vector function of ordinary class of functions
of C∞ smoothness defined on the manifold G: Φ(λ,µ,α)r (ζ) = ζ
(λ,µ,α)Φλ,µr (ζ), ζ ∈ G.
The basis {γˆr} decomposes (λ = ±; α = 1, 2, 3; i = η, u):
γˆ
i
r
(+α) =
1√
2
(γr(1,1α) + εiγ
r
(2,1α)), γˆ
i
r
(−α) =
1√
2
(γr(1,2α) + εiγ
r
(2,2α)).
The expansions of operator vectors Ψˆ
i
∈ Gˆ
i
and operator covectors
¯ˆ
Ψ
i
are written Ψˆ
i
=
γˆ
i
rψ
i
r,
¯ˆ
Ψ
i
= γˆ
i
rψ
i
r. As to the vector functions, they are defined on the manifold G
i
:
ψ
η
(±α)
r (η, pη) = η
(±α)ψ
η
±
r (η, pη), ψ
u
(±α)
r (u, pu) = u
(±α)ψ
u
±
r (u, pu).
Due to the spin states, the ψ
i
±
r is the Fermi field of the positive and negative frequencies
ψ
i
±
r = ψ
i
r
±p.
2.2 Realization of the flat manifold G
The bispinor Ψ(ζ) defined on manifold G = G
η
⊕G
u
is written
Ψ(ζ) = ψ
η
(η)ψ
u
(u),
where the ψ
i
is a bispinor defined on the manifold G
i
. The free state of i-type fermion
with definite values of momentum pi and spin projection s is described by means of plane
waves. We make use of localized wave packets of operator vector fields Ψˆ
i
and Φˆ(ζ). In
this manner we get the important relation∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >=
∑
λ=±
< χλ | ¯ˆΦ(ζ)Φˆ(ζ) | χλ >=
= −i ζ2 G
ζ
(0) = −i
(
η2 G
η
(0)− u2 G
u
(0)
)
,
where G
i
(0) ≡ lim
i→i′
G
i
(i − i′), (i = ζ, η, u, ), etc., the Green’s function G
i
(i − i′) =
−(i ∂ˆ
i
+m)∆
i
(i−i′) is provided by the usual invariant singular functions ∆
i
(i−i′) (i = η, u),
the state vectors χλ are given in App. A. Realization of the manifold G ensued from the
constraint imposed upon the matrix element of bilinear form, which is, as a geometric
object, required to be finite ∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ ><∞,
which gives rise to
ζ2G
ζ
F (0) <∞,
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and
G
ζ
F (0) = G
η
F (0) = G
u
F (0) =
= lim
u→u′
−i∑
~pu
ψ
u
pu(u)Ψ¯u pu
(u′)θ(u0 − u′0) + i
∑
~pu
Ψ¯
u
−pu(u
′)ψ
u
−pu(u)θ(u
′
0 − u0)
 ,
where G
ζ
F , G
η
F and G
u
F are the causal Green’s functions characterized by the boundary
condition that only positive frequency occur for η0 > 0 (u0 > 0), only negative for
η0 < 0 (u0 < 0). Here η0 =| ~η0 |, η0α = 1√
2
(η(+α) + η(−α)) and the same holds for u0.
Then, satisfying the condition eq.(2.2.3) a length of each vector ζ = eζ ∈ G compulsory
should be equaled zero
ζ2 = η2 − u2 = 0.
Relativity principle holds
d η2
∣∣∣
6→4
≡ d s2 = d u2 = inv.
2.3 Primordial structures and link establishing processes
In [1] we have chosen a simple setting and considered the primordial structures designed
to possess certain physical properties satisfying the stated general rules. These structures
are thought to be the substance out of which the geometry and particles are made. We
distinguish η- and u-types primordial structures involved in the linkage establishing pro-
cesses occurring between the structures of different types.
The η-type structure may accept the linkage only from u-type structure, which is de-
scribed by the link function ψ
η
(η) belonging to the ordinary class of functions of C∞
smoothness, where η = e
η
(λα)η
(λα), (λ = ±;α = 1, 2, 3, see subsec.2.1), η is the link
coordinate. Respectively the u-type structure may accept the linkage only from η-type
structure described by the link function ψ
u
(u) (u-channel, u = e
u
u), where
ψ
η
(±α)(η, pη) = η
(±α)ψ
η
±(η, pη), ψ
u
(±α)(u, pu) = u
(±α)ψ
u
±(u, pu),
a bispinor ψ
i
± is the invariant state wave function of positive or negative frequencies, pi is
the corresponding link momentum. Thus, a primordial structure can be considered as a
fermion. A simplest system made of two structures of different types becomes stable only
due to the stable linkage∣∣∣∣pη
∣∣∣∣ = (pη(λα), pη(λα))1/2 =
∣∣∣∣pu
∣∣∣∣ = (pu(λα), pu(λα))1/2.
Otherwise they are unstable. There is not any restriction on the number of primordial
structures of both types involved in the link establishing processes simultaneously. Only,
in the stable system the link stability condition must be held for each linkage separately.
Suppose that persistent processes of creation and annihilation of the primordial structures
proceed in different states s, s′, s′′, ... The ”creation” of structure in the given state (s) is
due to its transition to this state from other states (s′, s′′, ...), while the ”annihilation”
means a vice versa. Satisfying the stability condition the primordial structures from
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arbitrary states can establish a stable linkage. Among the states (s, s′, s′′, ...) there is a
lowest one (s0), in which all structures are regular, i.e., they are in free (pure) state and
described by the plane wave functions ψ
η
±(ηf , pη) or ψ
u
±(uf , pu) defined respectively on
flat manifolds G
η
and G
u
. The index (f) specifies the points of corresponding flat manifolds
ηf ∈ G
η
, uf ∈ G
u
. Note that the processes of creation and annihilation of regular structures
in lowest state are described by the OM formalism given above.
2.4 Distorted primordial structures
In all higher states the primordial structures are distorted (interaction states) and de-
scribed by distorted link functions defined on distorted manifolds G˜
η
and G˜
u
. The distortion
G → G˜ with hidden Abelian local group G = U loc(1) = SOloc(2) and one dimensional
trivial algebra gˆ = R1 is considered in [63]. Within that scheme the basis ef undergoes dis-
tortion transformation e(θ) = D(θ) ef . The matrix D(θ) is in the form D(θ) = C ⊗R(θ),
where O(λα) = C
τ
(λα)Oτ and σ(λα)(θ) = R
β
(λα)(θ)σβ . Here R(θ) is the matrix of the group
SO(3) of ordinary rotations of the planes involving two arbitrary basis vectors of the
spaces R3± around the orthogonal third axes (±k) through the angle (θ±k). The relation
between the wave functions of distorted and regular structures reads
ψ
u
λ(θ+k) = f(+)(θ+k)ψ
u
λ, ψ
u
λ(θ−k) = ψ
u
λf(−)(θ−k),
where ψ
u
λ (ψ
u
λ) is the plane wave function of regular ordinary structure (antistructure).
Next, we supplement the previous assumptions given in subsec.2.3 by the new one that
now the η-type (fundamental) regular structure can not directly form a stable system
with the regular u-type (ordinary) structures. Instead of it the η-type regular structure
forms a stable system with the infinite number of distorted ordinary structures, where
the link stability condition held for each linkage separately. Such structures take part in
realization of flat manifold G. We employ the wave packets constructed by superposition
of these functions furnished by generalized operators of creation and annihilation as the
expansion coefficients. Geometry realization condition now should be satisfied for each
ordinary structure in terms of
G
u
θ
F (0) = lim
θ+→θ−
G
u
θ
F (θ+ − θ−) = G
η
F (0) = lim
η′
f
→ηf
G
η
F (η
′
f − ηf).
Then ∑
k
ψ
u
(θ+k)ψ¯
u
(θ−k) =
∑
k
ψ
u
′(θ′+k)ψ¯
u
′
(θ′−k) = · · · = inv.
Namely, the distorted ordinary structures emerge in geometry only in permissible com-
binations forming a stable system. Below, in simplified schematic way we exploit the
background of the known colour confinement and gauge principles. Naive version of such
construction still should be considered as a preliminary one, which will be further elabo-
rated to make sense in the sec.3.
2.5 Quarks and colour confinement
At the very first to avoid irrelevant complications, here, for illustrative purposes, we will
attempt to introduce temporarily skeletonized “quark” and “antiquark” fields emerged in
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confined phase in the simplified geometry with the one-u channel given in the previous
subsections. The complete picture of such a dynamics is beyond the scope of this subsec-
tion, but some relevant discussions on this subject will also be presented in the subsec.3.2.
We may think of the function ψ
u
λ(θ+k) at fixed (k) as being u-component of bispinor field
of ”quark” qk, and of ψ¯
u
λ(θ−k) - an u-component of conjugated bispinor field of ”antiquark”
q¯k. The index (k) refers to colour degree of freedom in the case of rotations through the
angles θ+k and anticolour degree of freedom in the case of θ−k. The η-components of
quark fields are plane waves. There are exactly three colours. The rotation through the
angle θ+k yields a total quark field defined on the flat manifold G = G
η
⊕G
u
qk(θ) = Ψ(θ+k) = ψ
η
0 ψ
u
(θ+k)
where ψ
η
0 is a plane wave defined on G
η
. This allows an other interpretation of quarks,
which is absolutely equivalent to the former one and will be widely used throughout this
article, i.e.,
qk(θ) = ψ
η
0q
u
k(θ) = q
η
k(θ)ψ
u
0, q
η
k(θ) ≡ f(+)(θ+k)ψ
η
0,
where ψ
u
0 is a plane wave, q
u
k(θ) and q
η
k(θ) may be considered as the quark fields with the
same quantum numbers defined respectively on flat manifolds G
u
and G
η
. Making use of
the rules stated one may readily return to Minkowski space G
η
→ M4. In the sequel, a
conventional quark fields defined on M4 will be ensued q
η
k(θ) → qk(x), x ∈ M4. They
imply ∑
k
qkpq¯kp =
∑
k
q′kpq¯
′
kp = · · · = inv.
It utilizes the idea of colour confinement principle: the quarks emerge in the geometry
only in special combinations of colour singlets. Only two colour singlets are available (see
below)
(qq¯) =
1√
3
δkk′ qˆk¯ˆqk′ = inv, (qqq) =
1√
6
εklmqˆkqˆlqˆm = inv.
2.6 Gauge principle-internal symmetries
Each regular structure in the lowest state can be regarded as a result of transition from
an arbitrary state, in which they assumed to be distorted. Hence, the following transfor-
mations may be implemented upon distorted ordinary structures
ψ
u
′λ(θ′+l) = f
(+)
lk ψ
u
λ(θ+k) = f(θ
′
+l, θ−k)ψ
u
λ(θ+k), f(θ
′
+l, θ−k) = f(+)(θ
′
l)f(−)(θk). (2.6.1)
The transformation functions are the operators in the space of internal degrees of freedom
labeled by (±k) corresponding to distortion rotations around the axes (±k) by the angles
θ±k. We make proposition that the distortion rotations are incompatible, namely the
transformation operators f
(±)
lk obey the incompatibility relations
f
(+)
lk f
(+)
cd − f (+)ld f (+)ck = ‖f (+)‖εlcmεkdnf (−)nm ,
f
(−)
kl f
(−)
dc − f (−)dl f (−)kc = ‖f (−)‖εlcmεkdnf (+)mn ,
(2.6.2)
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where l, k, c, d,m, n = 1, 2, 3. This relations hold in general for both local and global
rotations. Then one gets the transformations implemented upon the quark field, which
in matrix notation take the form q′(ζ) = U(θ(ζ))q(ζ), q¯′(ζ) = q¯(ζ)U+(θ(ζ)), where
q = {qk}, U(θ) = {f (+)lk }. Due to the incompatibility commutation relations the trans-
formation matrices {U} generate the unitary group of internal symmetries U(1), SU(2),
SU(3), while an action of physical system must be invariant under such transformations
(Gauge principle).
3 Operator multimanifold GˆN
The OM formalism Gˆ = Gˆ
η
⊕ Gˆ
u
is built up by assuming an existence only of ordinary
primordial structures of one sort (one u-channel). To develop the microscopic approach to
field theory based on MW geometry, henceforth instead of one sort of ordinary structures
we are going to deal with different species of ordinary structures. That is, before we enlarge
the previous model we must make an additional assumption concerning an existence of
infinite number of iu-type ordinary structures of different species i = 1, 2, . . . , N (multi-u
channel). These structures will be specified by the superscript to the left. This hypothesis,
as it will be seen in the following, leads to the progress of understanding of the properties
of particles. At the very outset we consider the processes of creation and annihilation of
regular structures of η- and iu-types in the lowest state (s0). The general rules stated in
subsec 2.1 regarding to this change apply a substitution of operator basis pseudo vectors
and covectors by a new ones supplied with additional superscript (i) to the left referred
to different species (i = 1, 2, . . . , N)
iOˆr1r2λ,µ =
iOˆr1λ ⊗ iOˆr2µ ≡ iOˆrλ,µ = iOrλ,µ(αλ ⊗ αµ), (3.1)
provided r = (r1, r2) and
iOr1,1 =
1√
2
(νiO
η
r
+
+ iO
u
r
+
), iOr2,1 =
1√
2
(νiO
η
r
+
− iO
u
r
+
),
iOr1,2 =
1√
2
(νiO
η
r
−
+ iO
u
r
−
), iOr2,2 =
1√
2
(νiO
η
r
−
− iO
u
r
−
),
where
< νi, νj >= δij, <
i
O
u
r
λ
, iO
u
r′
τ
>= −δijδrr′∗δλτ , < O
η
r
λ
, iO
u
r′
τ
>= 0. (3.2)
In analogy with subsec.2.1 we consider the operators iγˆr(λ,µ,α) =
iOˆr1r2λ,µ ⊗ σˆr3α . and calculate
nonzero matrix elements
< λ, µ | iγˆr(τ,ν,α) | τ, ν >= ∗δλτ ∗δµ,νier(τ,ν,α), (3.3)
where ier(λ,µ,α) =
iOrλ,µ ⊗ σα. The set of operators {iγˆr} is the basis for all operator
vectors Φˆ(ζ) = iγˆr iΦr(ζ) of tangent section of principle bundle with the base of operator
multimanifold GˆN =
(
N∑
i
⊕∗Rˆ
i
4
)
⊗ Rˆ3. Here ∗Rˆ
i
4
is the 2 × 2 dimensional linear pseudo
operator space, with the set of the linear unit operator pseudo vectors eq.(3.1) as the
basis of tangent vector section, and Rˆ3 is the three dimensional real linear operator space
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with the basis consisted of the ordinary unit operator vectors {σˆrα}. The GˆN decomposes
as follows:
GˆN = Gˆ
η
⊕ Gˆ
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ Gˆ
uN
, (3.4)
where Gˆ
ui
is the six dimensional operator manifold of the species (i) with the basis{
iγˆ
u
r
(λα) =
iOˆ
u
r
λ ⊗ σˆrα
}
. The expansions of operator vectors and covectors are written Ψˆ
η
=
γˆ
η
rψ
η
r, Ψˆ
u
= iγˆ
u
r iψ
u
r,
¯ˆ
Ψ
η
= γˆ
η
rψ
η
r,
¯ˆ
Ψ
u
= iγˆ
u
r
iψ
u
r, where the components ψ
η
r(η) and
iψ
u
r(u)
are respectively the link functions of η-type and iu-type structures. The quantum field
and differential geometric aspects of OMM GˆN can be discussed on the analogy of GˆN=1.
Recall that we consider the special system of regular structures made of fundamental
structure of η-type and infinite number of iu-type ordinary structures of different species
(i = 1, . . . , N). The primordial structures establish a stable linkage to form stable system:
p2 = p2η −
N∑
i=1
p2ui = 0. (3.5)
The state of free ordinary structure of iu-type with the given values of link momentum p
ui
and spin projection si is described by means of plane wave (see App. A). We also involve
the solution of negative frequencies with the normalized bispinor amplitude.
3.1 Realization of multimanifold (MM) GN
On analogy of subsec.2.2 we make use of localized wave packets by means of superposition
of plane wave solutions furnished by creation and annihilation operators in agreement
with Pauli’s principle. The new proposal includes and generalizes an early version of the
relation ∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >=
∑
λ=±
< χλ | ¯ˆΦ(ζ)Φˆ(ζ) | χλ >=
−i ζ2G
ζ
(0) = −i
(
η2G
η
(0)−
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
(0)
)
.
(3.1.1)
provided by the Green’s function G
ui
(ui − u′i) = −(i ∂ˆui+m)∆ui(ui − u
′
i), thus
ζ2G
ζ
F (0) = η
2
G
η
F (0)−
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
F (0), (3.1.2)
where G
η
F , G
u
F and G
ζ
F are causal Green’s functions of the η−, u− and ζ-type structures.
This result is of particular interest because along the same line with sec.2, the realization
of the MM stems from the condition imposed upon the matrix element eq.(3.1.1), that as
the bilinear form it is required to be finite∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ ><∞, (3.1.3)
or
ζ2G
ζ
F (0) <∞.
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Denote u2G
u
(0) ≡ lim
ui→u′i
N∑
i=1
(uiu
′
i)G
ui
(ui − u′i) and consider a stable system eq.(3.5), i.e., as
to the Green’s functions they satisfy the condition
G
u
F (0) = G
η
F (0) = G
ζ
F (0), (3.1.4)
provided m ≡ |pu| =
(
N∑
i=1
pui
2
)1/2
= |pη| . According to eq.(3.1.3) and eq.(3.1.4), the
length of each vector ζ = ie iζ ∈ GN should be equaled zero ζ2 = η2−u2 = η2−
N∑
i=1
(uGi )
2 =
0, where use is made of
uGi ≡ ui
[
lim
ui→u′i
G
ui
F (ui − u′i) / lim
η→η′
G
η
F (η − η′)
]1/2
,
and uGi =
ieˆ
u
(λ,α)u
G (λ,α)
i . Thus, the MM GN comes into being, which decomposes as follows:
GN = G
η
⊕G
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ G
uN
. (3.1.5)
It brings us to the conclusion: the major requirement eq.(3.1.3) provided by stability
condition eq.(3.1) or eq.(3.1.4) yields the flat MM GN . Meanwhile the Minkowski flat
spaceM4 stems from the flat submanifold G
η
(subsec.2.1), in which the line element turned
out to be invariant. That is, the principle of Relativity comes into being with M4 ensued
from the MW geometry GN . In the following we shall use a notion of i-th internal world
for the submanifold G
ui
.
3.2 Subquarks and subcolour confinement
Since our discussion within this section in many respects is similar to that of sec.2, here
we will be brief. We assume that the distortion rotations through the angles iθ+k and
iθ−k k = 1, 2, 3 occur separately in the three dimensional internal spaces R
ui
3
+ and R
ui
3
−
composing six dimensional distorted submanifold G
ui
θ→ G˜
ui
= R
ui
3
+⊕R
ui
3
−. As it is exemplified
in subsec.2.4, the laws apply in use the wave packets constructed by superposition of
the link functions of distorted ordinary structures furnished by generalized operators of
creation and annihilation as the expansion coefficients
Ψˆ
u
(θ+) =
∑
±s
∫
d3pui
(2π)3/2
(
iγˆ
u
k
(+α)
iψ
u
(+α)(iθ+k) +
iγˆ
u
k
(−α)
iψ
u
(−α)(iθ+k)
)
, (3.2.1)
etc. The fields iψ
u
(θ+k) and
iψ
u
(θ−k) are defined on the distorted internal spaces R
ui
3
+ and
R
ui
3
−. The generalized expansion coefficients in eq.(3.2.1) imply
< χ− | {iγˆ
u
(+α)
k (pui, si),
jγˆ
u
k′
(+β)(p
′
uj
, s′j)} | χ− >= −δijδkk′δss′δαβδ3(~pui − ~p′ui). (3.2.2)
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The condition eq.(3.1.4) of MW geometry realization reduces to
N∑
i=1
ωi
[
lim
iθ+→iθ−
G
ui
θ
F (
iθ+ − iθ−)
]
= lim
ηf→η
′
f
G
η
(ηf − η′f ), (3.2.3)
provided ωi =
u2i
u2
. Taking into account the expression of causal Green’s function for given
(i), in the case if
lim
ui1→ui2
G
ui1
F (ui1 − ui2) = lim
u′i1
→u′i2
G
ui′
1
F (u
′
i1
− u′i2) = · · · = inv, (3.2.4)
one gets ∑
k
iψ
u
(iθ+k)
iψ¯
u
(iθ−k) =
∑
k
iψ
u
′(iθ′+k)
iψ¯
u
′
(iθ′−k) = · · · = inv. (3.2.5)
Thus, in the context of MW geometry it is legitimate to substitute a formerly introduced
term of ”quark” (qk) (sec.2.5) by ”subquark” (
iqk) defined on the given internal world.
Everything said will then remain valid, provided we make also a simple change of colours
into subcolours. Hence, we may think of the function iψ
u
(iθ+k) as being u-component of
bispinor field of subquark (iqk) of species (i) with subcolour k, and respectively
iψ¯
u
(iθ−k)
-conjugated bispinor field of antisubcolour (k). The subquarks and antisubquarks may be
local (iqk) or global (
iqck). Whence, the subquark (
iqk) is the fermion with the half integer
spin and subcolour degree of freedom, and, according to eq.(3.2.7), could emerge on mass
shell only in confined phase∑
k
iqkp
iq¯kp =
∑
k
iq′kp
iq¯′kp = · · · = inv. (3.2.6)
To trace a resemblance with sec.3 in [1], the internal symmetry group iG = U(1), SU(2),
SU(3) enables to introduce the gauge theory in internal world with the subcolour charges
as exactly conserved quantities. Thereto the subcolour transformation are implemented
on subquark fields right through local and global rotation matrices of group iG in funda-
mental representation. Due to the Noether procedure the conservation of global charges
ensued from the global gauge invariance of physical system, while reinforced requirement
of local gauge invariance may be satisfied as well by introducing the gauge fields with the
values in Lie algebra igˆ of group iG.
4 The subquark algebra and supercharges
According to eq.(2.5.1) the following transformations are implemented upon the subquarks
(antisubquarks) on the given (i) internal world:
q′l = f
(+)
lk qk, q¯
′
l = q¯k f
(−)
kl , (4.1)
where as well for the next section we left implicit the MW-superscript (i) to the left.
Then, the following composition rules hold for the transformation functions
f
(+)
lk = fl ◦ f−1k , f (−)lk = f¯l ◦ f¯−1k , (fl ◦ f−1k )(fc ◦ f−1d ) = (fl fc) ◦ (f−1k f−1d ), (4.2)
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where l, k, c, d = 1, 2, 3, the transformation functions fk ≡ f(+)(θ+k) and f¯l ≡ f(−)(θ−k) are
the operators in the space of internal degrees of freedom labeled by the subcolour index
(±k) such that the rotation through the angle θ±k yields the subquark (antisubquark)
field
qk = fk q0, q¯k = q¯0 f¯k. (4.3)
The incompatibility commutation relations eq.(2.5.2) with the composition rule eq.(4.2)
lead to the following commutation relations
[fl, fk] = ǫlkm f¯m. (4.4)
Whence, the subquarks imply
[ql, qk] = Q0 ǫlkm q¯m, Q0 ≡ q20 /q¯0 . (4.5)
Following to [2] the symmetries of the C− (C ≡ s, c, b, t) and Q− worlds are assumed
to be respectively local and global unitary diag(SU(3)) symmetries (see subsec.12.1 and
12.2 ), for which the eq.(4.5) reduced to
ql qk = Q
′
0 ǫlkm q¯m, (4.6)
while for theW−world with the unified symmetry SU(2)L⊗U(1) (subsec.12.8) the eq.(4.5)
reduced to
[q1L, q2L] = Q0 q¯2R, [q2L, q2R] = Q0 q¯1L, [q2R, q1L] = Q0 q¯2L, (4.7)
where the subcolour singlets are Q2R, [q1L, q2L] and (q q¯). Hence, for the electron and
corresponding neutrino one gets (subsec.12.4)
[νL, eL] = Q0 e¯R, [eL, eR] = Q0 ν¯L, [eR, νL] = Q0 e¯L. (4.8)
The eq.(4.5) yields the important relation between the fermionic (F ) and bosonic (B)
subcolour singlets
(qqq) ≡ 1√
6
ǫlkm qlqkqm = Q0
u
(q q¯) ≡ Q0
u
1√
3
(qk q¯k), F → Q0
u
B, (4.9)
and vice versa, where F ≡ (qqq), B ≡ (q q¯), Q0
u
≡ 1√
2
Q0. It means that considered
physical system must respect the invariance under a symmetry group of the fermion-
boson transformations occurred in the internal worlds. The latter is known as a “su-
persymmetry”. It is why the basis vectors in the Hilbert space H have taken to be in
the form | nBnF >, where the boson and fermion occupation numbers respectively are
nB = 1, 2, ...,∞ and nF = 0, 1. It is convenient, then, to describe such a quantum me-
chanical system as the spin-1/2 like supersymmetric particle with massm =
 h¯
Q0
u

2
mov-
ing along the one-dimensional Euclidean line R. Therefore, one introduces a generalized
bosonic operator b and a fermionic operator f acting on the Hilbert space H = L2(R)⊗C2:
b : L2(R)→ L2(R), b = 1
2
(
∂
∂ u
+W (u)
)
f : C2 → C2, f =
(
0 0
1 0
)
,
(4.10)
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where the supersymmetric potential W (u) : R → R defined on the given (i) internal
world is assumed to be piecewise continuously differentiable function. The commutation
and anticommutation relations for these operators read
[b, b+] = W ′(u), {f, f+} = 1. (4.11)
Employing standard technique, in a line with eq.(4.9), next we define the nilpotent su-
percharge operators
Q
u
= Q0
u
b⊗ f+ = Q0
u
(
0 b
0 0
)
, Q
u
+ = Q0
u
b+ ⊗ f = Q0
u
(
0 0
b+ 0
)
, (4.12)
which obey the anticommutation relations
{Q
u
, Q
u
} = {Q
u
+, Q
u
+} = 0, (4.13)
and according to eq.(4.9) act as follows:
Q
u
| nB, nF > ∝ | nB − 1, nF + 1 >, Q
u
+ | nB, nF > ∝ | nB + 1, nF − 1 > . (4.14)
5 SUSY quantum mechanics on the given internal
world
The quantum mechanical system of previous section is described by the self-adjoint Hamil-
tonian
H = {Q
u
, Q
u
} = Q0
u
2
(
b b+ 0
0 b+b
)
=
 Hu + 0
0 H
u −
 , (5.1)
provided by
H
u ±
=
1
2
Q0
u
2
[
− ∂
2
∂ u2
+W 2(u)±W ′(u)
]
≥ 0, (5.2)
which are a standard Schro¨dinger operators of the conventional SUSY quantum mechanics
(see e.g. [64-79] and references therein) acting on L2(R). The eq.(4.13) and eq.(5.1)
provide the conservation of the supercharge and the non-negativity of the Hamiltonian[
H
u
, Q
u
]
=
[
H
u
, Q
u
+
]
= 0, H
u
≥ 0. (5.3)
Replacing the operators eq.(5.3) with a new ones
Q
u 1
= Q
u
+Q
u
+, Q
u 2
= Q
u
−Q
u
+, (5.4)
one gets the superalgebra {
Q
u i
, Q
u k
}
= 2δik H
u
,
[
Q
u
, H
u
]
= 0. (5.5)
A multiplicity of degeneracy of the levels of Hamiltonian H
u
with the energy E
u
equals to
a dimension of invariant subspace with respect to the action of all the Q
u
. If E
u
= 0, then
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the corresponding subspace is one-dimensional - a level of zero point energy. In general,
the superalgebra eq.(5.5) with an arbitrary number of the supercharge operators Q
u i
(i =
1, ..., N) defines the Clifford algebra with the basis of q
ui
= Q
u i
/√
E
u
for nonzero energy
levels of H
u
, which remains a central point in the SUSY theories. Due to it a definition
of the multiplicity of degeneracy of the levels reduced to a definition of a dimension of
the representations of the Clifford algebra, which is well known. For the even and odd
number N a dimension of the representation of Clifford algebra is given by the formula
ν = 2n = 2[N/2], (5.6)
where [· · ·] means the integer part, namely the ν defines a number of states in given
supermultiplet. Thus, incompatibility relations eq.(2.6.2) yields the major law for the
supermultiplets that each of them contains an equal number of fermion and boson degrees
of freedom
nB = nF . (5.7)
Certainly, considering the operator (−1)2S, where S is the spin angular momentum having
eigenvalue +1 acting on a bosonic state and eigenvalue −1 acting on a fermionic state,
by means of eq.(5.1) one gets∑
i
< i | (−1)2S H
u
| i >=∑
i
< i | (−1)2S Q
u
Q
u
+ | i > +∑
i
< i | (−1)2SQ
u
+Q
u
| i >=∑
i
< i | (−1)2S Q
u
Q
u
+ | i > −∑
j
< j | (−1)2S Q
u
Q
u
+ | j >= 0.
(5.8)
Here one has used the relation of completeness
∑
i
| i >< i |= 1 within the subspace of
states invariant with respect to the action of Q
u
and Q
u
+, and the fact that the operator
(−1)2S must anticommute with Q
u
. The
∑
i
< i | (−1)2S H
u
| i >= E
u
Tr
[
(−1)2S
]
is pro-
portional to the number of bosonic degrees of freedom nB minus the number of fermionic
degrees of freedom nF in the trace. Hence, the eq.(5.7) holds for any E
u
6= 0 in each
supermultiplet.
The concept of shape invariance [66] in SUSY quantum mechanics has proven to be very
useful because it leads immediately to exactly solvable potentials, namely a subset of the
potentials for which the Schro¨dinger equations are exactly solvable share an integrability
condition, while the partner potentials
V1(u) = W
2(u)−
Q0
u√
2
W ′(u), V2(u) =W
2(u) +
Q0
u√
2
W ′(u), (5.9)
satisfy the condition of shape invariance
V2(u; a1) = V1(u; a2) +R(a1), (5.10)
where a1,2 are a set of parameters specifying space-independent properties of the poten-
tials. Therefore, the Hamiltonian eq.(5.2) can be readily factorized H
u
−E
u 0
= Aˆ+Aˆ, where
E
u 0
is the ground state energy, and
Aˆ = W (u) +
i Q0
u
h¯
√
2
Pˆu, Aˆ
+ = W (u)−
i Q0
u
h¯
√
2
Pˆu. (5.11)
The ground state wavefunction of H
u
either belongs to H
u +
or H
u −
ψ±0 (u) = ψ
±
0 (θ) exp
(
±
∫ u
0
W (u) du
)
(5.12)
satisfies the condition Aˆ | ψ0 >= 0. The shape invariance has an underlying algebraic
structure [75]. Depending on the asymptotic behavior of the superpotential W (u) one of
the two functions ψ±0 will be normalizable (good SUSY) or both are not be normalizable
(broken SUSY). Clearing up this situation the Witten index [65] is turned out to be one
of the useful tool which, according to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [79,80], associates
with the operator index. The latter is a topological characteristic and does not vary with
the variation of the parameters of theory. Thus, the Witten index
∆(β) = Tr
(
P e
−βH
u
)
, β > 0, (5.13)
depends only on the asymptotic values of W (u). Here a self-adjoint operator P = P+,
called Witten parity, which anticommutes with the supercharges, and therefore commutes
with the Hamiltonian, i.e.
{Q
u
i, P} = 0, [H, P ] = 0, P 2 = 1,
explicitly can be written P = I ⊗ σ3 =
(
1 0
0 − 1
)
. Then, if ∆(β) 6= 0 one has a good
SUSY.
6 n ≥ 1 MW-SUSY on the internal worlds
Hereinafter we shall use the four-dimensional Weyl spinor notation for the n supersym-
metry generators QAα (A = 1, ..., n; α = 1, 2)). The relativistic generalization of eq.(5.1)-
eq.(5.5) for the n ≥ 1 MW-SUSY algebra with the complex scalar central charges XAB
defined on the given i-th (i=1,..., N) internal manifold G
ui
reads
{Q
u
A
α , Q¯
u
β˙ B} = 2 iσu
(λ,δ)
α β˙ Pui
(λ,δ) δB
A, {Q
u
A
α , Q
u
B
β } = ǫαβ XAB,
[
Q
u
A
α , P
ui
(λ,δ)
]
=
[
Q¯
u
α˙ A, P
ui
(λ,δ)
]
=
[
P
ui
(λ,δ), P
ui
(τ,ρ)
]
= 0.
(6.1)
Here we have used the MW-notation, namely, λ = ±, δ = 1, 2, 3, ǫαβ is the 2-dimensional
Levi-Civita symbol, and imposed the convention Q
u1
A
α = · · · = Q
uN
A
α ≡ Q
u
A
α . The matrices
iσ
u
(λ,δ) read
iσ
u
(±δ) =
1√
2
(
κδ σ0i ± σδi
)
, (6.2)
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where < κδ, κρ >= δδρ, σmi ≡ (σ0i , ~σi) are the i-th sample of the Pauli matrices such that
σ¯mi ≡ (σ0i , −~σi), and
{σmi , σnj } = {σmi , σ¯nj } = {σ¯mi , σ¯nj } = 0, if i 6= j.
To trace a maximal resemblance in outward appearance to the conventional SUSY the-
ories [24-59] within the next two sections we omit the subscript (ui) and the MW-index
(i) to the left in eq.(6.1), denote the 6-dimensional vector index by the m ≡ (λ, δ). But it
goes without saying that all the results obtained refer to the given 6-dimensional internal
world G
ui
. The resulting mathematical structure of eq.(6.1) is closely similar to those of
conventional SUSY algebra, although not identical. Thus, adopting a standard technique
in the following it is worth briefly recording some questions but we shall forbear to write
them out in details as they are so standard. We start with a discussion of the represen-
tations of SUSY on asymptotic single particle states. The Casimirs for n = 1 MW-SUSY
(the extension to n > 1 is straightforward) are P 2 = PmP
m and C2 = CmnC
mn, where
Cmn = BMPn − BnPm, Bm = Wm − 1
4
Q¯α˙ σ¯
α˙ β
m Qβ, Wm is the Pauli-Ljubanski vector,
which has eigenvalues −m2 s(s+1), s = 0, 1
2
, 1, ... for massive states, and Wm = λPm for
massless states with the helicity λ. For the n = 1 MW-SUSY, no central charges, massive
states (from the rest frame) the Clifford vacuum state | Ω > is actually an eigenstate of
spin angular momentum | Ω >= m, s, s3. Hence all the states in the MW-SUSY irrep
are characterized only by the mass and spin. The normalized creation and annihilation
operators are defined as follows:
a1,2 =
1
2m
Q1,2, a
+
1,2 =
1
2m
Q¯1,2, (6.3)
while for a given | Ω > the full massive MW-SUSY irrep contains the states | Ω >,
a+1 | Ω >, a+2 | Ω > and
1√
2
a+1 a
+
2 | Ω >= −
1√
2
a+2 a
+
1 | Ω >. There are a total of 4(2j +1)
states in the massive irrep, where j equal integers or half-integers. In the fundamental
n = 1 MW-SUSY massive irrep (j = 0) there are four states with S3 = 0,−1
2
,
1
2
and
0, respectively. Taking into account that the parity operation interchanges a+1 and a
+
2 ,
then the fundamental massive irrep contains one massive Weyl fermion, one real scalar
and one real pseudoscalar. In the same manner one gets for the massless states of the
n = 1 MW-SUSY, no central charges, that the | Ω > is nondegenerate and has definite
helicity λ- there is only one pair of creation and annihilation operators (Q¯2 ≡ 0) and the
massless n = 1 MW-SUSY irrep contains two states | Ω > with helicity λ and λ + 1
2
.
Such an analysis can be readily extended to the massive and massless states of the n > 1
MW-SUSY, no central charges [26,35,41]. For example, there are 22n(2j + 1) states in a
massive irrep, while the helicity in the massless irrep are λ, λ =
1
2
, ..., λ+
n
2
.
In the presence of the central charges with the Wess and Bagger convention (XAB =
−XAB) the basis to describe them must be rediagonalized using the Zumino’s decom-
position for the massive state in the rest frame, where the eigenvalues of the central
charges ZM are real and non-negative. As far as the 2n pairs of creation and annihilation
operators {a, a+} and {b, b+} are positive definite operators and ZM are non-negative,
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then: 1) in any MW-SUSY irrep ZM ≤ 2m; 2) if ZM ≤ 2m then the multiplicities of
the massive irreps are the same as the case of no central charges; 3) if one saturates the
bound, i.e. ZM = 2m for some or all ZM , there are the reduced massive multiplets called
short multiplets and the states are referred to as BPS- saturated states after the BPS
monopoles in SUSY gauge theories. The MW-SUSY irreps, like the conventional SUSY,
on asymptotic single particle state will automatically carry a representation of the auto-
morphism group (Q
u
A
α → UAB Q
u
B
α , Q¯
u
α˙A → Q¯
u
α˙B U
+B
A). For massless irreps U(N) is
the largest automorphism symmetry which respects helicity, while the same for massive
irreps which respects spin is the unitary symplectic group of rank N - USp(2N). In the
presence of central charges, if none of them saturates the BPS bound, the automorphism
group still remains USp(2N). At last, if one central charge saturates the BPS bound,
the automorphism group reduces to USp(N) for N even, or USp(N +1) for N odd. The
automorphism symmetries impose some constraints on the internal symmetry group.
When the MW-SUSY is represented on quantum fields, instead of asymptotic states, the
Clifford vacuum condition reads [
Q¯α˙, | Ω >
]
= 0, (6.4)
where | Ω > must be a complete scalar field.
7 Coset construction and n = 1 rigid internal mani-
fold SG
u
A universal geometric description of field systems respecting the invariance under a sym-
metry group G is provided by the method of nonlinear or the coset space realizations. One
considers G as a group of transformations acting in some coset space with an properly
chosen stability group H and identifies the coset parameters with fields. In conventional
SUSY theories is widely used the superspace- superfield formalism, i.e. the manifestly su-
persymmetric technique for constructing superfields carried out by a generalization of the
coset construction [81-93]. Introducing constant Grassmann spinors θα, θ¯α˙, one rewrites
the n = 1 MW-SUSY algebra eq.(6.1) as a Lie algebra of supergroup G, where the Maurer-
Cartan form is valued. One constructs the coset G /H Ω ∼ Ωh, Ω ∈ G, h ∈ H , where
H is the stability group closing the generators of unbroken 6-dimensional rotations in G
u
and unbroken internal symmetries. Given a Lie algebra one can exponentiate to yield the
general group element
Ω(u, θ, θ¯, ω) = ei(−u
mPm+θQ+θ¯Q¯) e
−
1
2
ωmnMmn
, (7.1)
where one chooses to keep all of G unbroken (h = 1). Whence it is clear that ZAu ≡ (u, θ, θ¯)
parametrizes a (6 + 4)-dimensional coset space: n = 1 rigid (global SUSY) internal
supermanifold SG
u
(internal super world). A SUSY transformation is specified by the
group element
g = ei(ξ
αQα+ξ¯α˙Q¯
α˙) (7.2)
provided by conventional Grassmann parameters (ξ ξ¯). The differential operatorsQ and Q¯
closed into the MW-SUSY algebra and explicitly read in standard manner. The Maurer-
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Cartan form Ω−1Ω transforms under a rigid group G
Ω→ gΩh−1, Ω−1 dΩ → h (Ω−1 dΩ ) h−1 − d h h−1, (7.3)
which induces the motion (n = 1)
um → um + iθσmξ¯ − iξσmθ¯,
θα → θα + ξα, θ¯α˙ → θ¯α˙ + ξ¯α˙. (7.4)
Computing the Maurer-Cartan form one can extract the covariant vielbein and the H
connection ωi = 0. The (6 + 4)-dimensional vielbein EM
A and spin connection WmnA
enable to write the general form of covariant derivative in a such a space
DM = EM
A(∂A +
1
2
WmnA Mmn), (7.5)
where M is to denote an superspace index, A is the super-tangent space index. With
these building blocks it is readily to treat in fairy conventional manner a whole formalism
of n = 1 superfields and total supersymmetric actions invariant under the group G.
8 Broken super operator multimanifold ˆ/SGN
Following [2] (see App.A) the frame field of the particles (left-handed leptons and quarks)
defined on the MW geometry GN = G
η
⊕G
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ G
uN
can be written
χp = χ
η
p(η)χ
u
p(u), χ
u
p(u) ≡ χ
u1
(u1) · · · χ
uN
(uN). (8.1)
Here χ
ui
is the left-handed Weyl spinor field defined on the manifold where the subquarks of
corresponding species are involved, the suffix p refers to particle. To develop some feeling
for our approach and to avoid irrelevant complications here temporarily we skeletonize
the microscopic structure of the particles presented it in complete generality, but in the
subsec.12.4 and 12.5 we shall specialize to the case of leptons and quarks. To reproduce
a supersymmetric generalization of this model the idea is now to promote G
ui
into the
n = 1 rigid internal supermanifold SG
ui
. Accordingly, each left-handed fermionic χ
ui
(ui)
component must be promoted to chiral multiplets by adding superpartner as required
by SUSY. Corresponding to χ
ui
(ui) the chiral superfield Φ˜
ui
ch(ui) contains off-shell four
real fermionic degrees of freedom (nF = 4) and four real bosonic degrees of freedom
(nB = 4), namely, it contains a left-handed Weyl fermion χp α(ui) of spin
1
2
and mass
dimension
3
2
, a complex scalar field Asp(ui) of spin 0 and mass dimension 1, and an
auxiliary complex scalar field F (ui) of spin 0 and mass dimension 2 (a suffix (s) denotes a
sparticle): Φ˜
ui
(ui) = (χp α(ui), Asp(ui), F (ui)) . Since the chain rule holds, i.e., any product
of chiral superfields is also a chiral superfield, then the u-component in eq.(8.1) can be
rewritten as follows:
χ
u
(u)→ Φ˜ch(u) = Φ˜
u1
ch(u1) · · · Φ˜
uN
ch(uN), (8.2)
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with the component fields
Φ˜
u
ch(u) =
(
χ
u
p α(u), A
u
sp(u), F (u)
)
, (8.3)
provided by the following MW representations
χ
u
pα(u) =
[
χ
u1
(u1) · · · χ
uN
(uN)
]
α
, A
u
sp(u) = A
u1
sp(u1) · · · A
uN
sp(uN),
F (u)) = F (u1) · · ·F (uN).
(8.4)
Accordingly, the particle field χp(ζ) in eq.(8.1) should be promoted to the Φ˜/Sch field
defined on the broken super MM (/SMM)
/SGN = G
η
⊕SG
u
N ≡ G
η
⊕SG
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ SG
uN
, (8.5)
where the suffix (/S) denotes a broken SUSY. The η-component of the particle breaks
the whole symmetry between the frame superfields of particle and sparticle, since the
η-component of the sparticle is absent:
χp(ζ)→ Φ˜/Sch =
(
χ
η
p(η)χ
u
p(u), Asp(u), F (u)
)
. (8.6)
Certainly, note that due to subquark algebra eq.(4.5) the MW-SUSY has arisen only on
the internal worlds where the subquarks are defined. By this we arrive to the major point
for an understanding the principle fact why there is no any direct experimental evidence
for the existence of any of the numerous sparticles predicted by SUSY. Our view point is
as follows:
• the sparticles merely could not survive on the manifold G
η
, which clearly means that
they always would be absent in the Minkowski spacetime continuum (sec.2.1).
To see the nature of the supersymmetric generalization involved, it prompt us further
to introduce a new mathematical framework of the /SOMM: ˆ/SGN . The first step towards
it is to promote the given OM: Gˆ
ui
into the internal super operator manifold (SOM)
SˆG
ui
. According to general scheme given in sec.2, it implies that the operator vectors
Ψˆ
u
= iγˆ
u
m
iψ
u
m, (m = (λ, δ), λ = ±, δ = 1, 2, 3) of a tangent section of principle bundle
with the base Gˆ
u
= Gˆ
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ Gˆ
uN
are promoted to the MW super operator vectors ˆ˜Φ
u
(Zu)
given by the expansion
Ψˆ
u
→ ˆ˜Φ
u
(Zu) =
iγˆ
u
M
i
Φ˜
u
M(Zu)
(
∈ SˆG
u
= SˆG
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ SˆG
uN
)
, (8.7)
which has arisen by the corresponding substitution
iγˆ
u
m → iγˆ
u
M =
(
iγˆ
u
m, aα, a
+
α
)
, iψ
u
m → iΦ˜
u
M(Zu) =
(
iψ
u
m, ψµ, ψ¯µ˙
)
, (8.8)
where M is the superspace index, the annihilation and creation operators a, a+ are given
in eq.(6.3), also we take into account that in MW-SUSY algebra eq.(6.1) the convention
1Q
u
= · · · = N Q
u
≡ Q is imposed, and introduce required spinor components
ψµ = θµψ(θ), ψ¯µ˙ = θ¯µ˙ψ¯(θ¯). (8.9)
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Hence
ˆ˜Φ
u
(Zu) = Ψˆ
u
+ψˆ + ˆ¯ψ, (8.10)
where
ψˆ = θˆψ(θ), ˆ¯ψ = ˆ¯θψ¯(θ¯), θˆ = a θ, ˆ¯θ = a+ θ¯. (8.11)
Given the SOM: SˆG
u
we can extend it to /SOMM: ˆ/SGN :
ˆ/SGN = Gˆη
⊕ SˆG
u
N = Gˆ
η
⊕ SˆG
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ SˆG
uN
. (8.12)
The super operator vectors read
ˆ˜Φ/S(Z) =

Ψˆ
η
p(η) +
ˆ˜Φ
u
(Zu) for particle,
ˆ˜
Φ
u
(Zu) for sparticle,
=
Φˆ + ψˆ + ˆ¯ψ =
 Φˆp(ζ) + ψˆ + ˆ¯ψ for particle,Aˆsp(u) + ψˆ + ˆ¯ψ for sparticle,
(8.13)
where
Φˆp(ζ) = Ψˆ
η
p(η) + Ψˆ
u
p(u) ∈ GˆN , Aˆsp(u) ≡ Aˆ
u
sp(u) ∈ GˆN ,
Ψˆ
η
p(η) = γˆ
η
m ψ
η
m(η).
(8.14)
It is remarkable that such a MW-SUSY generalization does not upset a major condition
of the MW geometry GN realization on which the MW frame fields of particles are defined
[2] (subsec.12.6). Certainly, taking into account that θ and θ¯ are Grassmann variables,
a straightforward computation gives the important MW-SUSY generalization of matrix
element of the bilinear form eq.(3.1.1)
∑
λ=±
< χ˜λ | ˆ˜Φ/S(Z)
¯˜ˆ
Φ/S(Z) | χ˜λ >=
∑
λ=±
< χ˜λ |
¯˜ˆ
Φ/S(Z)
ˆ˜Φ/S(Z) | χ˜λ >=∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >= −i lim
ζ→ζ′
(ζζ ′)G
ζ
(ζ − ζ ′) =
−i
(
η2G
η
(0)−
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
(0)
)
for particle,
i
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
(0), for sparticle,
(8.15)
provided by the corresponding Green’s functions and generalized state vectors
χ˜λ = (χλ, | Ω >), where | Ω > is the Cliford vacuum. The GN -realization condition
readily stems from the requirement that the bilinear form eq.(8.15) as a geometric object
should be finite∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
λ=±
< χ˜λ | ˆ˜Φ/S(Z)
¯˜ˆ
Φ/S(Z) | χ˜λ >
∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >
∣∣∣∣∣∣ <∞. (8.16)
As it can be seen form eq.(8.15), the latter may be satisfied only for the particles but not
for sparticles. For particles it reduced to
ζ2G
ζ
F (0) = η
2
G
η
F (0)−
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
F (0) <∞. (8.17)
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The particle should be on the mass shell if
m ≡ |pu| ≡
(
N∑
i=1
p2ui
)1/2
= |pη|, (8.18)
i.e. the MW geometry GN comes into being (sec.3) if
G
ζ
p
F (0) = G
η
p
F (0) = G
u
p
F (0), u
2
G
p
u
F (0) ≡
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
F (0). (8.19)
9 Realistic realization of the n ≥ 1 MW-SUSY
Our major goal is to develop a realistic MW-SUSY extension of the MSM [2], which is not
convenient to carry out directly within considered scheme, where the broken MW-SUSY
is defined on the /SMM: /SGN eq.(8.5). However, much easier to handle it at first within
the exact MW-SUSY defined on the whole MW coset manifold
SGN = SG
η
⊕SG
u
N = SG
η
⊕SG
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ SG
uN
, (9.1)
and afterwards to get back to the broken MW-SUSY. The MW coset manifold eq.(9.1)
can be restored by lifting up the manifold G
η
to supermanifold SG
η
. Then, we introduce
at once the corresponding supercharge operators Q
η
= Q0
η
b ⊗ f+ and Q
η
+ = Q0
η
b+ ⊗ f
(eq.(4.12)). According to eq.(4.5) one has Q0
η
=
1√
2
q20
q¯0
= i Q0
u1
= · · · i Q0
uN
. In the same
time one must lift up also each sparticle to corresponding particle state by assigning to
it the A
η
sp(η) component defined on G
η
in order to provide the mass for sparticle equaled
exactly to the mass of corresponding particle. It will enable the sparticle to be included
in the same supermultiplet with corresponding particle. Then, the MW frame field of
sparticle eq.(8.4) can be rewritten as follows:
A
u
sp(u)→ Asp(ζ) = A
η
sp(η)A
u
sp(u), (9.2)
while according to eq.(8.18) one gets
p
η
sp = p
η
p = m = p
u
p = p
u
sp. (9.3)
Given eq.(9.3) now the sparticles like particles are free to emerge in G
η
because of a validity
of the condition imposed upon the Green’s function G
η
sp(0) = G
u
sp(0). Hence, we can write
down the first of the anticommutation relations given in eq.(6.1) for the exact n ≥ 1 MW
SUSY algebra
{Q
η
A
α , Q¯
η
β˙ B} = 2 iση
(λ,δ)
α β˙ Pη (λ,δ)
δB
A,
{Q
u1
A
α , Q¯
u1
β˙ B} = 2 iσu1
(λ,δ)
α β˙ Pu1
(λ,δ) δB
A,
.....................................................
.....................................................
{Q
uN
A
α , Q¯
uN
β˙ B} = 2 i σuN
(λ,δ)
α β˙ PuN
(λ,δ) δB
A.
(9.4)
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Summing over all them we get the first anticommutation relation of the exact n ≥ 1 MW
SUSY algebra defined on the SMM: SGN :
{QAα , Q¯β˙ B} = 2 iσmα β˙ iPm δBA. (9.5)
Here Q ≡ √N Q
η
= i
√
N Q
u
, Q0 ≡
√
N Q0
η
= i
√
N Q0
u
, and having used the MW- no-
tations, i.e., now m ≡ (λ, µ, δ) is the 12-dimensional vector index where we let the first
two subscripts in the parentheses to denote the pseudovector components while the third
refers to the ordinary vector components, iPm is the 12-dimensional momentum defined
on the given internal world G
ui
. The matrices iσm read
iσ(1,1,δ) =
1√
2
(
νi σ
η
(+δ) + i σ
u
(+δ)
)
, iσ(2,1,δ) =
1√
2
(
νi σ
η
(+δ) − i σ
u
(+δ)
)
,
iσ(1,2,δ) =
1√
2
(
νi σ
η
(−δ) + i σ
u
(−δ)
)
, iσ(2,2,δ) =
1√
2
(
νi σ
η
(−δ) − i σ
u
(−δ)
)
,
(9.6)
where
iσ
η
(±δ) =
1√
2
(
κδ σ0η ± σδη
)
, (9.7)
for νi see the eq.(3.2), the κ
δ and matrices σm are given in eq.(6.2). In the same manner
we get the rest of the MW-SUSY relations. The resulting exact n ≥ 1 MW-SUSY, central
charges, algebra defined on the SMM: SGN reads{
QAα , Q¯β˙ B
}
= 2 iσm
α β˙
iPm δB
A,
{
QAα , Q
B
β
}
= ǫαβ X
AB, m ≡ (λ, µ, δ),[
QAα ,
iP
]
=
[
Q¯α˙ A,
iPm
]
= [iPm
jPn] = 0,[
QAα ,
iMmn
]
= iσmn α
β QBβ ,
[
Q¯α˙A,
iMmn
]
= iσα˙mnβ˙ Q¯
β˙
A,
(9.8)
provided by XAB ≡ √N X
η
AB = i
√
N X
u
AB. Due to different features of particles and
sparticles in the physically realistic framework of eq.(8.15), one must have always to
distinguish them, especially, for obtaining the realistic theory by passing back to the
physical limit Asp(ζ)→ A
u
sp(u) (see eq.(9.11)). Only natural way to do that is to formulate
conservation law by introducing an additional discrete internal symmetry, which assigns
the conserved charges +1 to the particles and −1 to the sparticles. This is a major
motivation of a new symmetry due to which the sparticles can only be produced in
pairs. The Jacobi identity for [[Q, B], B] (B are the generators of internal symmetry
group) implies that the structure constants vanish, i.e., the internal symmetry algebra
is Abelian. Only one independent combination of the Abelian generators actually has a
nonzero commutator with Q and Q¯ (n = 1). This U(1) generator denoted by R
[Qα, R] = Qα, [Q¯α, R] = −Q¯α˙ (9.9)
is known in conventional SUSY theories as the R-parity. Thus, the n = 1 MW SUSY al-
gebra in general possesses an internal (global) U(1) symmetry, for which SUSY generators
have R-charge +1 and −1, respectively. This is a multiplicative Z2 discrete symmetry
defined as
R = (−1)3B+L+2S , (9.10)
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where S, B and L are the spin, the baryon and the lepton numbers (sec.12). R-parity
leaves invariant the fields of the SM, and flips the sign of their superpartners. Therefore, it
implies that sparticles are pair produced and the lightest sparticle cannot decay. Reflect-
ing upon said above as the first step towards constructing the realistic theory we shall start
with unbroken MW-SUSY implemented on the SMM: SGN by lifting up all the sparticles
to corresponding particle states provided by the R-parity conservation. Using then the
conventional rules governing the MW-SUSY theory we may write the most generic renor-
malizable MW-SUSY action SSGN (sec.14) involving gauge and matter frame fields, and,
thus, the corresponding generating functional ZSGN [J ]. Of course, it cannot be the exact
action describing the exact symmetry in nature. Along this line it has to be realized in its
broken phase, and at the second step the corresponding generating functional ZSGN [J ]
should be defined on /SGN by passing back to the physical limit Asp(ζ)→ A
u
sp(u) for all
the sparticles involved which respects the R-parity:
Zreal[J ] ≡ Z/SGN [J ] = lim(
R ; Asp(ζ)→ A
u
sp(u)
)ZSGN [J ]. (9.11)
Such a breaking of the MW-SUSY can be implemented on /SGN first of all by subtracting
back all the explicit soft mass terms Ssoft formerly introduced for the sparticles eq.(9.3)
S/SGN
= SSGN + Ssoft, (9.12)
i.e., the mass terms of the scalar members of the chiral multiplets, apart from the Higgs
chiral multiplet (sec.13), for which one must subtract the mass term of the Higgsino
instead of scalar, and for the gaugino members of vector supermultiplets in the Lagrangian
(sec.14). These soft terms do not reintroduce the quadratic diagrams [94], which motivated
the introduction of SUSY. By this one has indeed returned to the /SGN
SG
η
(
R; Asp(ζ)→ A
u
sp(u)
) → G
η
. (9.13)
Hence, only the particles should be survived on G
η
, but not the sparticles at all. The
resulting formula eq.(9.11) can be regarded as the major recipe for a realistic realization
of any MW-SUSY including the MW-supergravity and MW-superstrings. A remarkable
feature of such an approach resides in the important fact that even if the MW-SUSY is
broken, due to the splitting between the fermion-boson supersymmetric partners is itself
of O(VEV), the naturalness problem in the MSM is resolved. Actually, the systems with
the unbroken MW-SUSY defined on the SGN are very constrained in the sense that the
observables vary holomorphically with the parameters of theory. According to Cauchy’s
theorem, such complex analytic functions are determined in terms of very little data: the
singularities and the asymptotic behavior on the hypersurface SGN . It is then as well true
a vice versa that the boson-fermion cancellation in the hierarchy problem can be thought
to be a consequence of a constraint stemming from holomorphy and it will be held on the
/SGN as well at the limit eq.(9.11).
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10 MW super operator multimanifold SˆGN
The structure of the resulting algebra eq.(9.8) is similar to those of eq.(6.1). The sole
difference is that in eq.(9.8) instead of 6-dimensional vector indices now we use the 12-
dimensional vector indices m = (λ, τ, δ), where the first two in parenthesis denote the
pseudovector components (λ, τ = 1, 2) while the third refers to the ordinary vector com-
ponents δ = 1, 2, 3, and the double occurrence of dummy MW-indices to the left will
be taken to denote a summation extended over all their values i = 1, ..., N . Hence the
Casimirs, the representations and the coset constructions of the exact MW-SUSY can be
treated in similar manner of sec.6. For example, the Maurer-Cartan form is valued in a
Lie algebra of supergroup G has a standard expansion
Ω−1 dΩ = i
(
ωAΓA + ω
aΓa + ω
iΓi
)
, (10.1)
where constructing the coset G /H , the generators Γi of unbroken 12-dimensional rota-
tions in GN and unbroken internal symmetries close into the stability group H, ΓA are the
generators of unbroken translations in GN , Γi are the generators of spontaneously broken
internal symmetries and symmetries of GN . The ω
A, ωa and ωi are the set of one-forms
on the SMM SGN parametrized by the coordinates
iZA =
(
iζ, θ, θ¯
)
. The general group
element can be written
Ω
(
iζ, θ, θ¯, ω
)
= ei (−
iζm iPm+θQ+θ¯Q¯) e
−
1
2
iωmn iMmn
. (10.2)
As usual, one chooses to keep all of G unbroken. The iZA parametrizes a N(6 + 4)-
dimensional coset space SGN . The transformation
Ω→ gΩh−1 (10.3)
(h ∈ H) induces the motion
iζm → iζm + i θ iσm ξ − i iξ σm θ¯, θα → θα + ξα, θ¯α˙ → θ¯α˙ + ξ¯α˙, (10.4)
and h = 1. The differential operators Q and Q¯ close into the n = 1, no central charges,
MW-SUSY algebra{
Qα, Q¯α˙
}
= 2 iσmα α˙
i∂m, {Qα, Qβ} =
{
Q¯α˙, Q¯β˙
}
= 0, (10.5)
where
Qα =
∂
∂ θα
− i iσmα α˙ θ¯α˙ i∂m, Q¯α˙ =
∂
∂ θα˙
− iθα iσm
α β˙
ǫα˙ β˙ i∂m. (10.6)
The covariant vielbein and covariant derivative respectively are
EM
A =
 δm
n 0 0
−i iσnµ µ˙ θ¯µ˙ δµα 0
−iθµ iσnµ ν˙ ǫν˙ µ˙ 0 δα˙µ˙
 (10.7)
and
iDm =
i∂m, Dα =
∂
∂ θα
+ i iσmα α˙ θ¯
α˙ i∂m, D¯
α˙ =
∂
∂ θα˙
+ iθα iσm
α β˙
ǫα˙ β˙ i∂m. (10.8)
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The rest of the whole formalism of n = 1 MW-SUSY irreps and their supersymmetric
actions invariant under the group G can be treated by standard technique. The irreps
contain an equal number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom with degenerate
mass, which is a generic feature of supersymmetric field theories stemming from the fact
that P 2 is a Casimir operator of SUSY algebra. Since Q has mass dimension 1/2 and thus
the mass dimensions of the fields in the irrep differ by 3/2. According to generic scheme
given in sec.8, the χp(
iζ) field in eq.(8.1) should be promoted to the iΦ˜(iZA)) defined on
the SMM: SGN :
iΦ˜M(iZA) =
(
iΦm(iζ), ψµ(θ), ψ¯µ˙(θ¯)
)
, where ψµ(θ) and ψ¯µ˙(θ¯) are given
in eq.(8.9). The operator vectors Φˆ(iζ) = iγˆ
u
m
iΨm(iζ), (i = η, 1, ..., N)) of the tangent
section of principle bundle with the base GˆN = Gˆ
η
⊕ Gˆ
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ Gˆ
uN
should be promoted to
the MW super operator vectors ˆ˜ΦN(
iZA) defined on the SOMM
SˆGN = SˆG
η
⊕ SˆG
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ SˆG
uN
, (10.9)
where the following expansion holds
ˆ˜
ΦN(
iZA) = iγˆ
u
M
iΦ˜M (iZA) = Φˆ(iζ) + ψˆ + ˆ¯ψ ∈ SˆGN , (10.10)
provided by the iγˆM = (
iγˆm a, a
+), and i∂A =
∂
∂ iZA
=
(
i∂m, ∂α, ∂¯α˙
)
. In the case at hand
the particles and sparticles are in the massless states since they are on the mass shell
eq.(9.3). Such states can be analyzed from the light-like reference frame Pm = (p
η
, 0, 0, p
u
),
where the Casimirs are
P 2 = iPm
iPm = 0, C2 = −2 p2u(B0 − B3)2 = −
1
2
p2u Q¯2˙Q2Q¯2˙Q2 = 0, (10.11)
provided by {Q1, Q1˙} = 4 pu, {Q2, Q2˙} = 0. Thus we can set Q2˙ = 0 in the operator
sense, which yields only one pair of creation and annihilation operators
a =
1
2
√
pu
Q1, a
+ =
1
2
√
pu
Q1˙. (10.12)
The corresponding MW-SUSY generalized bilinear form can be readily computed to be
in the form ∑
λ=±
< χ˜λ | ˆ˜ΦN
¯˜ˆ
ΦN | χ˜λ >=
∑
λ=±
< χλ | Φˆ(ζ) ¯ˆΦ(ζ) | χλ >=
−i ζ2G
ζ
(0) = −i
(
η2G
η
(0)−
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
(0)
)
,
(10.13)
which is required to be finite. The latter yields the major condition of the MW geometry
realization
G
ζ
F (0) = G
η
F (0) = G
u
F (0), u
2
G
u
F (0) ≡
N∑
i=1
ui
2
G
ui
F (0), (10.14)
or
m ≡ |pu| ≡
(
N∑
i=1
p2ui
)1/2
= |pη|. (10.15)
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To produce the MW-SUSY generalization of the frame field defined on MW geometry,
one must promote each left-handed fermionic components χ
η
(η) and χ
u
(u) in eq.(8.1) to
corresponding chiral multiplets. Then, the total frame field itself will be a chiral superfield.
Thus, the two irreps are important for further development of MSMSM. They are the
chiral and vector multiplets of the MW-SUSY eq.(9.8), which will be discussed in the
next section.
11 The supersymmetric frame field action defined on
SGN
The MW-SUSY (eq.(9.8)) generalization of the skeletonized frame field eq.(8.1), which is
a major ingredient of microscopic structure of leptons and quarks, defined on the n = 1
rigid supermanifold SGN can be written in terms of chiral superfields
Φ˜ch(Z) = Φ˜
η
(Zη) Φ˜
u1
(Zu1) · · · Φ˜
uN
(ZuN ), (11.1)
where the generalized coordinates Z = (iζ, θ, θ¯), Zη = (η, θ, θ¯), Zu1 = (u1, θ, θ¯), ...,
ZuN = (uN , θ, θ¯) parametrize the (N+1)(6+4)-dimensional coset space SGN . According
to the standard technique, the chiral irrep can be obtained from right covariant constrained
general scalar superfield Φ˜(Z), which is not fully reducible D¯αΦ˜ch(Z) = 0. To solve this
constraint the scalar superfield is regarded as a function of new bosonic coordinates
iym = iζm + i θ iσmθ¯ (11.2)
and θ. Hence
Φ˜ch(
iym, θ) = A(iym) +
√
2 θ χ(iym) + θθ F (iym) = A(iζ) + i θ iσmθ¯ i∂mA(
iζ)+
1
4
θθ θ¯θ¯✷A(iζ) +
√
2 θ χ(iζ)− i√
2
θθ i∂m χ(
iζ) iσm θ¯ + θθ F (iζ),
(11.3)
where ✷ = − i∂m i∂m, χα(iζ) is the left-handed Weyl fermion of spin 1/2, A(iζ) is the
scalar superpartner of spin 0, and F (iζ) is the complex scalar auxiliary field of spin 0.
Thus, Φ˜ch has off-shell four real bosonic degrees of freedom nB = 4 and four real fermionic
degrees of freedom nF = 4. An infinitesimal n = 1 supersymmetric transformation of the
component fields are as follows:
δξ A =
√
2 ξ χ, δξ χ = i
√
2 iσm ξ¯ i∂mA+
√
2 ξ F, δξ F = i
√
2 ξ¯ iσ¯m i∂m χ. (11.4)
Due to chain rule, the chiral superfield eq.(11.1) can be rewritten in terms of standard
ingredients of chiral supermultiplet
Φ˜ch(Z) =
(
χ(iζ), A(iζ)F (iζ)
)
, (11.5)
which have the following MW-component expansions:
χ(iζ) = χ
η
(η) χ
u1
(u1) · · · χ
uN
(uN), A(
iζ) = A
η
(η)A
u1
(u1) · · · A
uN
(uN),
F (iζ) = F
η
(η)F
u1
(u1) · · · F
uN
(uN),
(11.6)
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The local gauge transformations of chiral superfields read
Φ˜ch(Z)→ eΛa Ta Φ˜ch(Z), (11.7)
where, as usual, Λ is the chiral superfield satisfying the constraint D¯Λ = 0. To make
invariant the kinetic term Φ˜+ch Φ˜ch in the action of chiral superfield, one must introduce a
vector superfield V = V aT a, V = V + to exponentiate the finite transformation
eg V → eiΛ+ eg V e−iΛ, (11.8)
where Λ ≡ Λa T a. The generators T a of a compact gauge group G, which will be specified
in sec.12, have to commute with the supercharge operators, i.e., all members (χ, A, F ) of
chiral supermultiplet are in the same representation of the gauge group. Using a standard
technique, without loss of generality one can decompose any vector superfield
V
(
iζ, θ, θ¯
)
= VWZ + Φ˜ch + Φ˜
+
ch, (11.9)
and some of unphysical degrees of freedom then can be gauged away like the unitary
gauge in ordinary field theory, such that in the Wess-Zumino gauge the vector superfield
VWZ , similar to the chiral multiplet, contains only equal number of bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom nB = nF = 4: a gauge boson
iυm(
iζ) of spin 1 and mass dimension 1,
a Weyl fermion (gaugino) λ of spin 1/2 and mass dimension 3/2, and a real scalar field
D of spin 0 and mass dimension 2: VWZ = (
iυm(
iζ), λα(
iζ), D(iζ), ). They all are Lie
algebra valued fields, namely iυm =
iυamT
a, etc. Hence,
VWZ = −θ iσm θ¯ iυm − i θ¯θ¯ λ+ i θθ θ¯λ¯+ 1
2
θθ θ¯θ¯ D. (11.10)
The SUSY transformations of the components read
δξ
iυam = −i λ¯a iσ¯m ξ + iξ iσ¯mλa. δξ λa = i ξ Da + σmn ξ F amn,
δξD
a = −ξ iσm iDm λ¯a − iDm λa iσm ξ¯, (11.11)
where σmn =
1
4
[
iσm, iσm
]
, The Yang-Mills field strength of the vector bosons F amn and
covariant derivative are as follows:
F amn =
i∂n
iυam − i∂m iυan − g fabc iυbm iυcn,
iDm λ
a = i∂m λ
a − g fabc iυbm λc, (11.12)
provided by the structure constants fabc of the Lie algebra.
A gauge invariant, renormalizable, supersymmetric action of the gauge vector superfield
reads
Sgauge =
1
4
∫
d6ζ
∫
d θ2 TrW αWα, (11.13)
where W α and W¯α = (Wα)
+ are the left and right-handed spinor superfields. This is an
off-shell irrep known as the curl multiplet or field strength multiplet containing 4+1+3 = 8
real components λ,D and Fmn. In the Wess-Zumino gauge the W
α and W¯α are written
Wα ≡ − 1
4 g
D¯ D¯ e−gVWZ Dα e
g VWZ , W¯α ≡ 1
4 g
DD egVWZ D¯α˙ e
−g VWZ . (11.14)
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A straightforward computation gives
W α(iym, θ) = −iλα (iym, θ) + θαD (iym, θ)− i iσβmnα Fmn θβ
+θθ iσmα α˙
iDm λ¯
α (iym),
(11.15)
and the action eq.(11.13) gives rise to
Sgauge =
∫
d6ζ
∫
d θ2
[
−1
4
F amn F
mna − i λ¯α iσ¯m iDm λα + 1
2
DαDα
]
. (11.16)
The F -component of a chiral superfield and the D-component of a vector superfield trans-
form by a total derivative. Generic renormalizable action involving the chiral and vector
gauge superfields [25-49] reads
S =
∫
d6ζ
∫
d4 θ Φ˜+ch e
g V Φ˜ch
+
[∫
d6ζ
∫
d2 θ
(
1
4
TrW αWα + P
(
Φ˜ch
))
+ h.c.
]
.
(11.17)
where P
(
Φ˜ch
)
is the superpotential, which is the holomorphic function of Φ˜ch character-
izing the interactions of chiral superfields of internal components
P
(
Φ˜ch
)
= P
u1
(
Φ˜
u1
ch(u1)
)
+ · · ·+ P
uN
(
Φ˜
uN
ch(uN)
)
. (11.18)
All the terms in eq.(11.17) fixed by symmetry expect for those in the superpotential. A
gauge invariant, renormalizable Lagrangian containing the chiral multiplets (AI , χI , F I)
explicitly labeled by the indices I, J, ..., coupled to vector-multiplets stems from the
eq.(11.17)
L
(
AI , χI , F I , iυam, λ
a, Da
)
= −iDmA∗I iDmAI − i χ¯I iσ¯m iDm χI
−1
4
F amn F
mna − i λ¯a iσ¯m iDm λa − i
√
2 g λ¯a χ¯I T
aI
J A
J + i
√
2 g A∗J T
aJ
I χ
I λa
−F¯ I F I − g
2
2
DaDa − g DaA∗I T aIJ AJ −
1
2
PIJ χ
I χJ − 1
2
(PIJ)
∗ χ¯I χ¯J
−F I PI − F¯ I P ∗I ,
(11.19)
where
iDmA
I = i∂mA
I + i iυamT
aI
J A
J , iDm χ
I = i∂m χ
I + i iυamT
aI
J χ
J , (11.20)
PI and PIJ are the derivatives of a holomorphic function P (A):
PIJ =
∂2
∂ AI ∂ AI
P (A), PI =
∂
∂ AI
P (A). (11.21)
The only freedom in constructing the supersymmetric Lagrangian eq.(11.19) after choos-
ing of superfields and gauge symmetries is to specify a superpotential P
(
Φ˜ch
)
, which is
not allowed to contain their complex conjugates Φ˜+ch. Since the terms in the superpoten-
tial with more that 3 chiral superfields would yield non-renormalizable interactions in the
Lagrangian, then it contains terms with 2 and 3 chiral superfields as in the Wess-Zumino
simplest (sensible) n = 1 SUSY toy model [25]. Furthermore, as an analytic function of
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the superfields the superpotential is not allowed to contain derivative interactions. From
the superpotential can be found both the scalar potential and Yukawa interactions of the
fermions with the scalars
P
(
Φ˜ch
)
=
1
2
m Φ˜2ch +
1
3
Y Φ˜3ch. (11.22)
From the action eq.(11.17) one gets[
1
2
m Φ˜2ch +
1
3
Y Φ˜3ch
]
θ θ
= mAF + Y A2 F. (11.23)
Whence, the action eq.(11.17) contains no derivatives acting on the auxiliary field F ,
which can be eliminated by solving its equations of motion
δ L
δ FI
= F ∗I − PI = F ∗I −mIJ AJ − YIJK AJ AK = 0,
δ L
δ F ∗I
= FI − P ∗I = FI −mIJ A∗J − YIJK A∗J A∗K = 0.
(11.24)
The algebraic equation of motion for the other auxiliary field Da can be obtained
δ L
δ Da
= Da + g A∗I T aIJ A
∗J = 0. (11.25)
The equations (11.24) and (11.25) can be used to eliminate the auxiliary fields F I and
Da from the Lagrangian eq.(11.19)
L
(
AI , χI , iυam, λ
a, FI = P
∗
I , D
a = −g A∗I T aIJ A∗J
)
= −1
4
F amn F
mna
−i λ¯a iσ¯m iDm λa − iDmA∗I iDmAI − i χ¯I iσ¯m iDm χI + i
√
2 g
(
A∗J T
aJ
I χ
I λa
−λ¯a χ¯I T aIJ AJ
)
− 1
2
PIJ χ
I χJ − 1
2
(PIJ)
∗ χ¯I χ¯J − V (A, A∗),
(11.26)
where the positive semi-definite scalar potential V (A, A∗) is extracted:
V (A, A∗) =
(
F I F ∗I +
1
2
DaDa
)
δ L
δ F
= 0,
δ L
δ Da
= 0
=
PI P
∗
I +
1
2
g2
(
A∗I T aIJ A
J
) (
A∗I T aIJ A
J
)
≥ 0.
(11.27)
We purposely expose the explicit mass term and Yukawa coupling in the superpotential
eq.(11.22) in order to emphasize the most remarkable feature of SUSY theory that such
choices are fixed by supersymmetry and ensured that all quadratic divergences cancel
between bosonic and fermionic loops. Certainly, from the eq.(11.26) can be seen that like
the Wess-Zumino simplest toy model the fields interact via Yuakawa and scalar couplings,
where the quadratic divergences exactly cancel due to the supersymmetric relations YF =
Y , and YB = Y
∗ Y . But the values of the masses and Yukawa couplings in eq.(11.24) still
are free parameters of the theory at hand, which are implemented as much as they needed
to be further constrained by the appropriate choice of the concrete MW-superpotential
eq.(11.18) inserting the nonlinear interactions of internal components of the MW frame
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field. The latter will be adopted to build up the SUSY extension of microscopic MW
structure of all the particles in MSM. Here we shall attempt to amplify and substantiate
the assertions made in the MSM and further expose via MSMSM. In pursuing this aim we
are once again led to the principal point of drastic change of the standard SUSY scheme
to specialize, hereinafter, the superpotential eq.(11.18) to be in the form
P (Q) = PQ(AQ) + PW (AW ) (11.28)
such that
| F |2=| FQ |2 + | FW |2=
∣∣∣∣∣∂ PQ∂ AQ
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ PQ∂ AW
∣∣∣∣∣ , (11.29)
provided by the scalars∣∣∣∣∣∂ PQ∂ AQ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≡ LQ I = 14 λQ
(
J
Q
L J
Q
+
R + J
Q
R J
Q
+
L
)
,
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ PQ∂ AW
∣∣∣∣∣ ≡ LW I = 12 λW SW S+W . (11.30)
Here we admit that the MW-index (i) will be running through i = Q, W specifying the
internal worlds formally denoting Q-world of electric charge and the W -world of weak
interactions [2](subsec.12.2 and 12.3). Also adopt the conventions of [2]
J
QL,R
= V
Q
∓A
Q
, V
Q
m = Ψ¯
Q
D γ
m ψ
Q
D, (V
Q
m)+ = V
Q
m = Ψ¯
Q
D γm ψ
Q
D,
A
Q
m = Ψ¯
Q
D γ
m γ5 ψ
Q
D, (A
Q
m)+ = A
Q
m = Ψ¯
Q
D γm γ5 ψ
Q
D, SW = Ψ¯
W
D ψ
W
D,
m ≡ (λ, δ) γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3, λ = ±, δ = 1, 2, 3
(11.31)
γm are given in App.A, γµ and γ5 are Dirac matrices, ψD is the Dirac spinor in the
Weyl basis containing a left-handed Weyl spinor χα and a right-handed Weyl spinor
PL ψD =
(
χα
0
)
, PR ψD =
(
0
ψα˙
)
. Using the Fiertz identities one gets
L
Q
I =
1
2
λQ (V
Q
V
Q
+ − A
Q
A
Q
+) = −λQ (SQ S+Q − pQ p+Q), (11.32)
where SQ = ψ¯D ψD and pQ = ψ¯D γ
5 ψD. Thus, despite the fact that in conventional
SUSY theories the superpotential gives rise the fermion masses and Yukawa couplings, in
suggested framework, in accordance with eq.(11.30), such terms are substituted by a new
ones using a following set of constraints
F
Q
∗
I = −
∂ PQ
∂AIQ
≡ 2 i (λQ)1/2 (χ
Q
ψ
Q
) = m
Q
IJ A
J
Q + Y
Q
IJK A
J
QA
K
Q ,
F
W
∗
I = −
∂ PW
∂AIW
≡ i (λW
2
)1/2 (χ
W
ψ
W
+χ¯
W
ψ¯
W
) = m
W
IJ A
J
W + Y
W
IJK A
J
W A
K
W ,
P
Q
IJ ≡ ∂
∂AIQ
[
−2 i (λQ)1/2 (χ
Q
ψ
Q
)
]
= m
Q
IJ + 2 Y
Q
IJK A
K
Q ,
P
W
IJ ≡ ∂
∂AIW
[
−i (λW
2
)1/2 (χ
W
ψ
W
+χ¯
W
ψ¯
W
)
]
= m
W
IJ + 2 Y
W
IJK A
K
W ,
(11.33)
where, as usual, one abbreviates expressions with two-spinor fields by suppressing undot-
ted indices contracted like αα, and dotted indices contracted like α
α. While, the positive
semidefinite scalar potential eq.(11.27) gives rise to
V (A,A∗) = L
Q
I + L
W
I +
1
2
g2
(
A∗I T aIJ A
J
)2 ≥ 0. (11.34)
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Furthermore, putting it all together and inserting eq.(11.34) into eq.(11.26) with PIJ ≡ 0
the Lagrangian of supersymmetric frame fields reduces to one contained only the MW
internal components of particles and their SUSY partners such that all of them are mass-
less:
L
(
AI , χI , iυam, λ
a
)
= −1
4
F amn F
mna − i λ¯a iσ¯m iDm λa − iDmA∗I iDmAI
−i χ¯I iσ¯m iDm χI + i
√
2 g
(
A∗J T
aJ
I χ
I λa − λ¯a χ¯I T aIJ AJ
)
+ 4 λQ (χ
Q
ψ
Q
)(χ¯
Q
ψ¯
Q
)
−λW
2
(χ
W
ψ
W
+χ¯
W
ψ¯
W
)2 − 1
2
g2
(
A∗I T aIJ A
J
)2
,
(11.35)
where all the fields AI , χI , iυam, λ
a imply the MW-expansion.
12 The brief outline of theoretical issues in the MSM
We now have all the tools we need to build up the MSMSM. For our immediate purpose,
however, to provide sufficient background let us recapitulate. The following subsections
contain concisely some of the necessary knowledge of generic on MSM, but for more
details we refer to [2]. Within the MSM the possible elementary particles are thought to
be composite dynamical systems in analogy to quantum mechanical stationary states of
compound atom, i.e., the systems arisen from the primary fundamental principle. But,
now a dynamical treatment built up on the MW geometry is quite different and more
amenable to qualitative understanding.
12.1 The MW-structure of the particles
We start by considering the MW-structure of all the collection of matter fields Ψ(ζ) with
nontrivial MW internal structure Ψ(ζ) = ψ
η
(η) 1 ψ
u
(θ1) · · · N ψ
u
(θN), where the component
i ψ
u
(θi) is made of product of some subquarks and antisubquarks
i ψ
u
(iθ) = i ψ
u
({iq}, {iq¯}).
We admit that the MW index (i) will be running only through i = Q,W,B, s, c, b, t
specifying the internal worlds formally taken to denote in following nomenclature: Q-world
of electric charge; W-world of weak interactions; B-baryonic world of strong interactions;
the s,c,b,t are the worlds of strangeness, charm, bottom and top. Also, we admit that
the distortion rotations in the worlds Q,W and B are local depending only of the η-
coordinates iθ±k(η) and they are global in the flavour worlds s,c,b,t. We note that due
to concrete symmetries of internal worlds, the MW- structure of particles will come into
being if the following major conditions hold, namely, besides the MW geometry realization
requirement eq.(3.1.4) a condition of MW connections must be held too, which will be
discussed in the next subsection. We assign to each distortion rotation mode in the three
dimensional spaces R
ui
3
+ and R
ui
3
− a scale 1/3, namely each of the subquarks associated
with the rotations around the axes of given world carries the corresponding charge in the
scale 1/3 ; antisubquark carries respectively the (−1/3) charge. In the case of the worlds
C=s,c,b,t, where distortion rotations are global and diagonal with respect to axes 1,2,3, the
physical system of corresponding subquarks is invariant under the global transformations
f
(3)
C (θ
c) of the global unitary group diag(SU c3) parametrized by the three angles θ
c
1, θ
c
2
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and θc3. While f
(3)
C
(
f
(3)
C
)+
= 1, ‖f (3)C ‖ = 1. That is θc1 + θc2 + θc3 = 0. We explore the
simplest possibility θc ≡ θc1 = θc2, then one gets
f
(3)
C = exp
(
−i λ8√
3
θc
)
= e−iY
cθc , (12.1.1)
provided by the operator of hypercharge Y c of diagonal group diag(SU ci ). If all the inter-
nal worlds are involved, then Y c = s+ c+ b+ t. The conservation of each rotation mode
in Q- and B- worlds, where the distortion rotations are local, means that corresponding
subquarks carry respectively the conserved charges Q and B in the scale 1/3, and antisub-
quarks - (−1/3) charges. It can be provided by including the matrix λ8 as the generator
with the others in the symmetries of corresponding worlds (Q, B), and expressed in the
invariance of the system of corresponding subquarks under the transformations of these
symmetries. The incompatibility relations eq.(2.5.2) for global distortion rotations in the
worlds C=s,c,b,t reduced to
f c11f
c
22 = f¯
c
33, f
c
22f
c
33 = f¯
c
11, f
c
33f
c
11 = f¯
c
22,
where ‖f (3)C ‖ = f c11f c22f c33 = 1, f ciif¯ cii = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3. It means that two sub-
colour singlets are available: (qq¯)ci = inv, (q1q2q3)
c = inv, carrying respectively the
charges C(qq¯)ci = 0 C(q1q2q3)
c = 1. We make use of convention (qq¯)ci ≡ cqicq¯i, (q1q2q3)c ≡
cq1
cq2
cq3. Including the baryonic charge into strong hypercharge
Y = B + s+ c+ b+ t, (12.1.2)
we conclude that the hypercharge Y is a sum of all conserved rotation modes in the
internal worlds B,s,c,b,t involved in the MW geometry realization condition eq.(3.1.4).
12.2 Realization of Q-world and Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation
The symmetry of Q-world of electric charge, assumed to be a local unitary symmetry
diag
(
SU loc(3)
)
, is diagonal with respect to axes 1,2,3. The unitary unimodular matrix
f
(3)
Q of local distortion rotations takes the form
f
(3)
Q = e
−iλQθQ ,
where f
(3)
Q
(
f
(3)
Q
)+
= 1, ‖f (3)Q ‖ = 1, provided θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 0. Taking into account the
scale of rotation mode, in other than eq.(12.1.1) simple case θ2 = θ3 = −1
3
θQ it follows
that θ1 =
2
3
θQ. The matrix λQ may be written λQ =
1
2
λ3 +
1
2
√
3
λ8. Making use of the
corresponding operators of the group SU(3) we arrive at Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation
Q = T3 +
1
2
Y, (12.2.1)
where Q = λQ is the generator of electric charge, T3 =
1
2
λ3 is the third component
of isospin ~T , and Y =
1√
3
λ8 is the hypercharge. The eigenvalues of these operators
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will be defined later on by considering the symmetries and microscopic structures of
fundamental fields. We think of operators T3 and Y as the MW connection charges and
of relation eq.(12.2.1) as the condition of the realization of the MW connections. Thus,
during realization of MW- structure the symmetries of corresponding internal worlds
must be unified into more higher symmetry including also the λ3 and λ8. Meanwhile, the
realization conditions of the MW- structure are embodied in eq.(3.1.4) and eq.(12.2.1),
provided by the conservation law of each rotational mode in the corresponding internal
worlds involved. For example, in the case of quarks (see eq.(12.5.1)) the eq.(3.1.4) reads∑
i=B,s,c,b,t
ωiG
i
θ
F
(0) = G
η F
(0), (12.2.2)
and according to eq.(12.1.5), the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation is written down
Q = T3 +
1
2
(B + s+ c+ b+ t). (12.2.3)
In the case of leptons (see eq.(12.4.1)), the realization conditions reduced to the following:
G
Q
θ
F
(0) = G
η F
(0), u ≡ uQ, (i ≡ Q) (12.2.4)
and
Q = Tw3 +
1
2
Y w, (12.2.5)
where Tw3 and Y
w are respectively the operators of third component of weak isospin ~Tw
and weak hypercharge (subsec.12.3, 12.8). The incompatibility relations eq.(2.5.2) lead
to
fQ11f
Q
22 = f¯
Q
33, f
Q
22f
Q
33 = f¯
Q
11, f
Q
33f
Q
11 = f¯
Q
22,
where fQii f¯
Q
ii = 1, for i = 1, 2, 3, ‖f (3)Q ‖ = fQ11fQ22fQ33 = 1. This in turn suggests two
subcolour singlets (qq¯)Qi = inv, (q1q2q3)
Q = inv, with the electric charges Q(qq¯)Qi
=
0, Q(q1q2q3)Q = 1, respectively. The singlets (qq¯)
Q
i for given i allow us to think of the
(qq¯)Q system as the mixed ensemble, such that a fraction of the members with relative
population L1 are characterized by the (q1)
Q, some other fraction with relative population
L2, by (q2)
Q, and so on. Namely, the (qq¯)Q ensemble can be regarded as a mixture of
pure ensembles. The fractional populations are constrained to satisfy the normalization
condition ∑
i
Li = 1, Li ≡ (qq¯)Qi / (qq¯)Q . (12.2.6)
The Li also imply the orthogonality condition ensued from the symmetry of the Q-world
< Li, Lj >= 0 if i 6= j. (12.2.7)
This prompts us to define the usual quantum mechanical density operator
ρQ1 =
∑
i
Li (qi)
Q) (qi)
Q+, tr(ρQ1 ) = 1. (12.2.8)
The eq.(12.2.6) suggests another singlets as well
(q1q2q3)
Q
i ≡ Li (q1q2q3)Q , (12.2.9)
which will be used to build up the MW-structures of the leptons.
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12.3 The symmetries of the W-,B-, and global worlds
• The W-world
It will be seen in subsec.12.8 that the symmetry of W-world of weak interactions is
SU loc(2)L ⊗ U loc(1)Y invoking local group of weak hypercharge Y w (U loc(1)Y ). How-
ever, for the present it is worthwhile to restrict oneself by admitting that the symmetry
of W-world is simply expressed by the group of weak isospin SU loc(2), i.e., from the
very first we consider the case of two dimensional distortion transformations through the
angles θ± around two arbitrary axes in the W-world. In accordance with the results of
subsec.3.2, the fields of subquarks and antisubquarks will come in doublets, which form
the basis for fundamental representation of weak isospin group SU loc(2) often called a
“custodial” symmetry [5,20,126]. The doublet states are complex linear combinations of
up and down states of weak isotopic spin. Three possible doublets of six subquark states
are
(
q1
q2
)W
,
(
q2
q3
)W
,
(
q3
q1
)W
.
• The B-world
The B-world is responsible for strong interactions. The internal symmetry group is
SU locc (3) enabling to introduce gauge theory in subcolour space with subcolour charges
as exactly conserved quantities (sec.3 in [1]). The local distortion transformations im-
plemented on the subquarks (qi)
B, i = 1, 2, 3 through a SU locc (3) rotation matrix U in
the fundamental representation. Taking into account a conservation of rotation mode,
each subquark carries (1/3) baryonic charge, while the antisubquark carries the (−1/3)
baryonic charge.
• The global worlds
We adopt a simplified view-point on the field component (qcf) (f=u,d,s,c,b,t) associated
with the global distortion rotations in the given worlds s,c,b,t, such that they have fol-
lowing microscopic structure with corresponding global charges:
qcu = q
c
d = 1, q¯
c
s = (q
c
1q
c
2q
c
3)
s
, s = −1; qcc = (qc1qc2qc3)c , c = 1;
q¯cb = (q
c
1q
c
2q
c
3)
b
, b = −1; qct = (qc1qc2qc3)t , t = 1.
(12.3.1)
To realize the MW-structure the global symmetries of internal worlds have unified into
more higher symmetry including the generators λ3 and λ8 (subsec.12.2). This global group
is the flavour group SUf(6) unifying all the symmetries SU
c
i of the worlds Q,B,s,c,b,t:
SUf(6) ⊃ SUf(2)⊗ SU cB ⊗ SU cs ⊗ SU cc ⊗ SU cb ⊗ SU ct .
12.4 The microscopic structure of leptons
After a quantitative discussion of the properties of symmetries of internal worlds, below
we will attempt to show how the known fermion fields of leptons and quarks fit into this
scheme. In this section we start with the leptons. Taking into account the eq.(12.1.1)
and eq(12.2.4), we may consider six possible lepton fields forming three doublets of lepton
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generations
(
νe
e
)
,
(
νµ
µ
)
,
(
ντ
τ
)
, where

νe ≡ ψ
η
νe(η) (q1q¯1)
Q(q1)
w = Leψ
η
νe(η) (qq¯)
Q(q1)
w,
e ≡ ψ
η
e(η) (q1q2q3)
Q
1 (q2)
w = Leψ
η
e(η) (q1q2q3)
Q(q2)
w,
νµ ≡ ψ
η
νµ(η) (q2q¯2)
Q(q2)
w = Lµψ
η
νµ(η) (qq¯)
Q(q2)
w,
µ ≡ ψ
η
µ(η) (q1q2q3)
Q
2 (q3)
w = Lµψ
η
µ(η) (q1q2q3)
Q(q3)
w,
ντ ≡ ψ
η
ντ (η) (q3q¯3)
Q(q3)
w = Lτψ
η
ντ (η) (qq¯)
Q(q3)
w,
τ ≡ ψ
η
τ (η) (q1q2q3)
Q
3 (q1)
w = Lτψ
η
τ (η) (q1q2q3)
Q(q1)
w .
(12.4.1)
Here e, µ, τ are the electron, the muon and the tau meson, νe, νµ, ντ are corresponding
neutrinos, Le ≡ L1, Lµ ≡ L2, Lτ ≡ L3, are leptonic charges. The leptons carry leptonic
charges as follows: Le : (e, νe), Lµ : (µ, νµ) and Lτ : (τ, ντ ), which are conserved in
all interactions. The leptons carry also the weak isospins: Tw3 =
1
2
for νe, νµ, ντ ; and
Tw3 = −
1
2
for e, µ, τ , respectively, and following electric charges: Qνe = Qνµ = Qντ =
0, Qe = Qµ = Qτ = −1. The Q-components ψ
Q
(uQ) of lepton fields eq.(12.4.1) are made
of singlet combinations of subquarks in Q-world. They imply subcolour confinement
eq.(12.2.4). Then, the MW geometry realization condition is already satisfied and leptons
may emerge in geometry in free combinations without any constraint. Thus, in suggested
scheme there are only three possible generations of six leptons with integer electric and
leptonic charges being free of confinement.
12.5 The microscopic structure of quarks
The only possible MW- structures of 18 quark fields read
ui ≡ ψ
η
u(η) (q2q3)
Q(q1)
w(qBi ),
di ≡ ψ
η
d(η) (q¯1)
Q(q2)
w(qBi ),

ci ≡ ψ
η
c(η) (q3q1)
Q(q2)
w(qBi )(q
c
c),
si ≡ ψ
η
s(η) (q¯2)
Q(q3)
w(qBi )(q¯
c
s),
ti ≡ ψ
η
t(η) (q1q2)
Q(q3)
w(qBi )(q
c
t ),
bi ≡ ψ
η
b(η) (q¯3)
Q(q1)
w(qBi )(q¯
c
b),
,
(12.5.1)
where the subcolour index (i) runs through i = 1, 2, 3, the (qcf ) are given in eq.(12.1.3).
Henceforth the subcolour index will be left implicit, but always a summation must be
extended over all subcolours in B-world. These fields form three possible doublets of
weak isospin in the W-world
(
u
d
)
,
(
c
s
)
,
(
t
b
)
. The quark flavour mixing and
similar issues are left for discussion in subsec.17.1. The corresponding electric charges of
quarks read Qu = Qc = Qt =
2
3
, Qd = Qs = Qb = −1
3
, in agreement with the rules
governing the MW connections eq.(12.2.3), where the electric charge difference of up and
down quarks implies ∆Q = ∆Tw3 = 1. The explicit form of structure of (q
c
f) are given
in the next section. Note that all components of (qcf ) are made of singlet combinations
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(eq.(12.1.1))of global subquarks in corresponding internal worlds, i.e., they obey the sub-
colour confinement condition. According to eq.(12.2.2), this condition for B-world still
remains to be satisfied. Therefore the total quark fields obey the confinement. Thus,
three quark generations of six possible quark fields exist. They carry fractional electric
and baryonic charges and imply a confinement. Although within considered schemes the
subquarks are defined on the internal worlds, however the resulting η-components , which
we are going to deal with to describe the leptons and quarks defined on the spacetime
continuum, are affected by them. Actually, as it is seen in subsec.2.4 the rotation through
the angle θ+k yields a total subquark field
qk(θ) = Ψ(θ+k) = ψ
η
0 ψ
u
(θ+k)
where ψ
η
0 is the plane wave defined on G
η
. Hence, one gets
qk(θ(η)) = ψ
η
0 q
u
k(θ(η)) = q
η
k(θ(η))ψ
u
0, q
η
k(θ(η)) ≡ f(+)(θ+k(η))ψ
η
0,
where ψ
u
0 is a plane wave defined on G
u
. The q
η
k(θ(η)) can be considered as the subquark
field defined on the flat manifold G
η
with the same quantum numbers of q
u
k(θ(η)). Thus,
instead of the eq.(12.4.1) and eq.(12.5.1) we may consider on equal footing only the
resulting η-components of leptons and quarks implying the given same structures. This
enables to pass back to the Minkowski spacetime continuum G
η
→M4 (subsec.2.1).
12.6 The particle frame field
All the fields including the leptons eq.(12.4.1) and quarks eq.(12.5.1), along with the
spacetime components have also MW components made of the various subquarks defined
on the corresponding internal worlds:
Ψ(θ) = ψ
η
(η)ψ
Q
(θQ) ψ
W
(θW )ψ
B
(θB)ψ
C
(θc). (12.6.1)
We assume that this field has arisen from the frame field with the same components
defined on GN in the lowest state (s0)
Ψ(0) = ψ
η
(η)ψ
Q
(0) ψ
W
(0)ψ
B
(0)ψ
C
(0) (12.6.2)
which serves as the ready made frame into which the distorted ordinary structures of
the same species should be involved. The components ψ
Q
(θQ), ψ
W
(θW ), ψ
B
(θB) are primary
massless bare Fermi fields, Let us now extract from the MW-SUSY Lagrangian eq.(11.35)
the piece containing only i = η, Q, W fermionic components of the particle frame fields.
To keep resemblance with [2] it is convenient to rewrite them in Dirac spinor terms sup-
pressing the subscript D and superscript I at ψID. The resulting Lagrangian of the frame
field with nonlinear fermion interactions of the internal components looks like Heisenberg
theory and reads
L(D) = L
η
(D
η
)− L
Q
(D
Q
)− L
W
(D
W
), (12.6.3)
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where
L
η
(D
η
) = L
η
′ (0)
0 (D
η
)− 1
2
Tr(B
η
B¯
η
), L
Q
(D
Q
) = L
Q
′(0)
0 (D
Q
)− L
Q
I − 1
2
Tr(B
Q
B¯
Q
),
L
W
(D
W
) = L
W
′(0)
0 (D
W
)− L
W
I − 1
2
Tr(B
W
B¯
W
).
(12.6.4)
Here
L
η
′(0)
0 =
i
2
{Ψ¯γ D
η
Ψ− Ψ¯γ←−D
η
Ψ} = ψ
u
+
L
η
(0)
0 ψ
u
,
L
u
′(0)
0 =
i
2
{Ψ¯ γ D
u
Ψ− Ψ¯ γ←−D
u
Ψ} = ψ
η
+
L
u
(0)
0 ψ
η
,
(12.6.5)
and
L
η
(0)
0 =
i
2
{Ψ¯
η
γ D
η
ψ
η
− Ψ¯
η
γ
←−
D
η
ψ
η
}, L
u
(0)
0 =
i
2
{Ψ¯
u
γ D
u
ψ
u
− Ψ¯
u
γ
←−
D
u
ψ
u
}. (12.6.6)
The Lagrangian eq.(12.6.3) has the global γ5 and local gauge symmetries. We consider
only γ5 symmetry in Q-world, namely B
Q
≡ 0. According to the OMM formalism, it is
the most important to fix the mass shell of the stable MW- structure eq.(3.5). Thus, in
the first we must take the variation of the Lagrangian eq.(12.6.3) with respect to frame
field eq.(12.6.2), then switch on nonlinear fermion interactions of the components. In
other words we shall take the variation of the Lagrangian eq.(12.7.3) with respect to
these components only on the fixed mass shell. The equations of free field (B = 0) of the
MW- structure follow at once, which can be written in terms of separate equations for
the massless bare components ψ
η
, ψ
Q
and ψ
W
:
γ p
η
ψ
η
= i γ ∂
η
ψ
η
= 0, γ p
Q
ψ
Q
= i γ ∂
Q
ψ
Q
= 0, γ p
W
ψ
W
= i γ ∂
W
ψ
W
= 0. (12.6.7)
The important feature is that these equations respect the simultaneous substitution
ψ
Q
(0) → ψ
Q
(m) and ψ
η
(0) → ψ
η
(m), where ψ
Q, η
(0) and ψ
Q, η
(m) are respectively the massless and
massive Q, η-component fields. Then, in free state the massless field components ψ
η
, ψ
Q
and ψ
W
are independent the Lagrangian
L′0
(0) = ψ
u
+
L
η
(0)
0 ψ
u
− ψ
η
+
L
u
(0)
0 ψ
η
= ψ
u
+
L
η
(0)
0 ψ
u
− ψ
η
+(L
Q
(0)
0 + L
W
(0)
0 )ψ
η
(12.6.8)
reduces to the following:
L′0
(0) = L
η
(0)
0 − L
u
(0)
0 = L
η
(0)
0 − L
Q
(0)
0 − L
W
(0)
0 . (12.6.9)
Thus, we shall implement our scheme as follows: starting with the reduced Lagrangian
L′0
(0) of free field we shall switch on nonlinear fermion interactions of the components.
After a generation of nonzero mass of ψ
Q
component in Q-world (next subsec.) shall look
for the corresponding corrections via the eq.(12.6.5) to the reduced Lagrangian eq.(12.6.9).
These corrections mean only the interaction between the components, and do not imply
at all the mass acquiring process for the η-component.
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12.7 Generation of mass of fermions in Q-world
We apply now a well known Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [95] to generate a fermion mass
in the Q-world and start from the chirality invariant total Lagrangian of the field ψ
Q
:
L
Q
= L
Q
(0)
0
−L
QI
, where a primary field ψ
Q
is the massless bare spinor implying γ5 invariance.
However, due to interaction the rearrangement of vacuum state has caused a generation
of nonzero mass of fermion such like to appearance of energy gap in superconductor
[96-98] and [99, 100]. After a vacuum rearrangement the total Lagrangian of initial
massless bare field ψ
Q
0 gives rise to corresponding Lagrangian L
Q
(m) of massive field ψ
Q
(m) :
L
Q
= L
Q
(0)
0
− L
QI
= L
Q
(m) describing Dirac particle (γpQ − ΣQ)ψ
Q
(m) = 0, where ΣQ) is the
self-energy operator. In lowest order ΣQ = mQ ≪ λ−1/2. Within the refined theory of
superconductivity, the collective excitations of quasi-particle pairs arise in addition to
the individual quasi-particle excitations when a quasi-particle accelerated in the medium
[98, 102-106]. This leads to the conclusion given in [95, 101] that, in general, the Dirac
quasi-particle is only an approximate description of an entire system with the collective
excitations as the stable or unstable bound quasi-particle pairs. In a simple approximation
there arise CP-odd excitations of zero mass as well as CP-even massive bound states of
nucleon number zero and two. Along the same line we must substitute in eq.(12.6.5) the
massless field Ψ(0) ≡ ψ
η
ψ
Q
(0) ψ
W
by massive field Ψ(m) ≡ ψ
η
ψ
Q
(m) ψ
W
. We obtain
γpQψ
Q
(m) = ΣQψ
Q
(m), γpWΨ
(m) = 0, γpηΨ
(m) = (γpQ + γpW )Ψ
(m) = ΣQΨ
(m). (12.7.1)
Such redefinition ψ
Q
(0) → ψ
Q
(m) leaves the structure of that piece of Lagrangian eq.(12.6.3)
involving only the fields ψ
η
and ψ
W
unchanged
L0 = L
η
(0)
0
− L
W
(0)
0
=
(
L
η
(0)
0
− ΣQΨ¯Ψ
)
−
(
L
W
(0)
0
− ΣQΨ¯Ψ
)
= L
η
(m)
0
− L
W
(m)
0
, (12.7.2)
where the component ψ
Q
is left implicit. Upon combining and rearranging relevant terms
we separate the following pieces in the resulting gauge invariant Lagrangian eq.(12.6.3):
L
η
(D
η
) =
i
2
{Ψ¯
η
γ D
η
ψ
η
− Ψ¯
η
γ
←−
D
η
ψ
η
} − fQΨ¯Ψ− 1
2
Tr(B
η
B¯
η
) (12.7.3)
L
W
(D
W
) =
i
2
{Ψ¯
W
γ D
W
ψ
W
− Ψ¯
W
γ
←−
D
W
ψ
W
} − ΣQΨ¯Ψ− λ
2
SWSW
+ − 1
2
Tr(B
W
B¯
W
), (12.7.4)
provided by fQ ≡ ΣQ(pQ, mQ, λ,Λ), Ψ = ψ
η
ψ
W
. The eq.(12.7.3) and eq.(12.7.4) are the
Lagrangians that we shall be concerned within the following.
12.8 The electroweak symmetry; the P-violation and the Wein-
berg mixing angle
The microscopic approach creates a particular incentive for the pertinent concepts and
ideas of the unified electroweak interactions. If, according to the subsec.12.3, one admit
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at very beginning that the local rotations in the W-world are occurred only around two
arbitrary axes, then one immediately concludes that under such circumstances the weak
interacting particles could not be realized, because of the condition of MW connections
eq.(12.2.5), which is not satisfied yet. That is, the Q- and W-worlds cannot be realized
separately. Following the [2], a simple way of effecting a reconciliation is to assume
that during a realization of weak interacting charged fermions, under the action of the
Q-world, instead of initial symmetry the spanning of the W− world into the world of
unified electroweak interaction W loc(3) took place, where the local rotations always occur
around all three axes. Taking into account that at the very beginning all subquark fields
in W-world are massless, we cannot rule out the possibility that they are transformed
independently. On the other hand, when this situation prevails the spanningW loc(2) →W loc(3)
must be occurred compulsory in order to provide a necessary background for the condition
eq.(12.2.5) to be satisfied. The most likely attitude here is that doing away this shortage
the subquark fields qL1 , qL2 , qR1 , and qR2 tend to give rise to triplet. The three dimensional
effective space W loc(3) will then arise
W loc(2) ∋ qw(2) (~Tw =
1
2
)→ qw(3) =

qR(~T
w = 0)
qL(~T
w =
1
2
)
 =
 q
w
3
qw1
qw2
 ≡
 qR2qL1
qL2
 ∈ W loc(3) . (12.8.1)
The latter holds if violating initial P-symmetry the components qR1 , qR2 still remain in
isosinglet states, namely the components qL form isodoublet while qR is a isosinglet:
qL (~T
w =
1
2
), qR (~T
w = 0), i.e., the mirror symmetry is broken. Corresponding lo-
cal transformations are implemented upon triplet qw ′(3) = f
(3)
W q
w
(3), where making use of
incompatibility relations eq.(2.5.2) one gets the expanded group of local rotations in W-
world (see [2]):
f (3)exp =
 e
−iβ 0 0
0 f11e
−iβ
2 f12e
−iβ
2
0 f21e
−iβ
2 f22e
−iβ
2
 ∈ SU loc(2)L ⊗ U loc(1), (12.8.2)
where U = e−i
~Tw ~θw ∈ SU loc(2)L, U1 = e−iY wθ1 ∈ U loc(1). Here U loc(1) is the group
of weak hypercharge Y w taking the following values for left- and right-handed subquark
fields: qR : Y
w = 0,−2, qL : Y w = −1. Whence q′w(3) = f (3)expqw(3) or
q′L = e
−i ~Tw~θw−iY w
L
θ1qL, q
′
R = e
−iY w
R
θ1qR.
The spanning eq.(12.8.1) implies the P-violation in the W-world expressed in the reduction
of initial symmetry group of local transformations of right-handed components qR:
[SU(2)]R → [U(1)]R , (12.8.3)
where subscript (R) specified the transformations implemented upon right-handed com-
ponents. The invariance of physical system of the fields qR under initial group [SU(2)]R
may be realized as well by introducing non-Abelian massless vector gauge fields A = ~Tw ~A
with the values in Lie algebra of the group [SU(2)]R. Under a reduction eq.(12.8.3) the
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coupling constant (g) changed into (g′) specifying the interaction strength between qR and
the Abelian gauge field B associated with the local group [U(1)]R. Thereto g = g
′ tan θw,
where θw is the Weinberg mixing angle. To define it we consider the interaction vertices
corresponding to the groups [SU(2)]R : gAq¯Rγ
τ
2
qR and [U(1)]R : g
′Bq¯Rγ
Y w
2
qR.
Note that
λ8
2
is in the same normalization scale as each of the matrices
λi
2
(i = 1, 2, 3) :
Tr
(
λ8
2
)2
= Tr
(
λi
2
)2
=
1
2
. Hence, the vertex scale reads (Scale)SU(2) = g
λ3
2
, which is
equivalent to g
λ8
2
. It is obvious that per generator scale could not be changed under the
reduction eq.(12.10.1), i.e.
(Scale)SU(2)
NSU(2)
=
(Scale)U(1)
NU(1)
, where NSU(2) and NU(1) are the
numbers of generators respectively in the groups SU(2) and U(1). Thus, (Scale)U(1) =
1
3
(Scale)SU(2). Stated somewhat differently, the normalized vertex for the group [U(1)]R
reads
1
3
gBq¯Rγ
λ8
2
qR. In comparing the coefficients can then be equated
g′
g
= tan θw =
1√
3
.
We may draw a statement that during the realization of MW- structure the spanning
eq.(12.8.1) compulsory occurred, which is the source of P-violation in W-world incorpo-
rated with the reduction eq.(12.8.3). The latter is characterized by the Weinberg mixing
angle with the value fixed at 300.
12.9 Emergence of composite isospinor-scalar mesons
The field qw(2) is the W-component of total field q(2) = qη (2)
q
W
(2), where the field component q
Q
is left implicit. Instead of it, below we introduce the additional suffix (Q = 0,±) specifying
electric charge of the field. At the very outset there is an absolute symmetry between the
components q1 = q
η
1 q
W
1 and q2 = q
η
2 q
W
2. Hence, left-and right-handed components of fields
may be written
q1L = q
η
(0)
1L
q
W
(−)
1L , q2L = qη
(−)
2L
q
W
(0)
2L , q1R = qη
(0)
1R
q
W
(−)
1R , q2R = qη
(−)
2R
q
W
(0)
2R. (12.9.1)
On the example of one lepton generation e and ν, without loss of generality, in [2] we have
exploited the properties of these fields. A further implication of other fermion generations
is straightforward. We shown that the term −fQΨ¯Ψ arisen in the Lagrangian eq.(12.6.3)
accommodates the Yukawa couplings between the fermions and corresponding isospinor-
scalar mesons in fairy conventional form
− fQΨ¯Ψ = −fe
(
L¯H eR + e¯RH
+ L
)
− fν
(
L¯Hc νR + ν¯RH
+
c L
)
, (12.9.2)
where the charge conjugated field Hc is defined (Hc)i = H
∗kεik, and the isospinor-scalar
meson field H reads
H ≡ γ0 q
W
+
L
q
W
R, H
+ ≡ γ0 q
W
+
R
q
W
L.
Then, the two possible composite isospinor-scalar mesons are as follows:
Hu =
h
(+)
u
h(0)u
 , Hd =
 h
(0)
d
h
(−)
d
 ,
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where
h+u ≡
(
q
W
(−)
1L
)+
q
W
(0)
2R, h
0
u ≡
(
q
W
(0)
2L
)+
q
W
(0)
2R,
h0d ≡
(
q
W
(−)
1L
)+
q
W
(−)
1R , h
−
d ≡
(
q
W
(0)
2L
)+
q
W
(−)
1R ,
In accordance with eq.(12.2.5), the isospinor-scalar meson carries following weak hyper-
charge H : Y w = 1. To compute the coupling constants fe and fν for the leptons one must
retrieve their implicit field-components ψ
Q
. Hence
fi = tr(ρ
Q
i ΣQ), f
ν
i = tr(ρ
Qν
i ΣQ), (12.9.3)
where the density operators ρQi and ρ
Qν
i for given i of the pure ensembles are used
ρQi = (q1q2q3)
Q+
i (q1q2q3)
Q
i , ρ
Qν
i = (qiq¯i)
Q+ (qiq¯i)
Q ,
tr(ρQi )
2 = tr(ρQi ) = 1, tr(ρ
Qν
i )
2 = tr(ρQνi ) = 1.
(12.9.4)
According to eq.(12.2.6), one gets
fi = L
2
i Σ¯Q, f
ν
i = L
2
i Σ¯
ν
Q, Σ¯Q ≡ ΣQ(λ, L) ρQ, Σ¯Qν ≡ ΣQ(λ, L) ρQν , (12.9.5)
where
ρQ = (q1q2q3)
Q+ (q1q2q3)
Q , ρQν = (q q¯)Q+ (q q¯)Q . (12.9.6)
An implication of the quarks into this scheme is straightforward if one retrieves their
implicit field-components ψ
Q
, ψ
B
, ψ
C
, (C = s, c, b, t) (see subsec.12.6). On the analogy of
previous case the coupling constants read
fi = tr(ρiΣQ), (12.9.7)
where i = u, d, s, c, b, t. Taking into account the MW- structure of the quarks eq.(12.5.1),
we may write down the corresponding density operators
ρi = ρ
Q
i ρ
B
i ρ
C
i (12.9.8)
given in a convention
ρAi = ψ
A
+
i ψ
A
i, (12.9.9)
where ρCu = ρ
C
d = 1.
12.10 The Higgs boson
Within our approach the self-interacting isospinor-scalar Higgs bosons arise as the col-
lective modes of excitations of bound quasi-particle iso-pairs. Pursuing the analogy with
[96-109] in outlined here approach a key problem is to find out the eligible mechanism
leading to the formation of pairs, somewhat like Cooper mechanism, but generalized for
relativistic fermions, of course, in absence of any lattice. We suggested this mechanism
in the framework of gauge invariance incorporated with the P-violation phenomenon in
W-world [2]. To trace a maximum resemblance to the superconductivity theory, in this
section it will be advantageous to describe our approach in terms of four dimensional
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Minkowski spaceM
W
4 corresponding to internal W-world: G
W
→M
W
4(subsec.2.1). Although
we shall leave the suffix (W ) implicit, but it goes without saying that all results obtained
within this section refer to W-world. Following the previous section, we consider the
isospinor-scalar H-meson arisen in W-world
H(x) = γ0ΨL
+(x) ΨR(x),
where x ∈ M4 is a point of W-world. The standard notational conventions will be em-
ployed throughout
q
W
L ≡ ψ
W
L(x
W
)→ ΨL(x), M
W
4 →M4, q
W
R ≡ ψ
W
R(x
W
)→ ΨR(x),
where ΨR(x) = γ(1+~σ~β)ΨL(x), ~β =
~v
c
, ΨL(x) = γ(1−~σ~β)ΨR(x), γ = E
m
, provided
by the spin ~σ, energy E and velocity ~v of particle. In terms of Fourier integrals
ΨL(x) =
1
(2π)4
∫
ΨL(pL)e
ipLxd4pL, ΨR(x) =
1
(2π)4
∫
ΨR(pR)e
ipRxd4pR, (12.10.1)
it is readily to get
H(k) =
∫
H(x) e−ikxd4x = γ0
∫
d4pL
(2π)4
ΨL
+(pL)ΨR(pL+k) = γ
0
∫
d4pR
(2π)4
ΨL
+(pR−k)ΨR(pR)
(12.10.2)
provided by conservation law of fourmomentum k = pR − pL, where k = k(ω,~k), pL,R =
pL,R(EL,R, ~pL,R). Our arguments on Bose-condensation are based on the local gauge invari-
ance of the theory incorporated with the P-violation in weak interactions. The rationale
for this approach is readily forthcoming from the consideration of gauge transformations
of the fields eq.(12.10.1) under the P-violation in W-world
Ψ′L(x) = UL(x)ΨL(x), Ψ
′
R(x) = UR(x)ΨR(x),
where the Fourier expansions have carried out over corresponding gauge quanta with wave
fourvectors qL and qR
UL(x) =
∫
d4qL
(2π)4
eiqLxUL(qL), UR(x) =
∫
d4qR
(2π)4
eiqRxUL(qR), (12.10.3)
and UL(x) 6= UR(x). They induce the gauge transformations implemented upon H-field
H ′(x) = U(x)H(x). The matrix of induced gauge transformations may be written down
in terms of induced gauge quanta
U(x) ≡ U+L (x)UR(x) =
∫ d4q
(2π)4
eiqxU(q), (12.10.4)
where q = −qL + qR, q(q0, ~q). In momentum space one gets
H ′(k′) =
∫
d4q
(2π)4
U(q)H(k′ − q) =
∫
d4k
(2π)4
U(k′ − k)H(k). (12.10.5)
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Conservation of fourmomentum requires that k′ = k + q. According to eq.(12.10.2) and
eq.(12.10.5), we have
−p′L + p′R = −pL + pR + q = −p′′L + pR = −pL + p′′R,
where p′′L = pL − q, p′′R = pR + q. As to the wave vectors of fermions, they imply the
conservation law ~pL + ~pR = ~p
′′
L + ~p
′′
R characterizing the scattering process of two fermions
with effective interaction caused by the mediating induced gauge quanta. We suggest the
mechanism for the effective attraction between the fermions in the following manner:
among all induced gauge transformations with miscellaneous gauge quanta we distinguish
a subset with the induced gauge quanta of the frequencies characterized by the maximum
frequency
q˜
h¯
(q˜ = max{q0}) greater than the frequency of inducing oscillations fermion
force
E¯L − E¯ ′′L
h¯
<
q˜
h¯
. To the extent that this is a general phenomenon, we can expect under
this condition the effective attraction (negative interaction) arisen between the fermions
caused by exchange of virtual induced gauge quanta if only the forced oscillations of these
quanta occur in the same phase with the oscillations of inducing force (the oscillations of
fermion density). In view of this we may think of isospinor ΨL and isoscalar ΨR fields
as the fermion fields composing the iso-pairs with the same conserving net momentum
~p = ~pL + ~pR and opposite spin, for which the maximum number of negative matrix
elements of operators composed by corresponding creation and annihilation operators
a+~p ′′
R
a~pR a
+
~p ′′
L
a~pL (designated by the pair wave vector ~p) may be obtained for coherent
ground state with ~p = ~pL + ~pR = 0. The fermions filled up the Fermi sea block the
levels below Fermi surface. Hence, the fermions are in superconductive or normal state
described by Bloch individual particle model. Thus, the Bose-condensate arises in the
W-world as the collective mode of excitations of bound quasi-particle iso-pairs described
by the same wave function in the superconducting phase Ψ =< ΨLΨR >, where < · · · >
is taken to denote the vacuum averaging. The vacuum of the W-world filled up by such
iso-pairs at absolute zero T = 0.
We make a final observation that ΨRΨ
+
R = nR is a scalar density number of right-handed
particles. Then it readily follows:
(ΨLΨR)
+(ΨLΨR) = HH
+, (12.10.6)
where | Ψ |2=< HH+ >=|< H >|2≡| H |2 . It is convenient to abbreviate the < H > by
the symbol H . Thus, the H-meson actually arises as the collective mode of excitations of
bound quasi-particle iso-pairs.
12.11 The energy gap function
We start with total Lagrangian eq.(12.7.4) of self-interacting fermion field in W-world
L
W
(x) =
i
2
{Ψ¯
W
(x)γµ∂
W
µ ψ
W
(x)− Ψ¯
W
(x)γµ
←−
∂
W
µ ψ
W
(x)} −m Ψ¯
W
(x) ψ
W
(x)−
−λ
2
Ψ¯
W
(x)
(
Ψ¯
W
(x) ψ
W
(x)
)
ψ
W
(x),
(12.11.1)
where, m = ΣQ is the self-energy operator of the fermion field component in Q-world, the
suffix (W ) just was put forth for instance in illustration of a point at issue. For the sake of
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simplicity, we also admit B
W
(x) = 0, but of course one is free to restore the gauge field B
W
(x)
whenever it should be needed. In lowest order the relation m ≡ mQ ≪ λ−1/2 holds. At
non-relativistic limit the function Ψ reads Ψ→ eimc2tΨ, and Lagrangian eq.(12.11.1) leads
to Hamiltonian used in [99]. We make use of the Gor’kov’s technique and evaluate the field
equations ensued from the eq.(12.11.1) in following manner: The spirit of the calculation
will be to treat interaction between the particles as being absent everywhere except the
thin spherical shell 2q˜ near the Fermi surface. The Bose condensate of bound particle
iso-pairs occurred at zero momentum. The scattering processes between the particles
are absent. We consider the matrix elements < T
(
Ψα(x1)Ψβ(x2)Ψ¯γ(x3)Ψ¯δ(x4)
)
> and
introduce the functions
< N | T (γ0Ψ(x)Ψ(x′)) | N + 2 >= e−2iµ′tF (x− x′),
< N + 2 | T (Ψ+(x)γ0Ψ+(x′)) | N >= e2iµ′tF+(x− x′). (12.11.2)
Here, µ′ = µ + m, µ is the chemical potential. We omit a prime over µ, but should
understand µ+m under it. Making use of Fourier integrals, it renders the field equations
easier to handle in momentum space [2]
(γp−m)G(p)− iλγ0F (0+)F¯ (p) = 1,
F¯ (p)(γp+m− 2µγ0) + iλF¯ (0+)G(p) = 0, (12.11.3)
whereG(p) is the thermodynamic Green’s function, Fαβ(0+) = e
2iµt < T (γ0Ψα(x)Ψβ(x)) >=
lim
x→x′(t→t′)
Fαβ(x− x′). Next we substitute
(γp−m) = (ω′ − ξp)γ0, (γp+m− 2µγ0) = γ0(ω′ + ξ+p ),
where
ω′ = ω − µ′ = ω −m− µ, ξp = (~γ~p+m)γ0 − µ′ = (~γ~p+m)γ0 −m− µ,
ξ+p = γ
0(~γ+~p+m)−m− µ,
and omit a prime over ω′ for the rest of this section. We apply
F (0+) = −JI, I =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, F+(0+)F (0+) = −J2I2 = J2,
and ω̂+ ξ̂p = γ
0(ω+ξp). The gap function ∆ reads ∆
2 = λ2J2, where J =
∫ dω d~k
(2π)4
F+(p).
Using the standard rules [108], one may pass over the poles. This method allows oneself
to extend the study up to limit of temperatures, such that Tc − T ≪ Tc in terms of
thermodynamic Green’s function. So
F+(p) = −iλJ(ω − ξp + iδ)−1(ω + ξp − iδ)−1 − π∆
εp
n(εp){δ(ω − εp) + δ(ω + εp)},
G(p) = γ0{u2p(ω − ξp + iδ)−1 + v2p(ω + ξp − iδ)−1 + 2πin(εp)[u2pδ(ω − εp)−
v2pδ(ω + εp)]},
(12.11.4)
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where u2p =
1
2
(
1 +
ξp
εp
)
, v2p =
1
2
(
1− ξp
εp
)
, εp = (ξ
2
p + ∆
2(T ))1/2. and n(εp) is the
usual Fermi function n(εp) =
(
exp
εp
T
+ 1
)−1
. Then
1 =
| λ |
2(2π)3
∫
d~k
1− 2n(εk)
εk(T )
(| ξp |< q˜) , (12.11.5)
determining the energy gap ∆ as a function of T . According to eq.(12.11.5), the ∆(T )→ 0
at T → Tc ∼ ∆(0) [96].
12.12 Self-interacting potential of Bose-condensate
To go any further in exploring the form and significance of obtained results it is entirely
feasible to include the generalization of the equations (12.11.3) in presence of spatially
varying magnetic field with vector potential ~A(~r), which is straightforward (t→ τ = it){
−γ0 ∂
∂τ
− i~γ
(
∂
∂~r
− ie ~A(~r)
)
−m+ γ0µ
}
G(x, x′) + γ0∆(~r)F¯ (x, x′) = δ(x− x′),
F¯ (x, x′)
{
γ0
∂
∂τ
+ i~γ
(
∂
∂~r
+ ie ~A(~r)
)
−m+ γ0µ
}
−∆∗(~r)γ0G(x, x′) = 0,
(12.12.1)
where the thermodynamic Green’s function [116,117] is used, the energy gap function is
in the form ∆∗(~r) = λF+(τ, ~r; τ, ~r). This function is logarithmically divergent, but with
a cutoff of energy of interacting fermions at the spatial distances in order of
h¯v
ω˜
can be
made finite, where ω˜ ≡ q˜
h¯
. To handle the eq.(12.12.1) one uses the Fourier components
of functions G(x, x′) and F (x, x′)
G(~r, ~r′; u) = T
∑
n
e−iωuGω(~r, ~r
′), Gω(~r, ~r
′) =
1
2
∫ 1/T
−1/T
eiωuG(~r, ~r′; u)d u, (12.12.2)
where u = τ − τ ′, ω is the discrete index ω = πT (2n + 1), n = 0,±1, . . .. the gap
function is defined by ∆∗(~r) = λT
∑
n
F+ω (~r, ~r
′). Then (see [2])
Gω(~r, ~r
′) = G˜ω(~r, ~r
′)−
∫
G˜ω(~r, ~s)γ
0∆(~s)F¯ω(~s, ~r
′)d3s, (12.12.3)
and
F¯ω(~r, ~r
′) =
∫
G˜ω(~s, ~r
′)∆∗(~s)γ0G˜−ω(~s, ~r)d
3s. (12.12.4)
where G˜ω(~r, ~r
′) is the Bloch individual particle Green’s function of the fermion in normal
mode. The gap function ∆(~r) as well as F¯ω(~r, ~r
′) are small ones at close neighbourhood
of transition temperature Tc and varied slowly over a coherence distance. This approxi-
mation, which went into the derivation of equations, meets our interest in eq..(12.12.3),
eq.(12.12.4). Using standard procedure one may readily express them in power series of ∆
and ∆∗ by keeping only the terms in F¯ω(~r, ~r
′) up to the cubic and in Gω(~r, ~r
′) - quadratic
order in ∆. The technique now is to average over the polarization of particles and expand
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the obtained equation up to the terms quadratic in (~r − ~r′). Keeping in mind aforesaid,
after calculations the resulting equation can be written [2]{(
ih¯~∇+ e
∗
c
~A
)2
+
2m
ν
[
2π2
λmp0
(
µ
m
)2 ( µ
m
− 1
)
+
(
µ
m
)2 ( T
Tcµ
− 1
)
+
2
N
| Ψ(~r) |2
]}
Ψ(~r) = 0,
(12.12.5)
where ν =
7ζ(3)mv2F
24(πkBTc)2
and Tcµ =
m
µ
Tc. Succinctly
{
~p2A −
1
2
m2Ψ +
1
4
λ2Ψ | Ψ(~r) |2
}
Ψ(~r) = 0, (12.12.6)
provided by
m2Ψ(λ, T, Tcµ) =
24
7ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2 (
µ
m
)2 [
1− T
Tcµ
−
(
µ
m
− 1
)
ln
2ω˜
∆0
]
,
λ2Ψ(λ, Tc) =
96
7ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2
1
N
, Ψ(~r) = ∆(~r)
(7ζ(3)N)1/2
4πkBTc
, ~pA = ih¯~∇+ e
∗
c
~A.
(12.12.7)
Whence, the transition temperature decreases inversely by relativistic factor
µ
m
. A spon-
taneous breaking of symmetry of ground state occurs at η2Ψ(λ, T < Tcµ) > 0, where
η2Ψ(λ, T, Tcµ) =
m2Ψ
λ2Ψ
.
The eq.(12.12.6) splits into the couple of equations for ΨL and ΨR. Thus, a Lagrangian of
the H boson will be arisen with the corresponding values of mass m2Ψ ≡ m2H and coupling
constant λ2Ψ ≡ λ2H .
12.13 Four-component Bose-condensate in magnetic field
In [2] we have derived the equation of four-component bispinor field of Bose-condensate,
wherein due to self-interaction the spin part of it is vanished. Actually, we start with
the nonsymmetric state ∆L 6= ∆R, where ΨL and ΨR are two eigenstates of chirality
operator γ5. Then, the eq.(12.12.5) enables to postulate the equation of four-component
Bose-condensate in equilibrium state at presence of the magnetic field
ih¯
∂Ψ
∂t
=
{
c~α
(
~p+
e∗
c
~A
)
+ βmc2 +M(F ) + L(F ) | Ψ |2
}
Ψ = 0, (12.13.1)
where the functions M(F ) and L(F ) can be determined under the requirement that the
second-order equations ensued from the eq.(12.13.1) must match onto eq.(12.12.6). Also,
taking into account an approximation fitting our interest that the gap function is small
at close neighbourhood of transition temperature, we get:
M(F ) =
(
M20 +
i
2
e∗F
)1/2
, M0 =
(
m2 +
1
2
m2H
)1/2
, L(F ) = − λ
2
H
8M(F )
,
L0 = − λ
2
H
8M0
,M(F )L(F ) =M0L0 = −1
8
λ2H ,
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such that{
~p2A +m
2 −
(
M0 + L0 | Ψ |2
)2}
Ψ(~r) ≡
{
~p2A −
1
2
m2H +
1
4
λ2H | Ψ |2
}
Ψ(~r) = 0. (12.13.2)
This has yet another important consequence. At ∆L 6= 0 and imposed constraint
(m+M(F ) + L(F ) | Ψ |2)F→0 → 0 we have
∆2 =
1√
2
(∆L −∆R) = 0, Ψ2 = 0. (12.13.3)
Thus, the | Ψ0 | is the gap function symmetry-restoring value
∆2
(
| Ψ0 |2= m+M0−L0
)
= 0, ∆L
(
| Ψ0 |2
)
= ∆R
(
| Ψ0 |2
)
,
where, according to eq.(12.13.2), one has
V ≡
[
m2 −
(
M0 + L0 | Ψ |2
)2]
Ψ2 =
[
−1
2
m2H +
1
4
λ2H | Ψ |2
]
Ψ2, (12.13.4)
and
V
(
| Ψ0 |2= m+M0−L0 =
1
2
η2H(λ, T, Tcµ)
)
= 0. (12.13.5)
We conclude that the field of symmetry-breaking Higgs boson must be counted off from
the ∆L = ∆R symmetry-restoring value of Bose-condensate | Ψ0 |= 1√
2
ηH(λ, T, Tcµ)
as the point of origin describing the excitation in the neighbourhood of stable vacuum
eq.(12.13.5). The gauge invariant Lagrangian eq.(12.7.4) takes the form
L
W
(D
W
) =
i
2
{
Ψ¯
W
γ D
W
ψ
W
− Ψ¯
W
γ
←−
D
W
ψ
W
}
− Ψ¯
W
{
m+ γ0
[
M(F ) + L(F ) | Ψ |2
]}
ψ
W
. (12.13.6)
At the symmetry-restoring point, this Lagrangian can be replaced by
L
W
(D
W
)→ L
W1
(D
W
) =
1
2
(
D
W
ψ
W 1
)2
− V
W
(
| ψ
W 1
|2
)
,
provided
V
W
(
| ψ
W 1
|2
)
= −1
2
m2Hψ
W
2
1
+
1
4
λ2Hψ
W
4
1
.
Taking into account the eq.(12.10.6), in which | ψ
W 1
|2=| H |2= 1
2
| ηH + χ |2, one gets
L
WH
(D
W
) =
1
2
(
D
W
H
)2
− V
W
(
| H |2
)
, V
W
(
| H |2
)
= −1
2
m2Hϕ
2 +
1
4
λ2HH
4. (12.13.7)
Finally, recording the question of whether or not it is possible to extend the ideas of former
approach to lower temperatures as it was investigated in the case of Gor’kov’s theory by
others [112-114], in [2], as usual, we admit that the order parameter and vector potential
vary slowly over distances of the order of the coherence length. We restrict ourselves to
the London limit and the derivation of equations was proceeded by iterating to a low
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order giving only the leading terms. Taking into account the eq.(12.12.1), eq.(12.12.3)
and eq.(12.12.4), it is straightforward to derive the separate integral equations for G
and F+ in terms of ∆, ∆∗ and G˜. The mathematical structure of obtained equations
is closely similar to that studied by [112,119,120] in somewhat different context. Then,
adopting their technique in [2] we introduce sum and difference coordinates, and Fourier
transform with respect to the difference coordinates. To obtain resulting expressions
we have proceeded with further standard calculations. There is only one thing to be
noticed about the integration. Due to the angular integration in momentum space, the
terms linear in the vector ~p will be vanished , as well as the integration over the energies
removes the linear terms in ǫ(~p, ~R) ≡ 1
2m
(
~p− e
c
~A(~R)
)2
− µ0. Thus, we may expand
the quantities according to the degree of inhomogenity somewhat like it we have done in
equations (12.12.3) and eq.(12.12.4) of gap function ∆∗(~r), which in mixed representation
transforms to the following:
∆∗(~R) = T
∑
ω
∫
d3p
(2π)3
F+ω (~p,
~R) = T
∑
ω
∫
d3p
(2π)3
γ̂A(~p, ~R)F
+
Ω (~p,
~R). (12.13.8)
The approximation was used to obtain the function F+Ω must be of one order higher
F+Ω ≃ F (0)+Ω + F (1)+Ω + F (2)+Ω than that for function G˜Ω ≃ G˜(0)Ω + G˜(1)Ω . Applying an
iteration method of solution one replaces K → K˜, G → G˜ in eq.(12.17.5) and puts
Θ(0) = 1, K˜(1) = 0, G˜(1) = 0. Hence G˜ = G˜(0). The resulting equation for gap
function is similar to those occurring in [112], although not identical. The sole difference
is that in the resulting equation we use the expressions of Ω and ξ.
12.14 Transmission of the electroweak symmetry breaking from
the W -world to spacetime continuum; the two solid phe-
nomenological implications of the MSM
A common feature of gauge theories is that to break the gauge symmetry down and lead-
ing to masses of the fields, one needs in general, several kinds of spinless Higgs mesons,
with conventional Yukawa couplings to fermion currents and transforming by an irre-
ducible representation of gauge group. The conventional Higgs theory like [121] involves
these bosons as the ready made fundamental elementary fields defined on the Minkowski
spacetime continuum M4, which entails various difficulties. As it is seen in the previ-
ous subsections, the self-interacting isospinor scalar Higgs bosons arise in MSM as the
collective modes of excitations of bound quasi-particle iso-pairs in the internal W -world.
Whence, a first important phenomenological implication of the MSM ensues at once that
• such Higgs bosons never could emerge in spacetime continuum and, thus, could not
be discovered in experiments nor at any energy range.
It just remains to see how can these bosons break the gauge symmetry down inM4 and lead
to masses of the spacetime-components of the MW-fields? It is remarkable to see that the
MSM, in contrast to the SM, predicts the transmission of electroweak symmetry breaking
from the W−world to the M4 spacetime continuum. Actually, in standard scenario for
the simplest Higgs sector, a gauge invariance of the Lagrangian is broken in the W -world
when the H-meson fields eq.(12.13.7) acquire a VEV ηH 6= 0. Thereby the mass mH
and coupling constant λH are in the form eq.(12.15.15). The spontaneous breakdown of
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symmetry is vanished at η2H(λ, T > Tcµ) < 0. When this doublet obtains a VEV, three
of the gauge fields Z
W
0
µ, W
W
±
µ acquire masses. These fields are the W -components of the
mesons mediating the weak interactions. Certainly, the derivative
D
W
µH ≡
(
∂
W
µ − i
2
g τ ·W
W
µ − i
2
g′ X
W
µ
)
H
arisen in the eq.(12.16.9), in standard scenario leads to the masses
MW =
g ηH
2
, M2Z =
(g2 + g′2)
1/2
ηH
2
, cos θW =
MW
MZ
,
respectively of the gauge field components
W
W
±
µ =
1√
2
(
W
W
1
µ ±W
W
2
µ
)
, Z
W
µ =
g W
W
3
µ − g′ X
W
µ
(g2 + g′2)1/2
≡ cos θW W
W
3
µ − sin θW X
W
µ.
Consequently, a remaining massless gauge field
A
W
µ =
g′ W
W
3
µ + g X
W
µ
(g2 + g′2)1/2
≡ sin θW W
W
3
µ + cos θW X
W
µ.
will be identified as the W -component of the photon field coupled to the electric current.
Therewith the x-components of the fields above simultaneously acquire corresponding
masses too, since, according to the specific MW scheme (see subsec.12.7), all the compo-
nents of corresponding frame fields are defined on the MW mass shells, i.e.,
✷
x
W
x
µ =M
2
W W
x
µ, ✷
x
Z
x
µ = M
2
Z Z
x
µ, ✷
x
A
x
µ =M
2
A A
x
µ,
provided by
M2W W
W
µ ≡ ✷
W
W
W
µ, M
2
Z Z
W
µ ≡ ✷
W
Z
W
µ, M
2
A A
W
µ ≡ ✷
W
A
W
µ = 0.
The microscopic structure of these fields reads
W+ ≡ φW (η) (q1q2q3)Q(qq¯)W , W− ≡ φW (η) (q1q2q3)Q(q¯q)W ,
Z0 ≡ φZ(η) (qq¯)Q(qq¯)W , A ≡ φA(η) (qq¯)QA
W
(0).
The values of the masses MW and MZ are changed if the Higgs sector is built up more
compoundly. Due to Yukawa couplings eq.(12.9.2) the fermions acquire the masses af-
ter symmetry-breaking. The mass of electron reads me =
ηH√
2
fe etc. One gets for the
leptons fe : fµ : fτ = me : mµ : mτ . This mechanism does not disturb the renormal-
izability of the theory [122,123]. In approximation to lowest order f = ΣQ ≃ mQ ≪
λ−1/2
(
λ−1 =
mp0
2π2
ln
2ω˜
∆0
)
, the Lagrangians eq.(12.7.3) and eq.(12.7.4) produce the La-
grangian of phenomenological SM, where at f ∼ 10−6 one gets λ ≪ 1012. In standard
scenario the lowest pole mQ of the self-energy operator ΣQ has fixed the whole mass
spectrum of the SM particles. But, in general, one must also take into account the mass
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spectrum of expected various collective excitations of bound quasi-particle pairs produced
by higher-order interactions as a “superconductive” solution obtained from a nonlinear
spinor field Lagrangian of the Q-component possessed γ5 invariance. These states must
be considered as a direct effect of the same primary nonlinear fermion interaction which
provides the mass of the Q-component of Fermi field, which itself is a collective effect.
They would manifest themselves as stable or unstable states. The general features of
mass spectrum of the collective excitations and their coupling with the fermions are dis-
cussed in [95] through the use of the Bethe-Salpeter equation handled in the simplest
ladder approximation incorporated with the self-consistency conditions, when one is still
left with unresolved divergence problem. One can reasonably expect that these results
for the bosons of small masses at low energy compared to the unbound fermion states
are essentially correct in spite of the very simple approximations. Therein, some bound
states are predicted too the obtained mass values of which are rather high, and these
states should decay very quickly. The high-energy poles may in turn determine the low-
energy resonances. All this prompt us to expect that the other poles different from those
of lowest one in turn will produce the new heavy SM family partners. Hence one would
expect a second important phenomenological implication of the MSM that:
• for each of the three SM families of quarks and leptons there are corresponding heavy
family partners with the same SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y quantum numbers at the energy
scales related to next poles with respect to lowest one.
To see its nature, now we may estimate the energy threshold of creation of such heavy fam-
ily partners using the results far obtained in [95, 101]. It is therefore necessary under the
simplifying assumption to consider in the Q-world a composite system of dressed fermion
(N∗) made of the unbound fermion (N) coupled with the different kind two-fermion bound
states (N N¯) at low energy, which all together represent the primary manifestation of the
fundamental interaction. Such a dressed fermion would have a total mass m∗ ≃ mQ + µ,
where mQ and µ are the masses, respectively, of the unbound fermion and the bound
state. According to the general discussion of the mass spectrum of the collective ex-
citations given in [95], here we are interested only in the following low-energy bound
states written explicitly in spectroscopic notation (1S0)N=0, (
1S0)N=±2, (
3P1)N=0 and
(3P0)N=0 with the expected masses µ = 0, >
√
2mQ,
√
8
3
mQ and 2mQ, respectively,
where the subscript N indicates the nucleon number. One notes the peculiar symmetry
existing between the pseudoscalar and the scalar states that the first has zero mass and
binding energy 2mQ, while the opposite holds for the scalar state. When the next pole
m∗ to the lowest one mQ will be switched on, then due to the Yukawa couplings the all
fermions will acquire the new masses with their common shift
m∗
mQ
≡ 1 + k held upwards
along the energy scale. To fix the energy threshold value all we have to do then is choose
the heaviest member among the SM fermions, which is the top quark, and to set up the
quite obvious formula
E ≥ E0 ≡ mt′ c2 = (1 + k)mt c2,
where mt is the mass of the top quark. The top quark observed firstly in the two FNAL
p p¯ collider experiments in 1995, has the mass turned out to be startlingly large mt =
(173.8±5.0)GeV/c2 compared to all the other SM fermion masses [125]. Thus, we get the
most important energy threshold scale estimate where the heavy partners of the SM extra
families of quarks and leptons likely would reside at: E1 > (419.6 ± 12.0)GeV, E2 =
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(457.6±13.2)GeV and E3 = (521.4±15.0)GeV, corresponded to the next nontrivial poles
are written: k1 >
√
2, k2 =
√
8/3 and k3 = 2, respectively. We recognize well that
the general results obtained in [95], however, model-dependent and may be considerably
altered, especially in the high energy range by using better approximation. In present
state of the theory it seemed to be a bit premature to get exact high energy results, which
will be important subject for the future investigations. But, in the same time we believe
that the approximation used in [95] has enough accuracy for the low-energy estimate made
above . Anyhow, it is for one thing, the new scale where the family partners reside will
be much higher than the electroweak scale and thus these heavy partners lie far above
the electroweak scale.
13 Emergence of two composite isospinor Higgs chi-
ral supermultiplets
It is remarkable that just the two doublets of isospinor-scalar Higgs bosons arise (sub-
sec.12.9), which are necessary in any self-consistent SUSY theory. One cannot write a
SUSY version of Yukawa interactions of SM without at least a second Higgs doublet since
there are three well known reasons for it [24-48].
• A model with a single Higgs doublet superfield suffers from quadratic divergences
because the trace of the hypercharge generator does not vanish.
• Such a model has nonvanishing gauge anomalies associated with fermion triangle dia-
grams. The condition for cancellation of gauge anomalies include Tr [Y 3] = Tr [T 23 Y ] = 0,
where T3 and Y are the third component of weak isospin and the weak hypercharge, re-
spectively, in a normalization where the electric charge is Q = T3+Y . The trace run over
all of the left-handed Weyl fermionic degrees of freedom in the theory. In the SM, these
conditions are already satisfied by the known quarks and leptons, thus SM is anomaly-
free. In SUSY version the definite chirality of the supersymmetric partner of Higgs boson
carries U(1) hypercharge Y =
1
2
or Y = −1
2
. In either case alone, such a fermion upsets
the anomaly cancellation condition by making a nonzero contribution to the trace. This
can be avoided in the case of two Higgs supermultiplets, one with each of Y = ±1
2
.
• The masses of chiral fermions must be supersymmetric in conventional SUSY theory,
i.e., they must originate from terms in the superpotential. In the SM the Higgs doublet
(the complex conjugate of the doublet) can couple to the T3 = +
1
2
(T3 = −1
2
) fermions
in a gauge invariant way. In SUSY version, however, Yukawa interactions come from a
superpotential, which cannot depend on a field as well as its complex conjugate. hence,
any doublet can give mass either to a T3 = +
1
2
or T3 = −1
2
fermion, but not both. Thus,
to give masses to all the fermions one must introduce a second doublet Hd.
According to subsec.12.9 the Higgs bosons are composites
H = γ0 ψ
W
+
DL ψ
W
DR = γ
0 χ¯
W
ψ¯
W
, (13.1)
where the left χ¯
W
and right-handed ψ¯
W
Weyl spinors are the members of chiral and anti-
chiral superfields, respectively. Since they undergone SUSY transformations then Higgs
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bosons also have their SUSY partners. The H belongs to chiral superfield, where its SUSY
partner is Higgsino. Using eq.(13.1) and SUSY transformations of the components χ¯
W
and
ψ¯
W
one can obtain the explicit expression of the Higgsino. But it is much easier to handle
it up, if one uses the SUSY transformation for the total Higgs boson itself as a member
of chiral multiplet
δξH =
√
2 ξ H˜, (13.2)
where H˜ is the Higgsino. By means of eq.(13.1) and eq.(11.33) one gets
H +H+ = γ0
(
χ¯
W
ψ¯
W
+ χ
W
ψ
W
)
= γ0 i
(
2
λW
)1/2
F
W
, (13.3)
namely
δξ
(
H +H+
)
= γ0 i
(
2
λW
)1/2
δξ F
W
, (13.4)
or
ξ H˜ +
(
ξ H˜
)+
= i γ0
(
2
λW
)1/2 (
−i ξ¯ σ¯m ∂
W
m χ¯
W
.
)
(13.5)
The Fiertz identity ξ¯ σ¯m ∂
W
m χ¯
W
= − ∂
W
m χ¯
W
σm ξ¯ gives
H˜+ = −γ0 ∂
W
m χ¯
W
σm = −
(
σ¯m ∂
W
m χ
W
γ0
)+
.
Thus, explicitly the spinor-
1
2
Higgsino doublets read
H˜u = −σ¯m
(
∂
W
m χ
W
u
)
γ0, H˜d = −σ¯m
(
∂
W
m χ
W
d
)
γ0. (13.6)
14 The superfield content of MSMSM and the re-
sulting SUSY Lagrangian
The results obtained in the previous sections enable us to trace unambiguously rather
general scheme of MSMSM, which is essentially a straightforward and viable supersym-
metrization of the MSM where we want to keep the number of superfields and interactions
as small as possible. To build up the MSMSM the major point is to define its superfield
content. Below we recall some important features allowing us to write the resulting La-
grangian of MSMSM based on eq.(11.35).
• Within the MSM, during the realization of MW connections of weak interacting
fermions the P-violation compulsory occurred in W-world (subsec.12.8) incorporated with
the symmetry reduction eq.(12.8.3). It has characterized by the Weinberg mixing angle
with the fixed value at 300. This gives rise to the local symmetry SU(2) ⊗ U(1), under
which the left-handed fermions transformed as six independent doublets, while the right-
handed fermions transformed as twelve independent singlets.
• Due to vacuum rearrangement in Q-world the Yukawa couplings arise between the
fermion fields and corresponding isospinor-scalar H-mesons in conventional form.
• In the framework of suggested mechanism, providing the effective attraction between
the relativistic fermions caused by the exchange of the mediating induced gauge quanta
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in W-world, the two complex self-interacting isospinor-scalar Higgs doublets (Hu, Hd) as
well as their spin-
1
2
SUSY partners
(
H˜u, H˜d
)
Higgsinos arise as the Bose-condensate.
Taking into account this slight difference from the MSM arisen in the field content of
MSMSM in the Higgs sector, we must explicitly write in the supersymmetric Lagrangian
eq.(11.35) also the piece containing these fields coupled to the gauge fields in a gauge
invariant way, when the symmetry-breaking Higgs bosons are counted off from the gap
symmetry-restoring value as the point of origin (subsec.12.13).
• The gauge group of MSMSM is the same SUc(3) ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1) (sec.12.8) as in
the MSM, which requires a colour octet of vector superfields V a, a weak triplet V (δ) and
a hypercharge singlet V . Thus, the kinetic terms of all the fields in eq.(11.17) now fixed
by gauge invariance
L =
∫
d4 θ Φ˜+ch
(
eg1 V T+g2 V
(δ) T (δ)+g3 V a Ta
)
Φ˜ch
+
[∫
d2 θ
1
4
(
W W +W (δ)W (δ) +W aW a
)
+ h.c.
]
,
(14.1)
where Φ˜ch is the matter superfields, T, T
(δ), T a are the generators of appropriate repre-
sentations of the gauge group. The superpotential determines the scalar potential
V (A, A∗) =
1
2
g21 D
2 +
1
2
g22 D
δ2 +
1
2
g22 D
a2 + |P |2 , (14.2)
where the functions D and P are given in eq.(11.17).
• By the index I = 1, 2, 3 in the MW-SUSY Lagrangian eq.(11.35) will be labeled the
three families of chiral quarks qIL, u
I
R, d
I
R, and chiral leptons l
I
L, e
I
R, where all of them are
Weyl fermions. A SUSY requires the presence of supersymmetric partners which form
supermultiplets with known particles, i.e., for every field of SM there is a superpartner
with the exact same gauge quantum numbers. Then, the quarks and leptons are promoted
to chiral multiplets by adding scalar (spin-0) squarks
(
q˜IL, u˜
I
R, d˜
I
R
)
and sleptons
(
l˜IL, e˜
I
R
)
to the spectrum. The gauge bosons are promoted to vector supermultiplet by adding
their SUSY partners gauginos (spin-
1
2
)
(
G˜, W˜ B˜
)
to the spectrum.
A content of superfields of MSMSM presents in Table 1:
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supermultiplet F B SUc(3) SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)em
quarks QIL =
(
U IL
DIL
)
qIL q˜
I
L 3 2 1/6
(
2/3
−1/3
)
U IR u
I
R u˜
I
R 3¯ 1 − 2/3 −2/3
DIR d
I
R d˜
I
R 3¯ 1 1/3 1/3
leptons LIL =
( N IL
EIL
)
lIL l˜
I
L 1 2 − 1/2
(
0
−1
)
EIR e
I
R e˜
I
R 1 1 1 1
Higgs H
d
=
(
H0d
H−d
) (
h˜0
h˜−
) (
h0d
h−d
)
1 2 − 1/2
(
0
−1
)
H
u
=
(
H+u
H0u
) (
h˜+
h˜0
) (
h+u
h0u
)
1 2 1/2
(
1
0
)
gauge G G˜ G 8 1 0 0
bosons W W˜ W 1 3 0 (0, ±1)
B B˜ B 1 1 0 0
Table 1. Field content of MSMSM. The column below F(B) denotes its fermionic (bosonic)
content.
Once the field content is fixed, putting it all together the most generic renormalizable
MW-SUSY Lagrangian of MSMSM defined on the SMM: SGN eq.(9.1) ensues from the
eq.(11.35), which is now invariant under local gauge symmetry SUc(3)⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1),
where a set of gauge fields are coupled to various superfields among which is also Higgs
supermultiplets. Furthermore, we especially separated from the rest the piece containing
only the η-components of the particles defined on the supermanifold SG
η
, which, according
to sec.9, is important for the further discussion of a realistic realization of the MSMSM
(next sec.). To facilitate writing we shall forbear here to write out the piece of Lagrangian
containing only the terms of sparticles, as it is a somewhat lengthy and so standard. But,
in the mean time, we shall retain the explicit terms of Higgs bosons arisen in the internal
W−world to emphasize the specific mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking
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discussed in the subsec.12.14. The resulting Lagrangian reads
LSGN = −
1
4
3∑
(a)=1
((
F
η
b
mn F
η
mn b
)
(a)
)
−D
W
mHu D
W
mHu
∗ −D
W
mHd D
W
mHd
∗
+
3∑
I=1
(
−i q¯IL ση
m
D
η
m q
I
L − i u¯IR ση
m
D
η
m u
I
R − i d¯IR ση
m
D
η
m d
I
R − i l¯IL ση
m
D
η
m l
I
L
−i e¯IR ση
m
D
η
m e
I
R
)
−
3∑
I, J=1
(
(Yu)IJ (Hu
∗ +Hd
∗) qIL u
J
R + (Yd)IJ (Hu +Hd) q
I
L d
J
R
+ (Yl)IJ (Hu +Hd) l
I
L e
J
R + h.c.
)
+
3∑
(a)=1
i g
√
2
(
Hu
∗ T b H˜u λ
b − λ¯b H˜u∗ T bHu
+Hd
∗ T b H˜d λ
b − λ¯b H˜d∗ T bHd +Hu∗ T b H˜d λb +Hd∗ T b H˜u λb − λ¯b H˜u∗ T bHd
−λ¯b H˜d∗ T bHu
)
(a)
+
3∑
(a)=1
i g
√
2
(
A∗J T
b J
I χ
I λb − λ¯b χ¯I T b IJ AJ
)
− Vu (Hu, Hu∗)
−Vd (Hd, Hd∗)− 1
8
(
g2 + g′2
) (
|Hu| 2 − |Hd| 2
)2
+
1
2
g2 |HuHd∗|2
+all the terms containing only the sparticles.
(14.3)
Here χI runs over all the particles, while AJ runs over all the sparticles, the index (a)
labels the 3 different features in the gauge group, Vd (H, H
∗) is the scalar potential for
each Higgs doublet
Vu (Hu, Hu
∗) = −1
2
m2u |Hu|2 +
1
4
λ2u |Hu|4 Vd (Hd, Hd∗) = −
1
2
m2d |Hd|2 +
1
4
λ2d |Hd|4 .
(14.4)
A contribution of the “D” term to the Higgs potential has also taken into account in last
term in eq.(14.3)
VD =
1
2
D(a)D(a), D(a) = −g AI∗ T aIJ AJ , (14.5)
or
VD =
g2 + g′2
8
(
|Hu| 2 − |Hd| 2
)2
+
1
2
g2 |HuHd∗|2 . (14.6)
The number of major free parameters in the Lagrangian eq.(14.3) are the primary coupling
constants λQ and λW of nonlinear fermion interaction of the internal MW-components
i = Q,W and gauge couplings g1 g2 g3. The SM relation Qe = g1 cos θW holds, where
θW is the weak mixing angle cos
2 θW = g
2 /(g2 + g′2) (sec.12.8). The Yukawa couplings
(Yl Y
′
l ) are given in eq.(12.9.2): Y = fQ = ZQ.
15 Realistic realization of the MW-SUSY: M/SMSM
The MW-SUSY cannot be an exact symmetry of nature and has to be realized in its
broken phase (sec.9). The major point of our strategy is a realistic realization of the
supersymmetric extension of the MSM. Thus, the test of the theory will depend on its
ability to account for the breaking of the MW-SUSY as well. Here, suggested approach
creates a particular incentive for its study. In previous sections we have made a headway
of reasonable framework of exact MW-SUSY defined on the exact MW-supermanifold
SGN . Therefore, one will be able to verify its virtues manifested, first of all, in the
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power of boson-fermion cancellations. One of the two principal offshoots of the super-
symmetrization of the MSM is the solution of the zero point energy problem. Also, in its
unbroken form it solves the technical aspects of the naturalness and hierarchy problem
(sec.1), when in non-SUSY theories scalar fields receive large mass corrections even if
the bare mass is set to zero, and small masses are “unnatural” [124-126]. This applied
to the Higgs bosons of the SM (as well as MSM) yields a difficulty in understanding of
the smallness of MZ and how it can be kept stable against quantum corrections in some
extensions of the SM containing apart from the weak scale MZ also a second larger scale
MGUT >> MZ [126,127], which holds in Grand Unified theories. The cancellation of
quadratic divergences in SUSY theories is a consequence of general non-renormalization
theorem [128,129] or the “taming” of the quantum corrections, which stabilizes the Higgs
mass and thus weak scale MZ without fine-tuning. It is remarkable that these attrac-
tive features of the unbroken MSMSM can be maintained as well in the broken M/SMSM.
Achieving it one should perform an inverse passage (SG
η
→ G
η
) to the /SMM: /SGN eq.(8.5).
It is due to the fact that the most powerful boson-fermion cancellation can be regarded
as a direct consequence of a constraint stemming from holomorphy, therefore, it should
be held even in the M/SMSM . Then the Lagrangian L/SGN
of the M/SMSM ensues from
the Lagrangian LSGN eq.(14.3) of the MSMSM (eq.(9.11)-eq.(9.13))
L/SGN
= LSGN + Lsoft, (15.1)
where, according to the sec.9, one has
Lsoft =
(
−m2IJ AI AJ −
1
2
m˜ab λ
a λa − 1
2
mu H˜
u
H˜
u
− 1
2
md H˜
d
H˜
d
+ h.c.
)
+b ǫij
(
H
u
i
H
d
j + h.c.
)
.
(15.2)
Here m2IJ is the mass matrix for all the scalars of the chiral multiplets, m ≡ (m˜ab, mu, md)
is the mass matrix respectively for the gauginos of each factor of the gauge group, and
Higgsinos. The last term of the interaction is induced for the following reason: according
to eq.(14.4) and subsec.12.16, these doublets above in free states imply
∆ mˆ2u = −m2u + λ2u v2u,= 0, ∆ mˆ2d = −m2d + λ2d v2d = 0, (15.3)
where m2, λ2, v2 are respectively the mass, the coupling constant and VEV of given
doublet. In the case at hand, certainly, there is an interaction between the bosons Hu
and Hd described by the last term in eq.(15.2), when the strength of interaction b will be
fixed through the minimization conditions of the total Higgs potential. This can be used
to derive a more physical relationship among the physical parameters. As it will be seen
in sec.16 the case
∆ mˆ2u = −∆ mˆ2d 6= 0 (15.4)
corresponds to the situation when the axion A0 (m2A0 = 0) has arisen after the breaking
of electroweak gauge symmetry. But the other case of(
mˆ2u > 0, mˆ
2
d > 0
)
or
(
mˆ2u < 0, mˆ
2
d < 0
)
, (15.5)
implies an existence of the neutral physical particle of the mass
m2A0 = mˆ
2
u + mˆ
2
d 6= 0. (15.6)
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Note that such Higgs doublets arisen on equal footing have counted off from the same point
of origin for the same vacuum eq.(12.13.5), then we will be interested physically in the
most important simplest case when the electroweak symmetry breaking is parametrized
just only by the single Higgs VEV
vu = vd , mˆ
2
u = mˆ
2
d > 0. (15.7)
Of course, we shall carry out a computation in the generic case of eq.(15.6), but in the
aftermath we shall turn to the case of eq.(15.7). The non-supersymmetric breaking terms
do not spoil a condition of cancellation of quadratic divergences, i.e., a mass-squared sum
rule [94]
StrM2 ≡
1∑
J=0
(−1)2J(2J + 1)TrM2J = const. (15.8)
where ~J is the spin of the particles. It holds independently of the values of the scalar
fields. Eventually the mass terms for the scalars contribute a constant, field independent
piece in eq.(15.8), while a generic mass matrix for the fermions reads
M1/2 = M
S
1/2 + δ M1/2, (15.9)
where MS1/2 is the supersymmetric part of M1/2, when δ M1/2 is given
δ M1/2 =
(
δ PIJ δ D
b
I
δ DaJ δ m˜
)
. (15.10)
A computation for the considered fields gives δ P = 0 = δ D, while δ m˜ can be arbitrary.
16 The generating functional of the viable micro-
scopic theory of the standard model (VMSM)
In previous sections we have systematically build up the M/SMSM. In what follows we
shall be motivated by the purpose to derive a final generating functional of the VMSM
defined on the four-dimensional Minkowski space M4, which is free of all the problems of
MSM. The relevant steps are as follows: we start with generic functional Zreal [J ] eq.(9.11)
exploring the Lagrangian eq.(15.1), then we extract the pertinent piece containing only
the η-field components defined on G
η
:
(
ExtG
η
)
. In the aftermath, by passing to
M4,
(
G
η
→M4
)
(sec.2.1) we get
ZVMSM [J ] ≡ ZM4 [J ] = ZG
η
[J ](
G
η
→M4
) ≡ ExtG
η
(Zreal [J ])(
G
η
→M4
)
=
(∫
D [ϕ] exp
{
i
∫
d4 x (LVMSM + J ϕ)
})(
R ; A
x
sp → 1
) , (16.1)
where, as before, with retained terms of Higgs bosons arisen in theW -world (subsec.12.14),
put forth only in illustration of a point at issue, the Lagrangian of the VMSM can be
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written down
LVMSM = −1
4
3∑
(a)=1
((
F
x
b
mn F
x
mn b
)
(a)
)
−D
W
mHu D
W
mHu
∗ −D
W
mHd D
W
mHd
∗
+
3∑
I=1
(
−i q¯IL /D qIL − i u¯IR /DuIR − i d¯IR /DdIR − i l¯IL /D lIL
−i e¯IR /D rIR
)
−
3∑
I, J=1
(
(Yu)IJ (Hu
∗ +Hd
∗) qIL u
J
R + (Yd)IJ (Hu +Hd) q
I
L d
J
R
+ (Yl)IJ (Hu +Hd) l
I
L e
J
R + h.c.
)
+
 3∑
(a)=1
i g
√
2
(
Hu
∗ T b H˜u λ
b − λ¯b H˜u∗ T bHu
+Hd
∗ T b H˜d λ
b − λ¯b H˜d∗ T bHd +Hu∗ T b H˜d λb +Hd∗ T b H˜u λb − λ¯b H˜u∗ T bHd
−λ¯b H˜d∗ T bHu + A∗J T b JI χI λb − λ¯b χ¯I T b IJ AJ
)
(a)
]
loop
− Vu (H, H∗) ,
(16.2)
where /D = σm D
x
m, and the scalar potential reads
V (H, H∗) = Vu (Hu, Hu
∗) + Vd (Hd, Hd
∗) + b (ǫij Hu
iHd
j + h.c.)
+
1
8
(g2 + g′2)
(
|Hu|2 − |Hd|2
)2
+
g2
2
|HuHd∗|2 .
(16.3)
The magnitudes of the quartic potential terms are not arbitrary, i.e., they are constrained
by the supersymmetry to be of magnitude g2 and g′2. Since at the limit A
x
sp → 1 in
eq.(16.1) all the sparticles become independent of the x-field component as well of x-
coordinate (x ∈ M4), therefore the sparticles A± involved in the brackets may finally
contribute only in the radiative loop corrections to the fermion and boson mass of all
the particles maintaining the boson-fermion cancellations. Here, as before, χ± runs over
all the particles, while A± runs over all the sparticles. In the VMSM electroweak sym-
metry breaking slightly complicated due to the two complex Higgs doublets instead of
just one in the MSM. This completes the definition of the VMSM. We are now ready
to investigate some of its properties in more details. It is reasonable to start discus-
sion of the phenomenology of VMSM with a treatment of its Higgs sector. As before,
the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y should be broken spontaneously down to electromagnetism U(1)em
simultaneously in both the W - world and M4 (subsec.12.14), for which the scalar poten-
tial eq.(16.3) should have its absolute minimum away from the origin. Using the SU(2)
gauge transformations we can ignore the charged components without loss of general-
ity when minimizing the potential and establish the conditions necessary for h0u and h
0
d
to get nonzero VEVs. Furthermore, they can be chosen to be real: < h0u >= vu, and
< h0d >= vd while < h
+
u >=< h
+
d >= 0. In standard manners these VEVs can be
connected to the known mass of the Z0 boson and the electroweak gauge couplings:
M2Z =
1
2
(g2 + g′2)v2 ≡ 1
2
g˜2 v2, (16.4)
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where vu = v sin β, v = v cos β. The VEVs are directly related to the parameters of
the Higgs potential
V = −1
2
m2u
(∣∣∣h0u∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h+u ∣∣∣2) + 14 λ2u
(∣∣∣h0u∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h+u ∣∣∣2)2 − 12 m2d
(∣∣∣h0d∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h+d ∣∣∣2)
+
1
4
λ2d
(∣∣∣h0d∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h+d ∣∣∣2)2 + (b (h+u h−d − h0u h0d)+ h.c.)+ 14 M
2
Z
v2
(∣∣∣h0u∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣h+u ∣∣∣2
− |h0d|2 −
∣∣∣h−d ∣∣∣2)2 + M2Wv2
∣∣∣h+u h0d∗ + h0u h−d ∗∣∣∣2
(16.5)
via the minimization condition
∂ V
∂ h0u
=
(
−m2u + λ2u v2u −M2Z cos 2β
)
vu − 2 b vd = 0,
∂ V
∂ h0d
=
(
−m2d + λ2d v2d +M2Z cos 2β
)
vd − 2 b vu = 0,
(16.6)
or
mˆ2u = b cot β +
1
2
M2Z cos 2β, mˆ
2
d = b tan β −
1
2
M2Z cos 2β, (16.7)
provided by (eq.(12.12.7))
m2u =
24
7 ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2 (
µu
m
)2 [
1− T
Tc µ
−
(
µu
m
− 1
)
ln
2 ω˜
∆0
]
,
m2d =
24
7 ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2 (
µd
m
)2 [
1− T
Tc µ
−
(
µd
m
− 1
)
ln
2 ω˜
∆0
]
,
λ2u =
96
7 ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2
1
Nu
, λ2d =
96
7 ζ(3)
(
h¯
ξ0
)2
1
Nd
.
(16.8)
Here the Higgs mechanism works in the following way: Before the symmetry was broken
in the W -world, the 2 complex SU(2)L Higgs doublets had 8 degrees of freedom. Three
of them were the would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons G0, G±, which were absorbed to
give rise the longitudinal modes of the massive W -components of the Z0 and W± vector
bosons, which simultaneously give rise the corresponding x- components too, leaving 5
physical degrees of freedom. The latter consists of a charged Higgs boson pairs H±, a
CP-odd neutral Higgs boson A0, and CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h0 and H0. The
mass eigenstates and would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons are made of the original gauge-
eigenstate fields, where the physical pseudoscalar Higgs boson A0 is made of from the
imaginary parts of h0u and h
0
d, and is orthogonal to G
0; while the neutral scalar Higgs
bosons are mixtures of the real parts of h0u and h
0
d. The CP conservation in the Higgs
sector is automatic [19,23]. The mass of any physical Higgs boson that is SM-like is
strictly limited, as are the radiative corrections to the quartic potential terms. The
tree-level masses for these Higgs states are calculated from the mass matrices of second
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derivatives of the Higgs potential:
M2J =
1
2
∂2 V
∂ (Jm [h0i ]) ∂
(
Jm
[
h0j
]) = 1
2
m2A sin 2β
(
tan β 1
1 cot β
)
,
M2R =
1
2
∂2 V
∂ (Re [h0i ]) ∂
(
Re
[
h0j
]) = 1
2
m2A sin 2β
(
tan β + τd cot β − 1
−1 cot β + τu tan β
)
,
+
1
2
M2Z sin 2β
(
cot β − 1
−1 tan β
)
,
M2± =
1
2
∂2 V
∂ h−i ∂ h
+
j
=
1
2
M2H± sin 2β
(
tan β 1
1 cot β
)
,
(16.9)
where
m2A = mˆ
2
u + mˆ
2
d =
2 b
sin 2β
, τd =
λ2d v
2
m2A
, τu =
λ2u v
2
m2A
,
M2H± =M
2
W +m
2
A, i, j = u, d.
(16.10)
Once one has adopted the standard parameters then all the physical observables can be
expressed in terms of them. The eigenvalues of M2J are m
2
G0 = 0 and m
2
A. The m
2
A and
tan β can be chosen as the theory parameters. The eigenvalues of the M2R are written
m2H0 =
1
2
m2A1 +M2Z +
√√√√(m2A1 +M2Z)2 − 4m2AM2Z
(
cos2 2 β + θτ
m2A
M2Z
) ,
m2h0 =
1
2
m2A1 +M2Z −
√√√√(m2A1 +M2Z)2 − 4m2AM2Z
(
cos2 2 β + θτ
m2A
M2Z
) ,
(16.11)
where
m2A1 = m
2
A
(
1 + τd cos
2 β + τu sin
2 β
)
,
θτ = τd cos
4 β + τu sin
4 β +
1
4
sin2 2 β
[
τd τu + (τd + τu)
M2Z
m2A
]
.
(16.12)
It is then easy by ordinary manipulations to investigate the region of definition of the
m2h0 in several cases. But, as it is mentioned in previous section we are interested in the
physically most important case when the electroweak symmetry breaking is parametrized
just only by the single Higgs VEV vu = vd =
v√
2
and mˆ2u = mˆ
2
d > 0 (eq.(15.7)), namely
b = mˆ2u = mˆ
2
d > 0, m
2
A = 2 b > 0,
λ2u v
2
u =
m2A
2
+m2u, λ
2
d v
2
d =
m2A
2
+m2d.
(16.13)
Hence, the M2R is written down
M2R =
(
M2 +m2d −M2
−M2 M2 +m2u
)
, (16.14)
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where M2 =
1
2
(
M2Z +m
2
A
)
. The eigenvalues of the M2R then will be
m2H0 =
1
2
[
m2u +m
2
d + 2M
2 +
√
(m2u −m2d)2 + 4M4
]
,
m2h0 =
1
2
[
m2u +m
2
d + 2M
2 −
√
(m2u −m2d)2 + 4M4
]
.
(16.15)
In the limit |m2u −m2d| ≪ 2M2 it gives
m2h0 ≃
1
2
(
m2u +m
2
d
)2
, m2H0 ≃ m2h0 +M2Z , (16.16)
while at |m2u −m2d| ≫ 2M2 one has
m2H0 ≃ m2u +m2A +M2Z , m2h0 ≃ m2d +m2A +M2Z . (16.17)
In generic, if |m2u −m2d| ≤ 2M2 then the lower bound of m2h0 can be written
m2h0 ≥
1
2
[
m2u +m
2
d − (
√
2− 1)
(
m2A +M
2
Z
)]
, (16.18)
and if |m2u −m2d| ≥ 2M2, then
m2h0 ≥
1
2
[
m2A +M
2
Z +m
2
d (1 +
√
2)−m2u (
√
2− 1)
]
. (16.19)
In the same manner one gets the eigenvalues of the M2±
m2G± = 0, m
2
H± =M
2
W +m
2
A. (16.20)
It is important to mention that unlike the conventional MSSM models a suggested VMSM
does not predict the existence of any light neutral Higgs boson h0 in the supersymmetric
two-doublets Higgs sector. In contrary, both of the H0 and h0 bosons have enough large
masses, which is straightforward to see from the estimates eq.(16.15)-eq.(16.19). Espe-
cially in the case of particular interest m2u ∼ m2d ≫M2Z , the H0 and h0 are much heavier
than the Z0 boson. Furthermore, it is well known fact for the Higgs bosons that the
one-loop radiative corrections for some of their masses can push up the upper bound even
significantly.
17 Three solid testable predictions of VMSM
Discussing now the relevance of our present approach to the physical realities we should
attempt to provide some ground for checking the predictions of the VMSM against ex-
perimental evidence. It is remarkable that the resulting theory makes plausible following
three testable implications for the current experiments at LEP2, at the Tevatron and
LHC discussed below, which are drastically different from the predictions of conventional
models:
1. At first recall that, in conventional scenario there is a great belief for the h0 boson
having the mass mh0 ≤MZ , which would be the only Higgs boson that can be discovered
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at the next round of colliders. Therefore, searches for this boson (if the mass is below 150
GeV or so [39]) would be one of the crucial points in testing of MSSM models in particular,
as well of conventional SUSY in general. This prediction remains one of characteristic fea-
tures of such theories and it even holds in the limit that all masses of the supersymmetric
particles are sent to infinity when one recovers the non-supersymmetric Standard Model.
In the same time searches for this boson will invalidate the whole framework of VMSM
or will serve as the direct indication of its validity, where, in contrast to the formers, we
are led to reject such an expectation due to the specific mechanism of the electroweak
symmetry breaking. While the two important phenomenological implication of the MSM
given in the subsec.12.14 just are the first two testable predictions of the VMSM for the
current experiments.
2. It is well known that once SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y is broken, the fields with different SU(2)L⊗
U(1)Y quantum numbers can mix if they have the same SU(3)c ⊗U(1)em quantum num-
bers. Such a phenomenon occurs in the sfermion sector of the M/SMSM. If one ignore
mixing between sfermions of different generations but will include the mixing between
SU(2) doublet and singlet sfermions then the sfermion mass matrix decomposes into a
series of 2 × 2 matrices of the sfermions of a given flavour. The charginos are mixtures
of the charged Higgsinos and the charged gauginos, and neutralinos are the mixture of
neutral Higgsinos and the neutral gauginos, etc.. We can readily obtain the resulting ex-
plicit forms of corresponding mass matrices within standard technique. But shall forbear
to write them out here as the sfermions are no longer of consequence for discussion of
the final fields defined on M4. The sparticles could never emerge in M4 (eq.16.1) and will
be of no interest for the future experiments. By this we arrived to the second principle
point of drastic deviation of M/SMSM from the conventional MSSM models. In MSSM
models as well in any conventional SUSY theory the supersymmetry was implemented in
the Minkowski space M4 by adding a new four odd dimensions, and there are two major
motivation for SUSY to be realized in the TeV range, i.e., the masses of sparticles are of
the order of a few TeV or less. First one is a solution of the hierarchy problem, when
in order to introduce no new fine-tunning all soft terms should be of the same order of
magnitude at most in the TeV range-weak scale (e.g. [65]). The second motivation for low
energy SUSY comes from the view point of gauge unification (a supersymmetric GUT).
Since the current experiments at LEP2, at the Tevatron and at LHC will explore this
energy range, then, the second great expectation of such theories arise that at least some
of the sparticles can be found and their parameters like masses and coupling constants will
also be measured (the precise measurements). Reflecting upon the results far obtained
here, in a strong contrast to such theories the unbroken MW-SUSY is implemented on the
MW-SMM: SGN by, at first, lifting up G
η
→ SG
η
and consequently making an inverse pas-
sage to the /SGN (SG
η
→ G
η
) on which the resulting theory M/SMSM is defined (sec.16).
Applying the final passage (G
η
→ M4) (eq.(16.1)) we arrive to the final VMSM, where
only the particles will survive on the M4 at the real physical limit under the R-parity
conservation (eq.(16.1)). Then,
• all the sparticles never could emerge in the M4 neither at TeV range nor at any
energy range at all.
From the view point of achieving the final potentially realistic supersymmetric field theory
this will be third crucial test in experiments above for verifying the efforts made either
in MSSM model building (the conventional SUSY theories) or in suggested VMSM (the
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MW-SUSY), which are based on two quite different approaches. To sum up the discussion
thus far, we have argued that, in strong contrast to conventional SUSY theories, if the
VMSM given here proves viable it becomes an crucial issue to hold in experiments the
above-mentioned three tests.
17.1 Quark flavour mixing and the Cabibbo angles
An implication of quark generations into general scheme will be carried out in the same
way of the leptons (subsec.12). But before proceeding further that it is profitable to
enlarge it by the additional assumption without asking the reason behind it:
• The MW components imply
iψ¯
u
A
(· · · , θi1 , · · · θin , · · ·) jψ
u
B(· · · , θi1 , · · · θin , · · ·) = δij
∑
l=i1,...,in
fABil
i (q¯lql) , (17.1.1)
namely, the contribution of each individual subquark iql, into the component of given
world (i) is determined by the partial formfactor fABil . Under the group SU(2)⊗U(1) the
left-handed quarks transform as three doublets, while the right-handed quarks transform
as independent singlets except of following differences:
1. The values of weak-hypercharge of quarks are changed due to their fractional electric
charges qL : Y
w =
1
3
, uR : Y
w =
4
3
, dR : Y
w = −2
3
etc.
2. All Yukawa coupling constants have nonzero values.
3. An appearance of quark mixing and Cabibbo angle, which is unknown in the scope of
standard model.
4. An existence of CP-violating phase in unitary matrix of quark mixing. We shall discuss
it in the next section.
In [2] we attempt to give an explanation to quark mixing and Cabibbo angle. We con-
sider this problem, for simplicity, on the example of four quarks u, d, s, c. The further
implication of all quarks would complicate the problem only in algebraic sense. Instead
of mixing of the d′ and s′ it is convenient to consider a quite equivalent mixing of u′ and
c′. Similar formulas can be worked out for the other mixings. Hence, the nonzero value of
Cabibbo angle arises due to nonzero coupling constant fu′c′. The problem is to calculate
all coupling constants fu′c′,fc′t′ , and ft′u′ generating three Cabibbo angles
tan 2θ3 =
2fu′c′
fc′ − fu′ , tan 2θ1 =
2fc′t′
ft′ − fc′ , tan 2θ2 =
2ft′u′
fu′ − ft′ .
Since the Q-components of the quark fields u′, c′ and t′ contain at least one identical
subquark, the partial formfactors f¯i, as well then all coupling constants, acquire nonzero
values causing a quark mixing with the Cabibbo angles ([2]). The resulting expressions
are as follows:
tan 2θ3 =
f¯3
(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu + Σ¯
3
Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc − Σ¯2Qu − Σ¯3Qu
) , tan 2θ1 = f¯1
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc + Σ¯
1
Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t
)
(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t − Σ¯3Qc − Σ¯1Qc
) ,
tan 2θ2 =
f¯2
(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t + Σ¯
2
Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu
)
(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu − Σ¯1Qt − Σ¯2Qt
) .
(17.1.2)
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Therefore, the unimodular orthogonal group of global rotations arises, and the quarks u′, c′
and t′ come up in doublets (u′, c′),(c′, t′), and (t′, u′). For the leptons these formfactors
equal zero f¯ lepti ≡ 0, because of eq.(12.4.1), namely the lepton mixing is absent. In
conventional notation
(
u′
d
)
L
,
(
c′
s
)
L
,
(
t′
b
)
L
→
(
u
d′
)
L
,
(
c
s′
)
L
,
(
t
b′
)
L
, which gives rise
to fu′c′ → fd′s′, fc′t′ → fs′b′ , ft′u′ → fb′d′, fu′ → fd′ , fc′ → fs′, ft′ → fb′ , fd →
fu, fs → fc, fb → ft.
17.2 The CP-violating phase
The required magnitude of the CP-violating complex parameter ε depends upon the spe-
cific choice of theoretical model for explaining the K02 → 2π decay [130, 131]. From
the experimental data it is somewhere |ε| ≃ 2.3 × 10−3. In the framework of Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) parametrization of unitary matrix of quark mixing [132], this parameter
may be expressed in terms of three Eulerian angles of global rotations in the three dimen-
sional quark space and one phase parameter. We attempt to derive the KM-matrix with
an explanation given to an appearance of the CP-violating phase ([2]). Recall that dur-
ing the realization of MW- structure the P-violation compulsory occurred in the W-world
provided by the spanning eq.(12.8.1). The three dimensional effective spaceW locv (3) arises
as follows:
W locv (3) ∋ q(3)v =

qwR(
~T = 0)
qwL (
~T =
1
2
)
 ≡
≡

uR, dR(
u′
d
)
L
 ,

cR, sR(
c′
s
)
L
 ,

tR, bR(
t′
b
)
L
 ≡

qw3(
qw1
qw2
)
 ,

qw1(
qw2
qw3
)
 ,

qw2(
qw3
qw1
)
 ,
(17.2.1)
where the subscript (v) formally specifies a vertical direction of multiplet, the subquarks
qwα (α = 1, 2, 3) associate with the local rotations around corresponding axes of three
dimensional effective spaceW locv (3). The local gauge transformations f
v
exp are implemented
upon the multiplet q′(3)v = f
v
expq
(3)
v , where f
v
exp ∈ SU loc(2) ⊗ U loc(1). If for the moment
we leave it intact and make a closer examination of the content of the middle row in
eq.(17.2.1), then we distinguish the other symmetry arisen along the horizontal line (h).
Hence, we may expect a situation similar to those of subsec.12.8 will be held in present
case. The procedure just explained therein can be followed again. We have to realize that
due to the specific structure of W-world implying the condition of realization of the MW
connections eq.(12.2.5) with ~T 6= 0, Y w 6= 0, the subquarks qwα tend to be compulsory
involved into triplet. They form one “doublet” ~T 6= 0 and one singlet Y w 6= 0. Then the
quarks u′L, c
′
L and t
′
L form a SO
gl(2) “doublet” and a Ugl(1) singlet
((u′L, c
′
L) t
′
L) ≡ ((qw1 , qw2 ) qw3 ) ≡ q(3)h ∈ W glh (3),
(u′L, (c
′
L, t
′
L)) ≡ (qw1 , (qw2 , qw3 )) , ((t′L, u′L) c′L) ≡ ((qw3 , qw1 ) , qw2 ) .
(17.2.2)
Here W glh (3) is the three dimensional effective space in which the global rotations occur.
They are implemented upon the triplets through the transformation matrix fhexp:
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q′
(3)
h = f
h
expq
(3)
h , which reads (eq.(17.2.2))
fhexp =
 f33 0 00 c s
0 −s c

in the notation c = cos θ, s = sin θ. This implies the incompatibility relation eq.(2.5.2),
namely
‖fhexp‖ = f33(f11f22 − f12f21) = f33ε123ε123‖fhexp‖f ∗33. (17.2.3)
That is f33f
∗
33 = 1, or f33 = e
iδ and ‖fhexp‖ = 1. The general rotation in W glh (3) is
described by Eulerian three angles θ1, θ2, θ3. If we put the arisen phase only in the
physical sector then a final KM-matrix of quark flavour mixing would result. The CP-
violating parameter ε approximately is written [130] ε ∼ s1s2s3 sin δ 6= 0. Thus, while
the spanning W locv (2) → W locv (3) eq.(17.2.1) underlies the P-violation and the expanded
symmetry Glocv (3) = SU
loc(2)⊗U loc(1), the CP-violation stems from the similar spanning
W glh (2)→W glh (3) eq.(17.2.2) with the expanded global symmetry group.
17.3 The mass-spectrum of leptons and quarks
The mass-spectrum of leptons and quarks stems from their internal MW-structure eq.(12.4.1)
and eq.(12.5.1) incorporated with the quark mixing eq.(17.1.2). We start a discussion
with the leptons. It is worthwhile to adopt a simple viewpoint on Higgs sector. Follow-
ing the subsec.12.14, the explicit expressions of the lepton masses read mi =
η√
2
fi and
mνi =
η√
2
f νi , that me : mµ : mτ = fe : fµ : fτ = L
2
1 : L
2
2 : L
2
3 provided by L
2
1 =
mi
M
and
√
M =
∑
i
√
mi. Thus, L1 = (8.9; 7.8)× 10−3, L2 = (0.13; 0.11), L3 = (0.9; 0.88).
Taking into account the eq.(12.5.1) and eq.(17.1.2) the coupling constants of the quarks
d, s and b can be written
fd = L1 tr(ρdΣQ) ≡ L1 f˜d, fs = L2 tr(ρsΣQ) ≡ L2 f˜s, fb = L3 tr(ρbΣQ) ≡ L3 f˜b,
ρd = ρ
QρBd , ρs = ρ
QρBs ρ
s, ρb = ρ
QρBb ρ
b.
(17.3.1)
Hence md =
η√
2
fd, ms =
η√
2
fs, mb =
η√
2
fb, and md : ms : mb = (L1 f˜d) : (L2 f˜s) :
(L3 f˜b). According to the sec.17, we derive the masses of the u, c and t quarks
mu =
η√
2
{(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu
)
cos2 θ3 +
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
sin2 θ3 − f¯3
2
(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu+
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
sin 2θ3
}
=
η√
2
{(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu
)
cos2 θ2 +
(
Σ¯1Q t + Σ¯
2
Qt
)
sin2 θ2+
f¯2
2
(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Qt + Σ¯
2
Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu+
)
sin 2θ2
}
,
(17.3.2)
mc =
η√
2
{(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu
)
sin2 θ3 +
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
cos2 θ3 +
f¯3
2
(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu+
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
sin 2θ3
}
=
η√
2
{(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
cos2 θ1 +
(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t
)
sin2 θ1−
f¯1
2
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc + Σ¯
1
Qt + Σ¯
2
Qt+
)
sin 2θ1
}
,
(17.3.3)
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mt =
η√
2
{(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t
)
cos2 θ1 +
(
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
sin2 θ1 +
f¯1
2
(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t+
Σ¯3Qc + Σ¯
1
Qc
)
sin 2θ1
}
=
η√
2
{(
Σ¯1Qt + Σ¯
2
Q t
)
cos2 θ2 +
(
Σ¯2Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu
)
sin2 θ2−
f¯2
2
(
Σ¯1Q t + Σ¯
2
Qt + Σ¯
2
Qu + Σ¯
3
Qu+
)
sin 2θ2
}
.
(17.3.4)
18 The physical outlook and concluding remarks
The physical outlook on suggested approach and concluding remarks are given in this
section in order to resume once again a whole physical picture and to provide a sufficient
background for its understanding without undue hardship. To complete the MSM [1,2],
here we attempted to develop its realistic, viable, minimal SUSY extension in order to
solve the zero point energy and hierarchy problems standing before it.
• Our scheme based on the OM formalism(sec.2), which is the mathematical framework
for our physical outlook embodied in the idea that the geometry and fields, with the
internal symmetries and all interactions, as well the four major principles of relativity
(special and general), quantum, gauge and colour confinement, are derivative. They come
into being simultaneously in the stable system of the underlying “primordial structures”
involved in the “linkage” establishing processes. The OM formalism is the generalization of
secondary quantization of the field theory with appropriate expansion over the geometric
objects leading to the quantization of geometry different from all existing schemes.
•We have chosen a simple setting and considered the primordial structures, which are
designed to posses certain physical properties satisfying the general rules stated briefly in
subsec.2.3, and have involved in the linkage establishing processes. The processes of their
creation and annihilation in the lowest state (the regular structures) just are described by
the OM formalism. In all the higher states the primordial structures are distorted ones,
namely they have undergone the distortion transformations (subsec.2.4). These trans-
formations yield the “quark” and “antiquark” fields defined on the simplified geometry
(one u-channel) given in the subsec.2.4, and skeletonized for illustrative purposes. Due to
geometry realization conditions held in the stable systems of primordial structures they
emerge in confined phase. This scheme still should be considered as the preliminary one,
which is further elaborated in the subsec.3.2 to get the physically more realistic picture.
• The distortion transformation functions are the operators acting in the space of the
internal degrees of freedom (colours) and imply the incompatibility relations eq.(2.5.2),
which hold for both the local and the global distortion rotations. They underly the most
important symmetries such as the internal symmetries U(1), SU(2), SU(3), the SU(2)⊗
U(1) symmetry of electroweak interactions, etc. (see sec.12, 17). We generalize the OM
formalism via the concept of the OMM yielding the MW geometry involving the spacetime
continuum and the internal worlds of the given number. In an enlarged framework of the
OMM we define and clarify the conceptual basis of subquarks and their characteristics
stemming from the various symmetries of the internal worlds. They imply subcolour
confinement and gauge principle (subsec.3.2). By this we have arrived at an entirely
satisfactory answer to the question of the physical origin of the geometry and fields, the
internal symmetries and interactions, as well the principles of relativity, quantum, gauge
and subcolour confinement. The value of the present version of hypothesis of existence of
the MW-structures defined on the MW-geometry resides in solving of some key problems
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of the SM, wherein we attempt to suggest a microscopic approach to the properties of
particles and interactions.
•We derive the MW-SUSY (sec.8,9), which has an algebraic origin in the sense that it
has arisen from the subquark algebra defined on the internal worlds, while the nilpotent
supercharge operators are derived (sec.4). Therefore, the MW-SUSY realized only on
the internal worlds but not on the spacetime continuum. Thus, it cannot be an exact
symmetry of nature and has to be realized in its broken phase (sec.9). Our purpose
above is much easier to handle, by restoring in the first the “exact” MW-SUSY. It can be
achieved by lifting up each sparticle to corresponding particle state (sec.9). This enables
the sparticle to be included in the same supermultiplet with corresponding particle. Due
to different features of particles and sparticles when passing back to physically realistic
limit eq.(9.11) one must have always to distinguish them by introducing an additional
discrete internal symmetry, i.e., the multiplicative Z2 R-parity (sec.9).
• We write then the most generic renormalizable MW-SUSY action eq.(11.17) involv-
ing gauge and supersymmetric matter frame fields, and, thus, the corresponding generat-
ing functional. Therein, we are led to the principal point of drastic change of the standard
SUSY scheme to specialize the superpotential to be in such a form eq.(11.28)-eq.(11.34),
which enables the microscopic approach to the key problems of particle phenomenology
(sec.12).
• Within this approach, due to the symmetry of Q-world of electric charge the condi-
tion of realization of the MW connections has arisen embodied in the Gell-Mann-Nishijima
relation (subsec.12.2). For the MW-structures the symmetries of corresponding internal
worlds are unified into higher symmetry including also the operators of isospin and hy-
percharge. We conclude that the possible three lepton generations consist of six lepton
fields with integer electric and leptonic charges being free of confinement condition (sub-
sec.12.4). As well, the three quark generations exist composed of six possible quark fields
(subsec.12.5), which carry fractional electric and baryonic charges realized in the confined
phase. The global group unifying all global symmetries of the internal worlds of quarks
is the flavour group SUf (6) (subsec.12.3). The whole complexity of leptons, quarks and
other composite particles, and their interactions arises from the MW-frame field, which
has nontrivial MW internal structure and involves nonlinear fermion self-interaction of
the components. This Lagrangian contains only two major free parameters, which are the
coupling constants of nonlinear fermion and gauge interactions (subsec 12.6). To realize
the MW-connections of the weak interacting fermions the P-violation compulsory occurred
in W-world (subsec.12.8) incorporated with the gauge symmetry reduction. It has char-
acterized by the Weinberg mixing angle with the fixed value at 300. This gives rise to the
local symmetry SU(2) ⊗ U(1), under which the left-handed fermions transformed as six
independent doublets, while the right-handed fermions transformed as twelve independent
singlets.
• Due to vacuum rearrangement in Q-world the Yukawa couplings arise between the
fermion fields and corresponding isospinor-scalar H-mesons in conventional form. In the
framework of suggested specific mechanism providing the effective attraction between the
relativistic fermions caused by the exchange of the mediating induced gauge quanta in the
W-world, the two complex self-interacting isospinor-scalar Higgs doublets (Hu, Hd) as well
as their spin-
1
2
SUSY partners
(
H˜u, H˜d
)
Higgsinos arise as the Bose-condensate. Taking
into account this slight difference from the MSM arisen in the field content of MSMSM
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in the Higgs sector the supersymmetric Lagrangian eq.(11.35) now also contains these
fields coupled to the gauge fields in a gauge invariant way, when the symmetry-breaking
Higgs bosons are counted off from the gap symmetry-restoring value as the point of origin
(subsec.12.13).
• The Higgs mechanism does work in the following way: Before the symmetry was
broken in the W -world, the 2 complex SU(2)L Higgs doublets had 8 degrees of freedom.
Three of them were the would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons G0, G±, which were absorbed
to give rise the longitudinal modes of the massiveW -components of the Z0 andW± vector
bosons, which simultaneously give rise the corresponding x- components too, leaving 5
physical degrees of freedom. The latter consists of a charged Higgs boson pairs H±, a
CP-odd neutral Higgs boson A0, and CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h0 and H0. The
mass eigenstates and would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons are made of the original gauge-
eigenstate fields, where the physical pseudoscalar Higgs boson A0 is made of from the
imaginary parts of h0u and h
0
d, and is orthogonal to G
0; while the neutral scalar Higgs
bosons are mixtures of the real parts of h0u and h
0
d. The mass of any physical Higgs boson
that is SM-like is strictly limited, as are the radiative corrections to the quartic potential
terms. We calculated the tree-level masses for these Higgs states (sec.16) and shown that
the h0 Higgs boson arisen in the internal W -world is much heavier of that Z0 boson.
• In contrast to the SM, the suggested microscopic approach predicts the electroweak
symmetry breakdown in the W -world by the VEV of spin zero Higgs bosons and the
transmission of electroweak symmetry breaking from the W−world to the M4 spacetime
continuum (subsec.12.14). The resulting Lagrangian of unified electroweak interactions of
leptons and quarks ensues, which in lowest order approximation leads to the Lagrangian of
phenomenological SM. In general, the self-energy operator underlies the Yukawa coupling
constant, which takes into account a mass-spectrum of all expected collective excitations
of bound quasi-particle pairs. If the MSM proves viable it becomes an crucial issue to
hold in experiments the two testable predictions given in subsec.12.14.
• The realistic generating functional should be derived by passing back to the physical
limit eq.(9.11). Such a breaking of the MW-SUSY can be implemented by subtracting
back all the explicit soft mass terms formerly introduced for the sparticles eq.(15.2). These
terms do not reintroduced the quadratic diagrams which motivated the introduction of
SUSY framework. Therewith, the boson-fermion cancellation in the above-mentioned
problems can be regarded as a consequence of a constraint stemming from holomorphy of
the observables, therefore it will be held at the limit eq.(9.11) too. Thus, we extract the
pertinent piece containing only the η-field components and then in afterwards pass to M4
(subsec.2.1) to get the final VMSM yielding the realistic particle spectrum.
• Thus, if the VMSM proves viable it becomes an crucial issue to hold in the experi-
ments at LEP2 and at the Tevatron three testable solid implications given in sec.17, which
are drastically different from those of conventional MSSM models.
• The implication of quarks into the VMSM is carried out in the same way of leptons
except that of appearance of quark mixing with Cabibbo angle (subsec.17.1) and the ex-
istence of CP-violating complex phase in unitary matrix of quark mixing (subsec.17.2).
The Q-components of the quarks contain at least one identical subquark, due to which the
partial formfactors gain nonzero values. This underlies the quark mixing with Cabibbo
angles. In lepton’s case these formfactors are vanished and lepton mixing is absent. The
CP-violation stems from the spanning eq.(17.2.2). Adopting a simple viewpoint on Higgs
sector the masses of leptons and quarks are given in subsec.17.3.
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We hope that the outlined VMSM, if it proves viable in the experiments at LEP2 and at
the Tevatron, will be an attractive basis for the future theories. As yet no direct signal
has been found in them, the absent of which has been cleared up the lower limits on Higgs
bosons and sparticles masses.
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Appendix A
1 The field equations
The state vectors are in the form
χ0(ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4) =| 1, 1 >ν1 · | 1, 2 >ν2 · | 2, 1 >ν3 · | 2, 2 >ν4,
νi =
{
1 if ν = νi for some i,
0 otherwise,
| χ−(1) >= χ0(1, 0, 0, 0), | χ+(1) >= χ0(0, 0, 0, 1), < χ±(λ) | χ±(µ) >= δλµ,
| χ−(2) >= χ0(0, 0, 1, 0), | χ+(2) >= χ0(0, 1, 0, 0), < χ±(λ) | χ∓(µ) >= 0,
provided < χ± | A | χ± >≡
∑
λ
< χ±(λ) | A | χ±(λ) > . The free field defined on the
multimanifold GN = G
η
⊕G
u1
⊕ · · · ⊕ G
uN
is written
Ψ = ψ
η
(η)ψ
u
(u), ψ
u
(u) = ψ
u1
(u1) · · · ψ
uN
(uN),
where ψ
ui
is the bispinor defined on the internal manifold G
ui
. A Lagrangian of free field
reads
L˜0(D) =
i
2
{Ψ¯e(ζ) iγ(λ,µ,α)∂
i
(λ,µ,α)Ψe(ζ)− ∂
i
(λ,µ,α)Ψ¯e(ζ)
iγ(λ,µ,α)Ψe(ζ)}. (A.1.1)
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We adopt the following conventions:
Ψe(ζ) = e⊗Ψ(ζ) =
(
1 1
1 1
)
⊗Ψ(ζ), Ψ¯e(ζ) = e⊗ Ψ¯(ζ), Ψ¯(ζ) = Ψ+(ζ)γ0,
iγ(λ,µ,α) = iO˜λ,µ ⊗ σ˜α, iO˜λ,µ = 1√
2
(
νiξ0 ⊗ O˜µ + ελξ ⊗ iO˜µ
)
,
ελ =
{
1 λ = 1
−1 λ = 2 , < νi, νj >= δij ,
{
iO˜λ, jO˜µ
}
= δij
∗δλµ,
O˜µ =
1√
2
(ξ0 + εµξ) , O˜
λ = ∗δλµO˜µ = (O˜λ)
+
, iO˜µ =
1√
2
(ξ0i + εµξi) ,
∂
i
(λ,µ,α) = ∂/∂
iζ (λ,µ,α), ξ0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
ξ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
,
ξ0
2 = −ξ2 = −ξ0i2 = ξ2i = 1, {ξ0, ξ} = {ξ0, ξ0i} = {ξ0, ξi} =
= {ξ, ξ0i} = {ξ, ξi} = {ξ0i, ξj}i 6=j = {ξ0i, ξ0j}i 6=j = {ξi, ξj}i 6=j = 0.
(A.1.2)
Field equations are written
(pˆ
η
−m)ψ
η
(η) = 0, ψ¯
η
(η)(pˆ
η
−m) = 0,
(pˆ
u
−m)ψ
u
(u) = 0, ψ¯
u
(u)(pˆ
u
−m) = 0, (A.1.3)
where
pˆ
η
= i ∂ˆ
η
, pˆ
u
= i ∂ˆ
u
, ∂ˆ
u
= iγ(λα)∂
ui
(λα), ∂
η
(λα) = ∂/∂η
(λα), ∂
ui
(λα) = ∂/∂u
(λα)
i ,
iγ
η
(λα) = iO˜
η
λ ⊗ σ˜α = νiξ0 ⊗ γ(λα) = νiξ0 ⊗ O˜λ ⊗ σ˜α,
iγ
u
(λα) = iO˜
u
λ ⊗ σ˜α = ξ ⊗ iγ(λα) = ξ ⊗ iO˜λ ⊗ σ˜α,(
γ(λα)
)+
= ∗δλτδαβγ(τβ) = γ(λα),
(
iγ
u
(λα)
)+
= −iγ
u
(λα).
(A.1.4)
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